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For my teachers—past, present, and future
Introduction

We’re All Believers

In April 2009, the leaders of a powerful clan presided over a ceremony on the grounds of their new house of worship. The clan’s warriors, known for their fickleness and inconsistency—their success against other tribes depending to a large degree on luck—worried that an adversary had placed a curse on their home turf. Someone had hidden a significant artifact—a symbol of their sworn enemy—under the premises. The American media, typically dismissive of voodoo, had a field day with this little rite. As journalists looked on, two men friendly to the warriors pulled the offending relic from the ground and raised it high. Flashbulbs illuminated a ragged piece of cloth clearly reading the number 34 and the name Ortiz. The new Yankee Stadium had been cleansed.

Why should we, an enlightened society largely adhering to the rigors of science, care so much about a shirt buried in concrete by a construction worker? And why would the president of the Yankees threaten that worker with legal action and demand recompense for the cost of replacing the concrete? The Red Sox jersey itself posed no structural threat to the stadium. So how could that worker “force” the Yankees to dig it up? Because magical powers were attributed to that jersey. (We’ll revisit Yankee Stadium in chapter 2.)

Most of the world is religious, and millions more are openly superstitious, spiritual, or credulous of the paranormal. But in this book I argue that we all believe in magic—luck, mind over matter, destiny, jinxes, life after death, evil, and heavenly helpers—even when we say we don’t.

Magical thinking can be quite banal. We find occult meaning in the world all around us, every day. Do you own any sentimental objects—say, a wedding ring, a family heirloom, or an autographed baseball? Objects you’d value more than an identical duplicate? That’s magical thinking. Do you feel that what goes around comes around, through some universal principle of fairness? That’s magical thinking. Do you yell at your laptop when it erases your files? Magical thinking. Do you hope to leave a legacy after you die? Magical thinking. Do you believe that certain events were meant to happen? Magical thinking. Or that you can lift your arm through the power of your conscious thoughts? Magical thinking, even that.
As you will see, those examples all derive from our ongoing flirtation with supernaturalism, a relationship we depend on for our very survival.
Giving Up the Ghost

For the first ten years of my life I went to church every week with my family. Not by choice; I found it boring and hated getting up early and wearing uncomfortable clothes. But we got donuts in Sunday school, I enjoyed a modest version of stardom as a member of the choir, and I was allowed to spend sermons drawing tanks and fighter planes blowing up the illustration of the church on the cover of the program.

And I did believe in, and fear, God. I hated being alone with him in the empty chapel—it gave me goose bumps. For a time I refused to say the word God and would spell it out. I even wrote it “G-O-D.”

But things changed around fourth grade, when I discovered a copy of A Brief History of Time by Stephen Hawking on my parents’ bedroom floor. I read his portrayal of the evolution of the universe, first with my father and then on my own, and saw that the Big Questions could be answered, or at least approached, by science. God made less and less sense.

I found more books on the big bang and the fabric of space-time and abandoned my belief in a personal creator—but not my obsession with him. I became a strident young atheist, eager to debate anyone who stooped to have faith in an invisible guide. In the copy of Why I Am Not a Christian by the British philosopher Bertrand Russell that I purchased for pleasure-reading in middle school, I underlined passages such as, “It would seem, therefore, that the three human impulses embodied in religion are fear, conceit, and hatred.” I struggled to understand humanity’s unshakable hold on magical beliefs—its stock in miracles, gods, a soul—against all reason.

That’s just it: faith is unreasonable, an emotional reaction. But shouldn’t reason triumph in deciphering the workings of the universe? Why cry out for a daddy in the sky to explain things and keep you safe? (I have Freudian interpretations of my conversion, too, but I’ll save those for therapy.) In my Vulcan mind-set, I looked down on the religious as stupid or weak or both.

But I knew too many smart, admirable people who went to church. Besides, I never converted anyone to atheism using logic. So I decided to chillax and pay
more attention to what irrational beliefs did for people. Five billion faithful can’t be wrong!

And I realized in myself a continued need for something more. My teen years were dark, and I often thought that life would be easier were I not an atheist. I looked for slivers of evidence to let me believe that we are not simply mortal, finite, arbitrary collections of organic molecules. I read *Synchronicity*, in which the physicist F. David Peat tries to ground Carl Jung’s ideas about meaningful coincidences in the world of quantum mechanics. I read *The Physics of Immortality*, in which the physicist Frank Tipler proposes that our descendants will use computers to re-create all previous humans and continue our existences in a virtual heaven. And I read *The Archaic Revival*, in which the ethno-botanist Terence McKenna considers psychedelics a window into higher dimensions. (Naturally, I also tested some of those windows.) And here is something I’ve never told anyone before. For a couple years after giving up God, I still occasionally prayed at night, sending my thoughts out into the vast ether.

I really, really wanted to believe in magic.

In parallel with my search for meaning was the pursuit of the *meaning* of meaning, which led me from physics to psychology. We can’t interact with reality directly and in fact can’t even be sure it exists; we experience it only through the filter of our own consciousness. What you see, hear, taste, and touch is all a subjective construction in your brain based on sensory input. (Or a neural jack, as in *The Matrix.*) I decided the closest I could come to understanding the ultimate nature of reality was to understand how the mind creates it. In college I set out to design an independent major in consciousness studies before settling on cognitive neuroscience, the rigorous analysis of the interface between matter and mind, existence and experience.

That pursuit has led me here. I can’t of course provide for you the meaning of life, and might even speak dismissively (though not derisively) of the meaning you already hold dear. But I’m not ruining Christmas just for fun. (And, arguably, I’m not ruining Christmas at all; telling people why they’re biased to believe in Rudolph says nothing about Rudolph’s actual existence.) I’m dissecting the sacred because the same magical thinking that leads to sentimentality, altruism, and self-efficacy can also lead to vilification, fatalism, and irrational exuberance, or even depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and psychosis. By tearing down everything holy and pointing out the sand it was
built on, I’m hoping we can learn how to build meaning back up in constructive ways. I don’t want to eradicate magical thinking. I want to harness it.
The Rationality of Irrationality

Far from a sign of stupidity or weakness, magical thinking exemplifies many of the habits of mind that made humans so evolutionarily successful. Once you’ve accepted that the brain constructs reality, and that the brain has evolved like any other organ to help its owner survive and reproduce, it follows that the brain constructs reality in the most useful way possible for its owner. The key word here is *useful*, which is not to say *accurate*. The brain doesn’t care so much what’s really out there; it just needs to stay alive and be replicated, which might involve telling us a white lie now and again.

Over the past several decades, psychologists have documented a litany of cognitive biases—consistent misperceptions of the world—and explained their positive functions. For example, we overestimate heights when looking down, making us particularly cautious about falling. In the social realm, men overestimate sexual interest from women because the cost of hitting on someone and receiving a brushoff is small compared to the benefit of scoring and spreading one’s seed. (A drink in the face is temporary, but a carrier for your genes lasts generations.) And superstitious rituals such as crossing fingers may result from believing we have more control over the world than we actually do, a bias that prevents counterproductive feelings of helplessness.

The behavioral economist Dan Ariely, who has designed many clever studies to tease out our biases, calls the human mind “predictably irrational.” Alternatively, the evolutionary psychologist Martie Haselton and her colleagues have written that “the mind is best described as *adaptively rational* … equipped with mechanisms that are constrained and sometimes imprecise, but nevertheless clear products of natural selection showing evidence of good design.”

This design comprises two distinct levels of processing. The *rational* system is slow, deliberate, abstract, and logical. The *intuitive* system is quick, automatic, associative, and emotional. We have the second system to thank for magical thinking.

*Thinking* and *belief*, as I use the terms in this book, include biases and intimations and feelings. Mere whiffs and glimmers of thought. If you think
conscious deliberation drives the car, you’re ignoring the vast engine block beneath the hood at your own peril. We run largely on autopilot, and overthinking things (as I and many others are wont to do) can funk up the works. For example, when an injury disconnects emotional brain centers from neural areas responsible for higher cognition, patients can’t listen to their guts and have trouble making even simple decisions. Recall the millipede who was asked how he knows which leg to move next and immediately froze. Sometimes intuitive thinking just gets the job done. And as we’ll see, magical thinking is not merely an eccentric extension of healthy biases and shortcuts; it can provide benefits of its own. Most prominently, it offers a sense of control and a sense of meaning, making life richer, more comprehensible, and less scary.

Often, the biologically modern deliberative system is powerless to restrain the ancient associative system it’s built on. It makes no difference how clever you are or how reasonable you try to be: research shows little correlation between people’s levels of rationality or intelligence and their susceptibility to magical thinking. I “know” knocking on wood has no mystical power. But my instincts tell me to do it anyway, just in case, and I do. A possibly apocryphal tale has the legendary physicist Niels Bohr responding to a friend’s inquiry about the horseshoe he’d hung above his door: “Oh, I don’t believe in it. But I am told it works even if you don’t.” (I’d say he was channeling Yogi Berra if they hadn’t been contemporaries.) “There are many layers of belief,” the psychologist Carol Nemeroff, who has studied magical thinking extensively, told me. “And the answer for many people, especially with regard to magic, is, ‘Most of me doesn’t believe, but some of me does.’”
Longings and Wisdom

“Magic—the very word seems to reveal a world of mysterious and unexpected possibilities!” the Polish anthropologist Bronisław Malinowski wrote in 1925. “Even for the clear scientific mind the subject of magic has a special attraction. Partly perhaps because we hope to find in it the quintessence of primitive man’s longings and of his wisdom—and that, whatever it might be, is worth knowing. Partly because ‘magic’ seems to stir up in everyone some hidden mental forces, some lingering hopes in the miraculous, some dormant beliefs in man’s mysterious possibilities.”

Malinowski spent several years in the southwest Pacific studying the magical practices of “primitive man.” Much of today’s scholarship on magic derives from the anthropological efforts of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, in which the traditions of bushmen and remote islanders were cataloged and scrutinized. Psychologists, sociologists, and historians have still not agreed upon what counts as magic, versus religion, versus science, versus technology. There’s plenty of overlap: magic and religion both deal with a spiritual realm. Magic and science both deal with uncovering hidden patterns in the world. And magic and technology both deal with mastering one’s environment.

“Although the word ‘magic’ is common in both scholarly and lay discourse,” the psychologists Carol Nemeroff and Paul Rozin have written:

the variety of things to which it refers is far-reaching, ranging from a social institution characteristic of traditional societies, to sleight-of-hand or parlor tricks, to belief in unconventional phenomena such as UFOs and ESP, to sloppy thinking or false beliefs, and even to a state of romance, wonder, or the mysterious. One must at least entertain the possibility that there is no true category here at all. Instead, the term “magic” in current usage has become a label for a residual category—a garbage bin filled with various odds and ends that we do not otherwise know what to do with.

There is a common thread that holds together many of the things we tend to
call magic and excludes many of the things we don’t. One recurring theme in the literature—a theme I’m taking as the basis for my definition of magical thinking—is what the anthropologist Richard Shweder called a “confusion of subjectivity and objectivity” and the anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss called “the anthropomorphism of nature … and the physiomorphism of man.” There’s the world of the mind, defined by intention and conscious experience, and the world of outside reality, defined by matter and deterministic forces. But we instinctively treat the mind as though it had physical properties, and we treat the physical world as though it had mental properties. That’s magical thinking. We perceive mind and matter mingling together, working on the same wavelength.

The psychologist Marjaana Lindeman similarly defines magical thinking as “category mistakes where the core attributes of mental, physical, and biological entities and processes are confused with each other” and has collected evidence linking these category mistakes under one umbrella. She and collaborators found that people who describe phrases such as, Old furniture knows things about the past, or, An evil thought is contaminated, or When summer is warm, flowers want to bloom as more than metaphor also believe in feng shui and astrology (i.e., that the arrangement of furniture or stars can channel life energy), see more purpose in natural and random events, and are more likely to be religious and hold paranormal beliefs.

One advantage of defining magical thinking as the mingling of psychological concepts with physical ones, rather than simply as holding beliefs that contradict scientific consensus, is that what counts as magical thinking is less prone to change as we learn more about the world. We now know that our planet is a sphere, but learning that it has a personality would constitute a revolution an order of magnitude larger.

The current definition also distinguishes magical thinking from everyday false beliefs such as the notion that toilets tend to flush clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere or that toilet seats transmit HIV, from common biases and states of mind such as germ phobia and wishful thinking, and from credence in possible but unlikely phenomena such as Bigfoot’s existence and alien authorship of crop circles.
The Agenda

With our promiscuous mixing of the mental and physical realms, it’s hard to break magical thinking into distinct laws, but I’ve tried. Someone else might divide the material differently than I have, with different laws, or more laws, or fewer. And things I call magical thinking someone else might dismiss as run-of-the-mill irrationality. Surely, I’ll also make what some consider omissions. I’ve tried to take a consistent approach in mapping the terrain, but the borders remain debatable. Here’s a rough guide:

In chapter 1, “Objects Carry Essences,” we’ll explore how everyday items become emotionally significant by taking on the spirit of their previous owners or unique pasts. In chapter 2, “Symbols Have Power,” we’ll see that we confuse symbolic associations in our heads for causal relationships in the world. Chapter 3, “Actions Have Distant Consequences,” takes up superstitious rituals and our attempts to channel luck through physical acts. Chapter 4, “The Mind Knows No Bounds,” covers belief in mind over matter and extrasensory perception, as well as transcendent experiences. In chapter 5, “The Soul Lives On,” we’ll look at how hard it is to believe that your mind dies when your body does. In chapter 6, “The World Is Alive,” we’ll see that we often treat inanimate objects as conscious. Chapter 7, “Everything Happens for a Reason,” analyzes our insistence that higher powers guide natural events. Finally, the epilogue explores ways to find meaning in life by treating the world as sacred.

For the most part I don’t cover explicit and culturally transmitted beliefs in religion, magic, and the paranormal. Plenty of excellent books exist on those. I’m more interested in our shadow beliefs—those inklings of the numinous that we deny—and beliefs we don’t even recognize as magical. These habits of mind guide us through the world every day. In very basic ways they provide a sense of control, of purpose, of connection, and of meaning, and without them we couldn’t function. So here’s my gauntlet: even if you’re a hard-core skeptic who walks under ladders and pronounces “New Age” like “sewage,” you believe in magic.

And that’s nothing to be ashamed of.
Years after his death, John Lennon went on tour. He visited, among other locations, Oklahoma City, Waco, New Orleans, and Virginia Tech, spreading a message of peace and love at the sites of tragic events. You may not have recognized him, though, covered in scars and cigarette burns. But to hear him, there would have been no mistaking his presence.

On this journey, Lennon assumed the form of a piano, specifically the one on which he composed “Imagine.” “It gives off his spirit, and what he believed in, and what he preached for many years,” says Caroline True, the tour director and a colleague of the Steinway’s current owner, the singer George Michael. Free of velvet ropes, it could be touched or played by anyone. According to Libra LaGrone, whose home was destroyed by Hurricane Katrina, being with the piano “was like sleeping in your grandpa’s sweatshirt at night. Familiar, beautiful, and personal.”

LaGrone didn’t know who John Lennon was at age five but maintains a flashbulb memory of his death on December 8, 1980. “We were decorating our Christmas tree the day he was shot. I remember I was standing on a little stepladder, putting tinsel on the tree, and my mom sat down in front of the television and started to cry. I have a very, very close family—my mom is truly my best friend in the world, and has been my whole life—so to see my mom sit down and cry over someone, it was like, ‘Okay, who is this guy? I’m gonna love
him, aren’t I?’ Growing up he became a really important part of my life.”

On Friday, August 26, 2005, LaGrone helped her ex-boyfriend move his stuff out of her house in New Orleans. They’d been dating for six years and had broken up three days earlier. She was also caring for a cat who’d undergone intensive surgery for cancer. Understandably, she went out on the town that night to see a band with some college friends and blow off steam. After returning home in the wee hours, she woke up at 8 A.M. to an incessantly ringing phone. Everyone was calling to tell her to get out of the city; a hurricane was coming. “I put my cats, dogs, me, a pair of jeans, a pair of flip-flops, and a Clash T-shirt in my car and drove to my aunt and uncle’s house in Baton Rouge,” she says. LaGrone would live there for several months. “I lost everything.”

Less than a month after Katrina came to town, Hurricane Rita paid a visit, and LaGrone’s grandparents also evacuated to LaGrone’s aunt and uncle’s house. Her grandmother had a stroke. After an extended stay in the ICU, they let her pass. LaGrone’s grandfather followed soon after. While her mother dealt with the aftermath, her father slipped, hit his head, and suffered a brain hemorrhage. Then both of LaGrone’s cats died. And she was held up at gunpoint. It was a rough year and a half.

You can imagine the look on LaGrone’s face in May 2007 when a woman showed up to the Ogden Museum of Southern Art, where LaGrone worked, with a strange offer.

“When she approached me, she said, ‘Hey, I’m Caroline True. I’m taking John Lennon’s piano around the country to different places that have been struck by devastation.’” True wanted to set the piano up at the museum so people could interact with it. “Well, I didn’t really believe her at first. I was like, ‘Okay, you’re here to tell me you have the piano that John Lennon wrote the song ‘Imagine’ on in a truck in front of the museum right now? Sure, whatever, sweetheart.’” LaGrone ran upstairs, Googled True, and realized she was the real deal.

How would you react if someone showed up at your doorstep with a personal belonging of one of your heroes? Chances are you’d get a little weak-kneed or at least become intrigued. You’d have to be pretty cold to say, “So what? I’ve seen a piano before.”

We all have objects we fetishize or at least take a fancy to for personal reasons. Think of a child’s blanky. A wedding ring. An autographed album.
What’s more human than sentimentality? And yet, sentimentality for particular objects is just as illogical as belief in ghosts. Nevertheless, you wouldn’t be happy with replicas of sacred items, even if the replica was identical in every way. Somehow two things can be physically identical, and yet the original has *something else*: a nonphysical presence, a special significance beyond the realm of physics or chemistry. How is it that an object, such as Lennon’s Steinway, can carry meaning around with it, independent of its material composition? To attribute personal value—a subjective property—to a lump of atoms: that’s magical thinking.
Historicity

Like most forms of magical thinking, feeling the power of unique objects appears to come naturally. When scientists want to understand why people think the way they do—particularly when they want to separate nature from nurture—they often look to young children. If you’re trying to grasp the evolutionary origins of human thought and behavior, kids—relatively untouched by modern cultural indoctrination—are the next best things to cavemen. So when a scientist wants to know what types of ideas people naturally accommodate—or reject as impossible or inane—he will sometimes try telling tall tales to pristine minds, and see if they’ll buy it.

What kind of a scientist lies to a child? Well, the developmental psychologists Bruce Hood of the University of Bristol and Paul Bloom of Yale are two of the most practiced kiddie conmen out there. And they have one clever set of experiments that serves our case here very well. First they rigged up a “copying machine” capable of “duplicating” objects placed inside—really just two boxes spruced up with lights and buzzers and placed in front of a black curtain. Then they invited parents to bring their three- to six-year-olds into the lab along with one of their kid’s toys, dolls, or blankets. Half the objects were considered “attachment objects,” meaning the kids were especially possessive of them and used them for self-soothing.

To demonstrate their machine’s powers, Hood and Bloom placed various items in one box, closed the lid, snuck a duplicate into the other box from behind, then opened them both up. None of the kids accused the scientists of shenanigans. The kids were then invited to place their own item in the machine and asked whether they would want to take home the original or the copy. Of the children with nonattachment items, 62 percent chose the duplicate. Of the children with attachment items, only 23 percent chose the copy, and 20 percent refused to put their beloved toy in the machine at all.

Are kids, like adults, suckers for the celeb worship by which objects can be important just because they’re owned by famous people? Apparently. Hood and Bloom next “duplicated” metal spoons and cups and asked six-year-olds to rate
whether they liked the original or the copy more. In one case, they told the kids that the items were made of precious metal. Eighty-two percent valued the two items equally, so it seems that they bought that the items were materially identical. In the other case, the kids were told that the original items had been owned by Queen Elizabeth II. Compared with the first case, more than three times as many kids preferred the original. So somehow mere ownership by a queen lends the metal additional worth.

I asked LaGrone if she would have been content with a reproduction of Lennon’s piano. “Maybe it’s just a trick that your mind plays on you, that wow, it was really there [with Lennon], but no, I would not have felt the same if it was a replica.”

In his book *The Man in the High Castle*, Philip K. Dick uses the term *historicity* to describe the intangible worth of collectibles. One character holds up two cigarette lighters and says historicity is:

> “When a thing has history in it. Listen. One of those two Zippo lighters was in Franklin D. Roosevelt’s pocket when he was assassinated [sic]. And one wasn’t. One has historicity, a hell of a lot of it. As much as any object ever had. And one has nothing. Can you feel it?” He nudged her. “You can’t. You can’t tell which is which.”

Instead of historicity, psychologists often use the term *authenticity* to describe the invisible value an object gains from its provenance. Recently, four researchers—Susan Gelman and Brandy Frazier at the University of Michigan and Bruce Hood and Alice Wilson at the University of Bristol—explored adults’ evaluation of authentic objects in the lab. Subjects compared authentic and inauthentic items within four different categories of authenticity. There were original creations (for example, the very first lightbulb versus an everyday bulb), objects associated with famous people or events (Jackie O’s sunglasses or a chunk of the Berlin Wall versus your neighbor’s sunglasses or a piece of random concrete), objects from a distant place or time (a moon rock or an ancient pot versus a stone from your yard or a lemonade pitcher), and objects associated with people or events of personal significance (your grandmother’s engagement ring or your graduation robe versus an unworn ring or robe). People rated the objects on scales designating how much they’d want to touch them, own them, or place them in a museum, and how much they’re worth in cash. (When people wrote *priceless*, the experimenters replaced the answer with a really high number
—infinity tends to muck up stats calculations.) Every type of authentic item was rated higher than the inauthentic ones on all scales. Well, except for the personal items on the museum-worthiness scale; it takes a special type of narcissism to expect the Smithsonian to treasure your lucky undies.

Gelman and Frazier have also explored children’s appreciation of authentic objects. At the age of four, kids decide that items with famous associations such as Ernie’s rubber ducky or the president’s favorite flag pin belong in a museum more than do their sister’s ducky or their dad’s pin. And at five they think original creations such as the first bicycle belong on display more than brand new objects do.

Gelman told me about taking one of her kids to a rock concert: “After it was all over and the performer had gone home, my son ran over to the stage, touched it, and ran back with a big smile on his face. Touching the stage that the performer had been on seemed somehow satisfying.” LaGrone, who doesn’t consider herself especially superstitious, said of the piano, “I hate to say it’s like a good luck charm, but it’s like petting Buddha.” She laughed. “Rub the Buddha belly!”

Authentic objects are sometimes said to contain a special essence, and the belief that objects have hidden defining qualities is called *psychological essentialism*. The concept of essentialism goes beyond the placebo effect, which could explain a belief that, say, wearing Mr. Rogers’s sweater will make you friendlier. In one study, researchers asked American adults to picture someone else wearing one of Mr. Rogers’s sweaters without knowing its history. Eighty percent of subjects said that there was at least a 10 percent chance that Mr. Rogers’s sweater would make the oblivious wearer friendlier—and that it would be due to a transfer of “essence.”

And you know magical thinking runs deep when even Richard Dawkins, a fellow skeptic and the author of *The God Delusion*, falls prey. As Bruce Hood pointed out to me, in the documentary *The Genius of Charles Darwin*, Dawkins endorses historicity by picking up a preserved pigeon at the Natural History Museum in Tring, England, and remarking, “It’s a very weird feeling. These are actually Darwin’s own specimens.” (Later in that documentary, Dawkins pulls a book off a shelf and says, “This is the most precious book in my collection. It’s a genuine first edition *Origin of Species*... This book made it possible no longer to feel the necessity to believe in anything supernatural.”)
But psychological essentialism does take a few years to develop. Gelman e-mailed me that “we are born with the underpinnings or ‘ingredients’ of essentialism (although perhaps not full-blown essentialism from the start).

“And yes,” she went on, “I do think this explains why we prefer authentic things, including autographs of famous people, original works of art, and Britney Spears’s chewed gum.”
Lennon bought the brown Steinway upright piano that inspired such a strong reaction from LaGrone in December 1970 and installed it in his home in Berkshire, England, where he and Yoko Ono wrote and recorded music. The next year, he released “Imagine” on his album of the same name.

The song has since taken on a life of its own. Amnesty International uses it in promotional videos. It’s sometimes played in Times Square before midnight on New Year’s Eve, where thousands of people sing along. Ben & Jerry’s sells the ice-cream flavor Imagine Whirled Peace. In a 2006 interview, Jimmy Carter told NPR, “[I]n many countries around the world—my wife and I have visited about 125 countries—you hear John Lennon’s song ‘Imagine’ used almost equally with national anthems.”

George Michael purchased the “Imagine” piano at auction in 2000 for $2.1 million. Caroline True is a music video producer and friend of Michael. “I’ve been around that piano for a long time, and there’s always been some little magic thing about it,” she says. “It’s got John Lennon’s cigarette burns on it, and I’ve always seen it as this thing that, ‘Oh my God, John Lennon wrote this song on.’ People used to come into his office and say, ‘Wow, that’s amazing. I just want to touch it or have a bit of it.’ There was just something spiritual and peaceful and kind.” So in 2006, Michael decided to send the piano on tour, visiting those who might benefit from a message of hope.

In addition to Oklahoma City, Virginia Tech, and Waco, the piano made appearances at the locations where Abraham Lincoln, JFK, and Martin Luther King Jr. were shot. “I never went anywhere saying this is a magic piano and it’s going to cure your ills or your ails,” True says, but after playing it, people often came away shaking and crying. “There were a lot of people who said they were surprised it affected them as much as it did.”

The last stop on the tour was New Orleans. “Things were still pretty dark and dismal then,” LaGrone says. Neighborhoods still lacked power and potable water. Those who’d spent several miserable days trapped on their roofs or in the Superdome when the levees broke still had raw feelings. True arrived without a
specific game plan and came upon the museum. A local musician and huge Beatles fan named Kenny Bill Stinson was set to perform at the museum the next night, so LaGrone made Lennon’s piano part of the show and got word out. About five hundred people came. “It gave them so much joy, and it was so uplifting for them to see something that was such an important icon to them really bring along a new day,” LaGrone says. “‘Imagine’ means so much to people, and it was almost like you were there with Lennon. It was pretty heavy.”

Why in the world would it seem that being with a piano was like being with a person who once played it decades ago? More generally, why do we value objects for their histories and assume invisible properties? What’s behind essentialism? The answer may lie in disgust.
The Ick Factor

In 1890, the Scottish anthropologist Sir James George Frazer published the first edition of his extensive study of mythology and religion around the world. In *The Golden Bough*, he developed the concept of “sympathetic magic”—a principle by which “things act on each other at a distance through a secret sympathy”—and further divided sympathetic magic into two branches: homeopathic magic (the law of similarity) and contagious magic (the law of contact or contagion). According to the first, like produces like; cause resembles effect. That’s why voodoo dolls are human shaped. (We’ll pick that law up in the next chapter.) According to the second law, once in contact, always in contact. In some cultures people use hair or nail clippings as tools for affecting the person who grew them, assuming that the body parts remain in magical sympathy with their owner. And Frazer reported that even in England some people would attempt to keep wounds from festering by methodically cleaning the offending weapon after the injury.

In the 1980s, the psychologists Paul Rozin and Carol Nemeroff and several collaborators began churning out data suggesting that belief in the laws of sympathetic magic was still alive and well among the most modern cultures. In one study, they asked Americans to rate various experiences from –100 (“the most unpleasant thing you can imagine”) to 100 (“the most pleasant thing you can imagine”). How would you feel wearing a brand new sweater? What if it’s been worn by someone else and then washed? How would you feel biting into a fresh burger or an apple? What if you’re biting into an existing bite mark? How would you feel using a new hairbrush? What if it was owned by someone else (and cleaned)? For each of these four objects (sweater, burger, apple, brush), the “someone else” took four different forms, and people answered once for each scenario. What if the previous user was a close friend? A lover? A disliked peer? Or “an unsavory character”? Across all four objects, contact with a friend or lover rendered the experience neutral, but contact with a disliked or unsavory character put it between –55 and –95. If a hairbrush has been disinfected, it really shouldn’t matter whether you happen to get along with the person who used it before you. Yet there’s still something icky about using it when you know a
sworn enemy had it first.

Rozin and Nemeroff began to draw connections between the way we think about the transmission of essences (what we sometimes call cooties) and the way we think about biological contamination. In one study, people said they’d be none too happy to put on a sweater after it had been worn (and washed) by someone infected with tuberculosis, someone who’d lost a leg in an auto accident, or a convicted murderer, and these three aversions were correlated; that is, if you feel strongly about one, you probably feel strongly about the others. According to the law of contagion, the qualities that are transmitted through contact can be physical, psychological, or moral, and can be either positive or negative. In this case, disease, misfortune, and evil apparently all obey the same laws of transmission.

The commingling between our ideas about highfalutin essences and down-and-dirty germs suggests a common origin, and one can guess which evolved out of which. (I’ll give you a hint: would our caveman ancestors have survived if they worshipped the very first wheel because of its historicity but didn’t shy from a phlegm-covered pelt?) Negative contagion elicits reactions of disgust, and although we might say an amoral person disgusts us, disgust originally served a very specific health function.

Charles Darwin wrote that disgust, “in its simplest sense, means something offensive to the taste,” and in the 1940s the Hungarian psychologist Andras Angyal defined it as an emotion defending the mouth from human and animal waste products. Dis-gust literally means “bad taste”; the universal human expression of disgust involves closing the nostrils and opening the mouth, which would facilitate the ejection of food; and the most common physiological response to disgust is nausea, the first step to vomiting. Disgust is for keeping bad things that can make us sick out of our bodies.

But that’s just disgust’s origin. Rozin, Jonathan Haidt, and others argue that this physiological avoidance (and voidance) mechanism has been co-opted for other uses. It’s a powerful emotional trigger that abruptly and efficiently tells us to stay away, and there’s no end of threats both physical and abstract worth learning quickly to steer clear of. In line with this theory, research shows a guttural grounding to our most lofty standards of ethical behavior. In one study, watching a disgusting film clip caused people to judge violations of moral purity—such as being promiscuous or buying sexually explicit music—as especially
wrong and to judge virtues—such as meditation and abstinence from drugs—as especially righteous.

How does the conflation of spiritual and biological purity lead to belief in sacred objects? We have this emotional trigger for avoiding harmful substances such as excrement, decay, and bacteria, and we have a mental system for tracking their transmission—we pay close attention to where our food came from, who touched it, and how fresh it is. So if avoidance of moral harms buddies up on the bad-taste disgust trigger (possibly through a bad is gross metaphor), it’s not outrageous to expect abstract taint to follow the same laws of corruption-through-contact as biological taint. And it seems that it could: both germs and psychological essences are invisible, purportedly have serious and mysterious effects, and in many cases can be identified only by following the history of their vessels—say, a piece of food or a sweater. Provenance is prioritized. Now, although we’re naturally hyper-attuned to danger—rancid meat harms us more than fresh meat helps us—there’s no reason positive essences wouldn’t follow the same laws as negative ones. In support of this disease-disgust model of essences, researchers found that the more sensitive people are to physical contagion, the more they would want to purchase a sweater worn by their favorite celebrity, demonstrating sensitivity to magical contagion.

Evolutionary psychology is a tricky business. Critics often call it a collection of just-so stories. Granted, if you want to argue that a particular behavioral tendency exists because it aided our ancestors in survival and reproduction in such and such a way, you can’t rely on the same type of evidence that most experimental psychologists use. You can’t run human evolution over again in the lab a hundred times while tweaking certain variables. So while there’s strong evidence to suggest magical contagion grew out of our sensitivity to biological contamination, one can offer alternative accounts.

The easiest explanation is that it’s direct mental association. The piano simply reminds us of Lennon. But, Rozin and Nemeroff wrote in one paper, “why would many individuals become more upset by wearing an innocent-looking sweater that was once worn by Adolf Hitler than by holding a book written about him, with his name and picture all over the cover and the story of his life inside? The explanation of ‘stronger association’ begs the question of why brief contact should result in such strong associations.”

Stronger associations from contact could result from our use of contact to
express intimacy. “It’s why we feel the need to touch the pop star, to shake the hand of the politician,” Hood says. “Physical contact presumably has all the legacy of biological contamination but also reflects primate social behavior, which is to groom and to hold and to hug and all that sort of thing.”

“I have a scarf from a panel I did with the Dalai Lama,” says Dacher Keltner, a psychologist at Berkeley. “And we have our children’s hair or whatever, and those are triggers of memories of real experience. Touch communicates trust or benevolence or cooperative intention, so any kind of object that is aligned with moral virtue, by putting it on, the tactile contact communicates that prosociality.”

To touch someone of significance also elevates your status. “If I get my favorite rock and roller’s drumstick,” Keltner says, “I think, ‘Well, I’m with this supercool guy now, and I get all the benefits that he enjoys.’ That isn’t a contagion argument; it’s more of an association argument. ‘Hey, this is my network.’ ”

Let’s extrapolate and say that if touching John Bonham’s drumstick makes you all, “Check out who I roll with,” touching exotic or historical artifacts makes you all, “Look at what I have access to. I’m a VIP.” Or maybe it makes you feel like you were there: “I have such an intimate connection with these artifacts, I practically went to the moon and invented the lightbulb and broke down the Berlin Wall myself.”

Whether magical contagion’s roots lie in disease avoidance, social networking, or both, symbolism can tweak the nature and strength of magical connections. “I can’t imagine Einstein’s fridge being a particularly important artifact, even though he may have had a lot of contact with it,” Hood says. Sure, you may touch a fridge he used frequently and feel closer to him, but wouldn’t you feel closer to his essence, and perhaps even a bit smarter, using one of his pens? Maybe not if he were a chef, but what makes him special to us—his theories and equations—was expressed through his writing implements, and so those seem to embody him especially well. Would you pay more for the chalk he first wrote “E=MC²” with, even if he held it only once, or a toilet he sat on daily? I thought so.
Bless This Meal

The most profound way to incorporate something’s essence is to ingest it. Hence the phrase *You are what you eat*. The Hua of Papua New Guinea believe that eating fast-growing plants will make you grow faster. And various tribes around the world have eaten the hearts of their enemies to obtain the foes’ courage or strength. To test contemporary Americans’ understanding of the adage, Nemeroff and Rozin told college students about a fictional tribe that hunts wild boars and marine turtles. Half the students were told that the hunters killed the turtles for their shells and the boars for food, and the other half were told that the hunters killed the turtles for food and the boars for their tusks. People tended to believe that the boar-eaters were more hairy and irritable than the turtle-eaters.

Magical thinking might even encourage vegetarianism. A study found that compared to omnivores, vegetarians more strongly endorsed claims that eating meat increases aggression, dulls thinking, and “arouses more animal instincts in people.” (The researchers suggest, however, that perhaps belief in essences per se does not change eating habits; maybe the same need for order and meaning that leads to magical thinking also leads to vegetarianism as an ideology.)

Everyday reasoning about becoming what you eat can be taken to grotesque extremes. Armin Meiwes had a fairly normal childhood in Germany, until his father left him. He felt isolated and began fantasizing about consuming his friends as a way to become better connected. In 2001, at the age of thirty-nine, he found a willing participant online, a man who dreamed of being eaten alive. Presumably, shopping Craigs-list personals for groceries was an innovation the designers of the Internet had not anticipated. The men got together, the one ate the other, and Meiwes is now locked away, as is the graphic video the two filmed of the encounter. “He had to sacrifice his life so he could carry on living in me,” Meiwes told *60 Minutes*. “I got the feeling that I was actually achieving this perfect inner connection through his flesh.”

Many people have felt similar intimate connections through organ transplantation. Even if they don’t know anything about the donor, they sense changes in themselves and assume they’ve taken on attributes of the organ’s
previous owner. In 1988, Claire Sylvia was a forty-seven-year-old woman dying of primary pulmonary hypertension when she received the heart and lungs of an eighteen-year-old man who’d died in a motorcycle accident. According to her book, A Change of Heart, in the hospital a reporter asked her, “Now that you’ve had this miracle, what do you want more than anything else?” and she was surprised to hear herself reply, “Actually, I’m dying for a beer right now.” She didn’t even like beer. Sylvia discovered other new cravings: Snickers bars, green peppers, fried chicken. And her personality became more masculine, assertive. Her daughter asked her why she was walking like a football player. Sylvia began to suspect that she’d assumed part of her donor’s personality. She had a dream where she and a man kissed: “I seemed to inhale him into me in the deepest breath I had ever taken. I felt like [he] and I would be together forever. When the dream was over, something had changed. I woke up knowing that [he] was my donor and that some parts of his spirit and personality were now within me.”

Sylvia is not alone. According to one Israeli study of thirty-five heart recipients, 34 percent thought they might have picked up new character traits with their new heart. Four of them credited their increased sex drive to the donor’s mojo, with comments such as, “Apparently, the donor must have been quite a guy. He must have had several women.” In a survey of organ transplant patients at UCLA, 24 percent stated explicitly that receiving tissue from a nonhuman would change their appearance, personality, or eating or sexual habits. Many organ recipients declare a preference for a donor of the same sex. Men are particularly fearful of becoming more effeminate. While some people attempt to give scientific explanations for their concerns by citing a transfer of genes, others describe a transfer of essence.

One of the interesting things about the “once in contact, always in contact” rule is that influence can also travel from an object back to its source. In the study I mentioned earlier with the hairbrushes and the unsavory characters, people also imagined giving a lock of their hair or one of their thoroughly cleaned hairbrushes to different people. Knowing a friend or lover has one of these items scored about a 20 on the unpleasant-to-pleasant scale. Knowing a bad guy has it scored about–15. Apparently, people are concerned about where items still “connected” with them end up. Could it be used against you? If backward contagion is not magical, I don’t know what is. (Of course, being scientists, the authors temper their conclusions: “Our findings do not actually indicate a belief in backward causation; they simply report effects consistent
with it under suitable conditions.” In other words: maybe there’s a better explanation for these results, but we can’t think of one, so good luck trying.) Nemeroff told me, “If I use a hairbrush and then I discard it, the idea that you can somehow act on me through that hairbrush is really simple because the hairbrush and I are still connected. This rests on the assumption that there is no separation of space and time. The hairbrush and I were in contact—we merged, we shared essence, my essence is in the hairbrush. At that mystical level where all is one, acting on it is acting on me.”

In the Israeli heart transplant study, people were asked to describe their most- and least-preferred imagined donor. Half the participants made decisions based on racial, ethnic, or gender prejudices. Given such concerns about forward contagion (incorporating traits of a source), I suspect that the phenomenon of organs donated with racist strings attached—some people specify their organs for white users only—can be explained partially by fears of backward contagion: a bigoted donor wouldn’t want a black kidney recipient to have any kind of sway over him.

Cannibalism isn’t the only way to eat someone. There’s also *consubstantiation*. Theologically, consubstantiation, like transubstantiation, is a process by which bread and wine become the body and blood of Jesus. In their research, Rozin and colleagues have used the term to mean simply consuming food that someone else has touched. Having someone touch your food is not the same as having someone become your food, unless you plug the law of contagion into the equation. Belief in consubstantiation plays a significant role in directing the food-sharing practices in many cultures. In India, people will readily accept food from someone of a higher caste, but eating food given by someone of a lower caste arouses fears of moral contamination and a loss of status. No one wants to incorporate the essence of a “lesser” person.

The preparation of food is an even more intense form of handling food. You often hear that food tastes better when Mom makes it. Or a meal cooked by a partner or family member has been made with love. Someone else put blood, sweat, and tears—metaphorically if not literally—into your food, and you’re enjoying the fruits of their labors. The intent has been baked right in.
From Soil to Sale

The law of contagion may play a role in geopolitical disputes as well. Research by Rozin and Sharon Wolf suggests that many consider the soil Israel sits on to be literally steeped in history, which might hinder a Jewish-Arab agreement. Among both Israelis and Jewish Americans, the researchers found a correlation between belief in magical contagion—judged by how strongly people felt inanimate objects such as a great-grandmother’s ring could contain spiritual essences—and attachment to the land. The Mount Herzl cemetery, home to the bodies of several former presidents, prime ministers, and Jewish leaders, is particularly precious—and resilient to sacrilege: a quarter of Israelis said they would not give up the land under any circumstance, even if all the graves were excavated and a Palestinian prison sat there for a decade. Rozin, who has some Israeli dirt on a shelf in his office, notes similar heated territorial disputes in Iraq, Northern Ireland, Sri Lanka, and Taiwan.

Several companies have made efforts to market soil bearing essences. For example, you can buy sixteen ounces of Israeli soil for $40 from HolyLandEarth.com. Suggested uses for the dirt include burials, groundbreakings, good-luck charms, and plantings (“Holy Land Earth brings the essence of the Holy Land to all living things”). Say you’re not the religious type. The Auld Sod Export Company (OfficialIrish-Dirt.com) offers Irish soil for similar occasions: “own a little piece of Ireland no matter how far from the Emerald Isle you are.” By their reckoning, you can take the soil out of Ireland, but you can’t take Ireland out of the soil. And LittleAfrica.com sells a decorative container with sand from a beach in West Africa, “where over 10 million of our ancestors last set foot on the African continent before boarding ships to the Americas as slaves.”

If you’re a Yankees fan, the old Yankee Stadium was hallowed ground, and the fire sale that took place after the last game there in 2008 epitomizes the monetization of sports memorabilia. The history of the place seeped into every last element of the building. Sure, there’s an obvious (if magical) appeal to owning a first base or a bleacher seat. But dealers wanted to wring every last bit of money from the material, so fans and collectors also had the privilege of
paying $3,000 for genuine, certified, used Yankee Stadium urinals. Porcelain baptized by fire water.

Contagion also affects commerce in more mundane ways. For example, people are more likely to purchase a T-shirt if it’s been tried on by an attractive stranger of the opposite sex. (They’re also less likely to buy a shirt if it’s been touched by an average-looking stranger.) So if you’re a store manager at Abercrombie & Fitch, a chain known for its beauty-centric hiring practices, make sure your staff get tactile with the merchandise when they’re working the shop floor.
Good Germs

Have you ever shared a toothbrush with a lover? Some people do it on occasion. After all, you put your tongues in each other’s mouths. So you’re not too worried about germs, and the gross-out factor is minimal. What about with a complete stranger? Okay, pretty gross. Now, with someone you hated? Nasty.

Carol Nemeroff has paid special attention in her research to the way beliefs about contagion influence health decisions. In one study, she asked people to draw pictures of germs of a significant other and of someone they disliked. The lovers’ germs came out much less threatening-looking. You’d almost want to cuddle with them. Then she asked people to imaging spending an hour in a room with someone with the flu—a lover, a stranger, or an enemy—and rate (1) how likely they were to get sick and (2) if they got sick, how sick they would get. People thought the enemy would make them sicker than would the lover, with the stranger in between. We treat psychological essences as though they behave like germs, and germs as if they embody psychological essences. Yet when answering the first question—about likelihood, not intensity of illness—it made no difference who the source was. Apparently, calculating likelihood encourages a more logical processing style, enabling us to realize that the flu is the flu. But picturing how sick we’d get (question 2) puts us in a more emotional state, where magical thinking can creep in and influence our judgment.

If a lover’s germs look cuddly, might a Hollywood starlet’s germs look sexy? In December 2008 Scarlett Johansson appeared on The Tonight Show and reported to Jay Leno that after rubbing elbows with Samuel L. Jackson she had caught his cold. “I almost don’t want to lose it because it’s a celebrity cold, and I feel it’s valuable in some way,” she said. “How do you mean valuable?” Leno asked. “I feel like I could sell it on eBay,” she replied. On cue, Leno whips out a tissue for Johansson to blow her nose into and a bag to seal it in. The ensuing snot heard round the world earned Johansson’s chosen charity, USA Harvest, $5,300. As if to tailor the late-night episode for my purposes, Leno’s band played a twinkle sound during the bit, prompting Johansson to remark on the “magical sound.” (“I wish it sounded like that every time,” she added.)
Nemeroff notes that this form of magical thinking—allowing the personal feelings we have about a germ’s source to taint our expectations of its biological potency—might make people overestimate the danger of contact with certain ostracized social groups (the homeless, criminals, gays) or underestimate the virulence of germs from a friend or lover. She’s found, for instance, that when judging the risk of being infected with an STD by a partner, we tend to blur the distinction between physical risk factors, such as whether the person has been tested, and how *emotionally* safe we feel with the person. Apparently, if someone can’t give you cooties, he can’t give you crabs, either.

People also conflate emotional and physical contamination in experiences of sexual violation. In a study by researchers at the University of British Columbia of fifty women who’d had unwanted intimate contact, 70 percent reported wanting to wash themselves afterward. That’s not so strange, but women who wanted to wash had higher scores on a “mental pollution” scale than the other women—they felt “dirty on the inside” and couldn’t get clean. A quarter of them washed excessively for several months or longer. Four of them scrubbed themselves for at least a year. These women fruitlessly employed a physical cleaning routine to expunge a moral violation. And typically, changes in the way a victim thinks about the perpetrator—through, say, forgiveness or further offenses—result in changes in the severity of pollution symptoms connected to that original assault. Once in contact, always in contact.

We can also feel tainted by our own dirty deeds. For example, there’s the Lady Macbeth effect: after recalling an unethical act, people feel the urge to wash their hands.

In addition to treating moral impurity as a soiling substance, we also treat luck (both good and bad) as a residue susceptible to scrubbing. In a study, gamblers who washed their hands after a losing streak increased the size of their bets, and gamblers who washed their hands after a winning streak decreased their betting.

And Matthew Desmond, the author of *On the Fireline*, told me that wildland firefighters don’t wash their shirts all season. “By the end of the season, they are blackened with soot and ash and are salty from the sweat,” he said. “Part of the reason is practical: they’d look like rookies out on the line if they showed up with a bright yellow shirt. But part is somewhat superstitious, as if washing one’s shirt would wash away all the experience one amassed chasing smoke that year.”
A Coating of Pixie Dust

“As time, space, and the ether soak through all things, so (we feel) do abstract and essential goodness, beauty, strength, significance, justice, soak through all things good, strong, significant, and just,” William James wrote in *The Varieties of Religious Experience*.

We’ve seen how belief in essences affects our treatment of germs, clothing, soil, pigeons, spoons, hearts, urinals, rings, and musical instruments. In thinking about how anything can have psychological significance, how we could potentially essentialize everything in our environment, I’m reminded of an old sketch on *Saturday Night Live*. It was a fake ad for Fecal-Vision glasses. Wearing the specs reveals all the invisible fecal coliform bacteria in the world you usually miss. In the ad, the camera looks through the glasses at a restaurant, and you see everything smeared with this glowing substance—the walls, the food, people’s faces. Looking at the world through a magical lens reveals everything potentially glowing with significance, if only you considered where stuff had been. That stapler, say, was touched by the jerk down the hall, this mouse pad is from a job you hated, your pants sat in the same seat as a perv on the subway. It’s creepy. So how do we deal with it all? The same way we deal with typical disgust—you just don’t think about it. You just don’t put on the Fecal-Vision glasses. If you stopped to consider what’s on every doorknob in the world, you’d never leave the house. You might not even be happy inside your home. A former roommate didn’t wash his hands after peeing, so I avoided touching the inner bathroom door handle—I washed, then opened the door, then rinsed again—but I restricted myself from going too far. I’m sure every touchable surface in the kitchen was affected by my roommate’s habit, but I put it out of my mind so that I wouldn’t starve to death.

Sometimes people or cultures have more explicit rituals to manage their anxieties. For example, food can never be kept completely pure, so according to the laws of kashrut, a food is kosher as long as no more than a sixtieth of its volume is composed of a tainted substance. Meanwhile, others abide by the five-second rule.
Just as what counts as contact can be circumscribed, it can also bleed the boundaries. In some societies, stepping through someone’s shadow counts as physical contact, and in our own, we often joke about scrubbing our eyes after taking in a grotesque sight.

There is a disorder that approximates the loss of a sense of essences—sort of the opposite of Fecal-Vision glasses. Typically, person and object recognition relies upon two distinct pathways in the brain, one responsible for overt recognition and one that adds an emotional sense of familiarity. If the second route doesn’t function properly because of psychiatric illness or brain injury, an individual will recognize people he knows but won’t feel the warm glow about them he expects to feel. In some cases he’ll interpret this lack of emotional response to mean that people close to him have been replaced by impostors or robots. This confusion is called the Capgras delusion. Capgras sufferers have also been known to suspect that familiar buildings and household items have been swapped out for near-identical duplicates. Bruce Hood wrote in his book SuperSense that the Capgras delusion is the result of losing one’s sense that there are supernatural essences inside people, pets, and objects.

Personally, I find it fascinating that people should trust their perceptions of invisible essences more readily than their sensory organs as indicators of reality—as though the magical realm (or the emotional realm, anyway) were more essential than the concrete one. But such a prioritizing of input fits with the reports of people who enter spiritual-mystical states, whether through drugs, meditation, or near-death experiences. They interpret these encounters as brushes with an even more ultimate reality, leaving them with the feeling that it’s the everyday world of the mundane that’s the illusion. No one is quite sure how the brain decides what is “real,” but it seems clear that mystical experiences answer our search for the Truth in an oddly satisfying way.

Another disorder, the Cotard delusion, is hypothesized to be a more general and extreme form of Capgras, in which a wider array of sensory input fails to stimulate the amygdala and generate emotion. The broad distortion of reality leaves sufferers with only one possible answer. Instead of blaming others for trying to dupe them by swapping out particular people or objects, they see themselves as the problem. They conclude that they are, in fact, dead.

Alas, life without a sense of the sacred would be no life at all.
The Stuff of Magic

People treat essences as a substance, a force, an energy, or all three. It’s the stuff of magic, and it surrounds us. In Polynesia they call it mana (not to be confused with manna). In China they call it chi or qi. In the United States we call it vibes. The concept is slightly different in each culture, but there’s a universal notion of an invisible quality that carries luck or power or spiritual essence. It can communicate information instantly or become embedded in objects. The concept accompanies much of magical thinking. Marjaana Lindeman and collaborators found that the belief that energy can have biological or mental attributes—that it’s capable of, for instance, living, dying, purifying, poisoning, desiring, believing, or being masculine or feminine—is significantly correlated with religious, spiritual, and other paranormal beliefs, as well as belief in the purpose of events.

We may not have much patience for sorcerers in the West these days, but we still open our wallets for wielders of the woo. When I first saw a flyer for a feng shui workshop in the 1990s I thought it was a prank—there’s an ancient mystical art of furniture arrangement? But this Chinese practice of ordering one’s environment to enable the flow of positive energy has gained ground in the United States. In 2004 a California state assemblyman introduced a resolution that would encourage building departments to abide by feng shui principles. And it’s not hard to find a self-proclaimed feng shui “master” who will charge you thousands of dollars to tell you how to build or decorate your home.

Alternative medicine also has many adherents. Homeopathic remedies rely on the notion that certain medicines have a vital force that can remain in a solution even after all the original medicine has been diluted out. Energy healing seeks to manipulate vital energy through touch, prayer, needles, or devices such as magnets or crystals. These placebos by themselves usually cause little harm to one’s health, but sometimes people use them instead of, rather than complementary to, evidence-based treatments.

And millions of people rely on astrologers in the hopes of aligning themselves with the cosmic currents. At least those not put off by the recent rejiggering of
the zodiac calendar. (Speaking of which, I’m sorry, but gaining the Ophiuchus constellation as a sign does not make up for losing Pluto as a planet. Too little, too late, astronomy.)

In everyday language, we often speak of being on the same “wavelength” as someone, or going to an event with “bad energy.” I submit that these metaphors, used by even the most materialist of us, reveal something about how we view the actual world. Internal sources of discomfort can be mysterious, and when our Spidey senses perk up, we look to an external influence.

Now, whether or not you call it vibes, when something in a person, a place, or a situation makes your hair stand on end, you probably don’t want to ignore it.
Embracing Enchantment

I slept with a Beanie Baby for eight years.

Those years were from the age of eighteen to twenty-six.

Maybe if I put that in context, it won’t sound so pathetic.

I’ll start with how I lost him. I was working at a national physics lab outside Chicago after grad school. To save money I lived in a dorm on campus. One benefit: housekeeping. Each week someone came to change my sheets. Typically, I removed the little guy from my bed before driving to the office on those days, but one day I forgot, and when I returned he wasn’t there. I can only assume he got bundled up in my linens and carried off to the laundry processing plant. He was never seen again (by me).

In the midst of my ensuing exchange with the lab’s housing office, I sent the following e-mail:

You may be wondering why someone my age cares about a red stuffed dragon. When I graduated from high school I went to Alaska by myself and lived outside a national park for three months. When I arrived in the state I bought this Beanie Baby to keep me company, and I named him Blip. I took him on all my hikes and to the tops of mountains. I took pictures of him mingling with wombats and arctic ground squirrels. I have kept him with me ever since. That was a difficult time in my life, and he reminds me of a part of myself that I discovered in Alaska. He’s sort of an icon, and he brings me peace.

What else can we do to bring back Blip?

So yeah, I made a friend in Alaska.

(Here’s an irony that’s eluded me until now: I went up there for a job as a hotel housekeeper. They say cleanliness is next to godliness. When it comes to Blip, that’s certainly true: housekeeping bringeth and housekeeping taketh away.)

Of course, I’m telling myself, He’s just cloth and beans, right? I could go on
eBay and order a new one. All the same memory cues as the last one but with less nap. Nope, that just wouldn’t cut it. This particular beanbag embodied some important lessons I learned that summer, from the everyday—I’d been hospitalized for depression half a year earlier and was still learning to get out of bed in the morning—to the thrilling (but no less obvious)—don’t linger atop an Alaskan peak with a snowstorm coming on while high on hallucinogens. Blip saw me through times both life affirming and death defying. He had absorbed my history and was now a part of me, and I was a part of him. A personal narrative suffused into red felt.

Treating parts of the physical world as blessed or cursed can have negative health consequences, and it can drive you mad with fear of psychological contamination, but this law of magic can be put to good use.

A friend wears boar’s tusks around his neck because, he says, boars are great at focusing on what’s in front of them, and the tusks keep him present—not because they act as a mnemonic but because of their “vibrations.” Maybe that’s a bit eccentric, but a recent study found that subjects made 38 percent more golf putts when told the putter they were using belonged to the PGA player Ben Curtis than when told nothing about the club. When using objects with special associations, credence in contagion can increase confidence and enable one to persist at difficult tasks.

Paul Rozin simultaneously deconstructs and rationalizes magical thinking. For example, he owns several of his mother’s paintings and lots of old books, including some that belonged to the late pioneering social psychologist Solomon Asch. “It gives me a good feeling,” he told me. “A sense of their presence.” Belief in the law of contagion makes the physical world glow with meaning and connects us to other people and to history. It makes the universe feel less inert, less sterile, less lonely.

For me, perhaps Blip became an emotional crutch, the way a child can’t go anywhere without his blanky. But the fact that I moved on without him, and still retain the lessons of my intense summer in Alaska, suggests that allowing myself a little magical thinking during my years with him didn’t handicap me. He was more training wheel than crutch.

When Lennon’s piano arrived in New Orleans, Libra LaGrone was still
rebuilding her house and sleeping in her late grandfather’s sweatshirt every night. “Sitting down at the piano and playing a couple notes gave me the same comfort and joy as sitting on my grandfather’s lap and hugging him and hearing him tell me why the sea is salty,” she said. “It made all my fears and sadness go away.”

“I had no idea it was going to have the effect it was going to have,” Caroline True says of the tour. “Just doing something with an inanimate object.”
Growing up in the Bronx, Gino Castignoli often received Yankees tickets from his neighbor, a maître d’ at the 21 Club. He sat right on the field, along the third-base line, but the team was in a long lull—they didn’t win an American League pennant between 1964 and 1976—and Castignoli didn’t appreciate the attitude of the fans. So he never became one himself.

Then, in 1975, Jim Rice and Fred Lynn caught Castignoli’s eye. That year, Rice and Lynn had moved up to play in the Majors full-time for the Red Sox. At the time no one had ever won Rookie of the Year and Most Valuable Player awards in the same season, but Lynn won them both. And Rice wasn’t far behind, coming in second place for the rookie award and third for MVP. They were nicknamed the Gold Dust Twins. Castignoli followed them every week in *The Sporting News*, becoming a lone Red Sox fan in hostile territory.

Still living in the Bronx, Castignoli is now a construction worker in his forties. When the Yankees decided to build a new $1.5 billion stadium, many of his friends ended up on the job. “I was offered work there a lot, and I always refused,” he told me. He wanted no part in the enforcement of the Evil Empire. “It’s like building your own tomb over there, digging your own grave, ya know?”

Then he got an idea.
“One day I said, ‘I could go there and jinx them.’ ”

Jinxes are nothing new to the Yankees–Red Sox rivalry. In 1919, Babe Ruth hit twenty-nine home runs, setting a single-season home run record. He threatened to retire if the Red Sox didn’t double his salary, so Harry Frazee, the owner of the team, sold him to the Yankees. Before the sale, the Red Sox had won five of the first fifteen World Series; the Yankees made not even an appearance. But over the next eighty-four years, the Yankees won twenty-six championships, the Red Sox none. It was the Curse of the Bambino.

It took another heavy hitter to end the curse. In 2003, David Ortiz was a designated hitter (DH) whose contract with the Minnesota Twins had just expired. George Steinbrenner, the owner of the Yankees, reportedly told his general manager, Brian Cashman, to sign him. They passed, and Ortiz signed with the Red Sox. The next year, Ortiz played his first full season as Boston’s full-time DH. His value to the team became epically clear in the postseason.

Boston faced the Yankees in the American League Championship Series, as they had the year before. At first, it looked like business as usual, as New York pulled ahead three games to none and were one inning away from sealing the deal in game four. Boston managed to tie it up with one run, sending the game into extra innings. After playing on the brink of death for three more innings, Ortiz hit a home run in the twelfth, winning the game. Game five brought no less suspense, and Ortiz once again saved the day, winning the game in the fourteenth inning with an RBI off a single. Boston won the next two games, becoming the first Major League team in history to pull out of a three-game hole in a postseason series. Ortiz was series MVP. More important, he got them to the World Series, where they swept the St. Louis Cardinals in four games, winning their first title in eighty-six years and breaking the Curse of the Bambino.

That’s why Gino Castignoli finally accepted the construction job offer and went to work his first day at the new stadium wearing a David Ortiz jersey.

------------------

Castignoli showed up on a Saturday in August 2007. “One of the foremen for the general contractor, Turner, who I knew for years, said, ‘What are you doing here? I can’t believe you’re coming here to work,’ ” Castignoli recalls. “I told him straight out, ‘I come here just to bury this shirt in the concrete and jinx the team.’ He laughed.”
At eight o’clock Castignoli removed the shirt and placed it under some steel rebar. “I folded it nice, laid it to rest, and told everybody, ‘The Yankees will be cursed for thirty years. After that I really don’t care what happens because I’ll probably be dead.’ And then the guy put the concrete on top.” Castignoli worked the rest of the day and didn’t go back.

The shirt sat there, entombed, until April 2008. Right before a series between Boston and New York, a couple of workers told the New York Post about the burial. On Friday, April 11, the story broke.

The Yankees didn’t believe it. “Memo to the Post: You’re 10 days late for April Fool’s Day,” their PR rep wrote in a statement. Then two more witnesses came forward with corroborating details, including the location of the shirt. Workers spent five hours jackhammering a two-foot-by-three-foot hole until they spotted the shirt two feet down. They informed higher-ups, who planned a ceremony the following day to finish the job. On Sunday, the project foreman and a Turner executive pulled the shirt out of the ground in front of a swarm of reporters and held it high. The Yankees auctioned it off for $175,000 and donated the proceeds to the Jimmy Fund, a charity in partnership with the Red Sox.

Castignoli says most of his Yankee-loving friends considered the stunt harmless, but he also received hate mail, and the team didn’t take too kindly to his actions. “They tried to have me arrested, and then they threatened to sue me personally,” he says. “That went south. The Yankees went to the Bronx district attorney, and he told them to beat it.” Hank Steinbrenner, the Yankees’ owner’s son, told the Post, “I hope his coworkers kick the shit out of him.”

I went online and read baseball discussion boards from those few days in April 2008. Some fans thought it was funny, some dismissed anyone who took jinxes seriously, and many expressed anger at the trickster, often suggesting his body would make a great substitute for concrete when refilling the hole. I’m sure, had the shirt been discovered after several losing seasons, comments would have tended toward the latter. Sometimes “curses” take a while to gestate.

A number of Yankees fans tentatively aired their superstition online. “If it were me, I would try to get to the bottom of it just for peace of mind,” one wrote. “Maybe I need a life, but this shit fucking bothers me,” another typed. And, after the removal: “I don’t know why, but I for one am glad it’s gone.” Yogi Berra also straddled belief and skepticism, telling the Post, “I was never
superstitious, but maybe we should bury one over there at Fenway too.”

The Yankees won the World Series in 2009, their first season in the new stadium, and I asked Castignoli if they would have lost had the shirt remained. “I would like to believe that, but when you spend half a billion dollars”—they signed contracts worth $423.5 million with three new players after the 2008 season—“I don’t care what you bury under there unless it’s dynamite.”

But the Yankees hadn’t won the title since their cluster of wins in 1996, 1998, 1999, and 2000 and apparently felt they needed more than money to get out of their funk. From one message board: “Spending five hours to dig up a piece of cloth with their rival’s name printed on it? Seems like they’re paranoid and nervous in NY. They may have won twenty-six titles, but it could be a long, long time before they win one in this millennium. Digging up the Sox shirt just reaffirms the fact that they already think they’re cursed.”
Symbolism falls into the second law of sympathetic magic outlined by Sir James Frazer, the law of similarity: *like produces like, or an effect resembles its cause.* “The magician infers that he can produce any effect he desires merely by imitating it,” Frazer wrote. The jersey is an imitation of the enemy and so embodies him. It’s voodoo science.

Frazer was hugely influenced by the work of another English anthropologist, Sir E. B. Tylor. In the 1871 book *Primitive Culture*, Tylor wrote: “The principal key to the understanding of Occult Science is to consider it as based on the Association of Ideas, a faculty which lies at the very foundation of human reason, but in no small degree of human unreason also.” He argued that we treat “ideal connexions” as real ones: if two things are linked associatively in our heads, we suspect a physical, causal link. Expecting physical reality to work along the same lines of influence as mental associations is magical thinking. And in humanity’s desire for control over the world, we have a long history of trying to pull these sympathetic strings of influence.

You don’t need to outwardly endorse voodoo to suspect its reality. Let’s say I posted a picture of your mom on a dartboard and handed you some darts. For the sake of a scientific experiment, would you throw the darts at the picture? *Okay …*, you’d probably say, with a quizzical look on your face. Would those darts actually harm your mother? *Of course not*, you’d probably say, with a furrowed brow. Measuring magical thinking with simple yes-no questions like these proves difficult because, in answering them, rationality takes precedence. But I could look for subtle behavioral effects of irrational instincts. Are you less accurate when throwing darts at a picture of a hero than, say, Hitler?

This experiment has been carried out. Paul Rozin, Linda Millman, and Carol Nemeroff reported in 1986 that when subjects targeted pictures of JFK or someone else they liked, their darts strayed about eleven millimeters farther from the bull’s-eye than when targeting Hitler or someone they hated. The difference was small but reliable. Another team of researchers reported similar results twenty years later—this time with darts thrown at a photo of a baby. And they
found that people’s levels of rationality played no role in accuracy, but how strongly people tended to rely on their gut feelings in daily life did.

Further adventures in photo voodoo occurred during the introduction of photography into parts of Africa. Europeans wowed the locals with various “magical” technologies and claimed they could manipulate people by manipulating photos of them. Many Africans refused to be photographed, unless they were holding a Bible, which purportedly acted as a protective talisman.

What explains these beliefs? Do we somehow confuse photographs for reality? Perhaps. We didn’t evolve in an environment that had photographs, so we don’t have natural cognitive mechanisms for differentiating photos from real life. As far as our ancient brains are concerned, if it looks like something, it is something.

The ability to make even simple distinctions between appearances and reality takes a few years to develop. Infants try to grasp pictures of objects on a page. Even after children learn to tell photographs apart from reality, they might make the mistake of saying, for instance, that a picture of ice cream feels cold. I’m still working on mastering appearance-reality distinctions. I’ll breathe through only my nose around stinky things because I don’t want their gross particles in my mouth (a frustrating predicament with congestion), and I find that seeing even a picture of something stinky makes me seal my lips.

If we are subconsciously fooled even by a photo, imagine the greater havoc wreaked by moving images. I find horror movies terrifying and sexy movies arousing, even though I know they’re not real. Studies suggest that watching TV can partially fulfill our need for real friends. And as for three-dimensional imitations of reality, Rozin and colleagues molded two pieces of fudge into the shape of a muffin and the shape of a dog turd and asked subjects to rate how much they’d like to eat each one. Subjects also rated how much they would enjoy putting a rubber sink stopper or fake rubber vomit in their mouths. Unsurprisingly, the fake turd and fake vomit were not big hits.

Having the half belief (or what the philosopher Tamar Gendler calls an alief) that an image or decoy is literally what it represents is one thing, but how might one jump from that confusion, which is usually cleared up, to conceiving the abstract law that influence can be transmitted between the representation and its referent—the law of similarity? One possibility is that there’s cognitive dissonance between the alief that an image is actually the thing it represents and
the explicit belief that it’s not. Perhaps the juxtaposition of an alief and a contrasting belief can lead to a new belief (or alief). In this case, hypothesizing a magical means of causal transmission would accommodate both your anxiety about destroying a photo of a loved one and your understanding that it’s just a photo.

But something more than a simple confusion between appearances and reality is likely going on. Bruce Hood, Paul Bloom, and colleagues asked subjects to bring childhood sentimental items into the lab. They photographed the objects but zoomed in and defocused the lens so the photos were unrecognizable to anyone who didn’t already know what the objects were. Then they asked the subjects to cut these semiabstract representations in half. Electrodermal sensors revealed that destruction of the photos aroused anxiety in the subjects—more than cutting up recognizable photos of very similar items. Subjects feared harming a blurry image with a vague connection to a beloved stuffed animal.

Similarly, a sports jersey could not be confused for an actual person. And our national flag depicts what it represents with even less visual verisimilitude, but people still feel those stars and stripes demand legal protection from immolation. After all, Old Glory stands for the deaths of young men at war, the struggles for civil rights, the one giant leap for U!S!A! Flag burning certainly sends a message of disrespect, but if the research on belief in the law of similarity has any bearing, the act does something more than communicate a message: it creates the sense that America is being harmed directly. In a suggestive study of Americans and Brazilians, 34 percent of young adults said cutting up one’s national flag to use as rags for cleaning a bathroom in private called for punishment, and 35 percent said the act was wrong no matter one’s country’s customs. That is, it’s hurtful even if there’s no audience to offend. Might we see flag burning, deep down, as a form of voodoo?

(Not all accusations of anti-American voodoo require much interpretation. Before the United States played Mexico in a World Cup qualifying game in February 2009, RadioShack ran an ill-advised ad campaign. They printed coupons in a Mexican daily newspaper that readers could redeem in stores for dolls dressed as American soccer players. The ad suggested that fans mutilate the dolls while watching the game in order to “Help end the losing streak so Mexico advances.” A day later the company pulled out of the promotion.)

Belief in voodoo may depend in part on the fact that the more you think about
something, the more probable it seems. In a study conducted before the 1976 presidential election, people who were asked to imagine Jimmy Carter winning gave him better odds than those asked to picture Gerald Ford winning. According to the Nobel Prize–win-ning work of Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, people have a mental toolbox full of heuristics, or rules of thumb. The availability heuristic relies on the fact that if something happens a lot, examples will come to mind easily, and it reverses this association, making us believe that if something comes to mind easily, or is pictured vividly, it must happen a lot, or be more likely to happen. (Sometimes the heuristic fails us, as when we overestimate the danger of air travel because plane crashes make the news and become imprinted in our memories.) By definition, symbols (including suggestive acts) call to mind what they represent. And if they make a particular outcome more vivid and available in our minds, that outcome will seem more likely to occur. Now, because exposure to symbols makes things seem more likely, we may jump to the alief that the existence of symbols actually makes things more likely.

Alternatively, or additionally, we might apply a like-causes-like heuristic, explored below, wherein similar causes and effects seem to go together, even if the similarity is only conceptual.
Like Causes Like

In a classic paper called *Craps and Magic*, the sociologist James Henslin reported that gamblers will often throw dice harder when they want a high number, as if the amount of force translates into the quantity of dots showing on a die. It’s an example of belief in the law of similarity, like producing like.

The law of similarity has solid roots. In the 1843 text *A System of Logic, Ratiocinative and Inductive*, the philosopher John Stuart Mill notes a strong “natural prejudice” to believe that “the conditions of a phenomenon must, or at least probably will, resemble the phenomenon itself.” We assume that causes resemble their effects.

Mill went on to explain that our intuitions regularly match reality: “The cause does, in very many cases, resemble its effect; like produces like”—which could explain how we pick up our prejudice. He notes wax impressions (where the tool matches the indentation), moving bodies setting others in motion (a body traveling one way will knock others in that direction), illness contagion (one sick person makes others sick), plants and animals resembling their progeny (like father like son), memories of sensations resembling the original sensations (remembering happy times makes you happy), and the spread of emotions (laugh and the world laughs with you). Think also about how red crayons draw red lines, how a cold ice cube cools a drink, and how big lightning causes big thunder.

What kind of effect would resemble injury to a photo of your mother? The first that comes to mind is injury to your actual mother. And if one wanted to bring rain to one’s crops in a dry season, what kind of cause might resemble such an outcome? The classic voodoo technique, as Frazer notes, is to pour water on one’s field.

We expect like to cause like in nearly every endeavor, even if cause and effect are alike only in very abstract ways.

The law of similarity pops up in both magical and prosaic thinking. In an article
titled “Like Goes with Like: The Role of Representativeness in Erroneous and Pseudo-Scientific Beliefs,” the psychologists Thomas Gilovich and Kenneth Savitsky laid out several ways the law has overstepped its bounds. In the last chapter, I discussed “you are what you eat,” with people assuming boar-eaters would become more boorish than turtle-eaters. Similarly, common misconception holds that eating greasy snacks directly leads to oily skin and acne, drinking milk produces phlegm, and spicy food is the source of heartburn. And as a kid I curtailed my consumption of Muenster cheese when my parents warned that eating too much could turn one into a monster. The available evidence has not borne out this claim, either.

Gilovich and Savitsky also note the New Age “rebirthing” movement, in which people try to counteract the circumstances of their nativity by reenacting their births. Someone born feet-first might feel he’s always going in the wrong direction in life, and someone born via cesarean might feel she can never finish things for herself. In graphology, personality is inferred from handwriting. In one study, judges assumed, for example, that compact handwriting symbolizes introversion, ascending slope signals optimism, angular lines indicate an analytical personality, and a regular rhythm displays reliability. All false correlations. Astrology leans on similarity too. I was born an Aries, and the Aries constellation is a few dots in the sky with a forced resemblance to a ram, and rams symbolize stubbornness, so I’m supposed to be stubborn. (Which I often am, but I’m just as frequently easygoing.) The psychologists Richard Nisbett and Lee Ross note that we sometimes show hostility to explanations that don’t fit “like causes like.” For a time, people ridiculed the idea that something as small as a mosquito could inflict something as devastating as yellow fever.

For hundreds of years people have used plants that resemble body parts to cure those body parts. Walnuts for the brain, for example. (In the 1600s the German mystic Jakob Böhme popularized the Doctrine of Signatures, writing that God marked flora with a sign or signature indicating its intended purpose.) Even today, studies of pill color show that people expect red, yellow, and orange medications to act as stimulants, perhaps because of their perceptual similarity to fire. Meds in blue and green—the colors of sky and grass and sea—are thought to be chill pills. Except in Italy, where blue pills invigorate men. (And not just the little blue pill that invigorates men everywhere.) Researchers suggest this culture-bound effect might have something to do with the fact that their national soccer team, known for its energy and prowess, is the Azzurri—Italian for
Belief in the law of similarity has the power to infiltrate every aspect of our interaction with the world. Because we think symbolically and associatively, we have the capacity and the compulsion to see everything as a representation of something else. And if we treat symbolic relationships as real, physical, ones, the universe becomes a web woven with invisible threads of influence mirroring our own associative networks. Human meaning then becomes a mediator of causality, and the whole world becomes magic.
A few years ago I wrote an article about cold feet before weddings. I interviewed a bridal counselor named Allison Moir-Smith who had her own struggles before the big day and realized that a deep sense of loss often accompanies the engagement period. You’re giving up something huge and familiar—single life—and such a sacrifice requires acknowledgment and even mourning before you can move on. Among her preparatory exercises, Moir-Smith recommended private rituals, including this piece of mental sorcery: write down a list of everything you’ll be leaving, ponder it, and then burn it. It’s a psychological tactic, one whose effectiveness suggests but doesn’t require a belief in witchcraft, and I got to wondering if the skeptic could borrow other practices from the occult sciences for his own therapeutic benefit.

I called up Steven Farmer, a shamanistic practitioner and former psychotherapist, who said “release ceremonies” like Moir-Smith’s are popular. “I’m moving soon. Let’s suppose I want to release any attachment I have to the house I’m in. I might do something like go out on the land, find just a small stone that feels right, bring it inside, and write out what it is I want to release,” he told me. “I might write ‘I, Steven, choose to fully release any and all attachments to the land and to this house,’ and wrap the stone in the paper and then put it under my pillow.” After sleeping on it, he would go down to the beach, burn the paper into a small hole in the sand, then scoop up the ashes and rock and throw them into the sea. Finally, he would thank “grandmother ocean” for taking the package, and thank “grandfather fire” for his contribution, but presumably these flourishes are optional.

Recently, a team of psychologists demonstrated the therapeutic potential of rituals with symbolic content, or what they call metaphor therapy. When people wrote down things that bothered them—regretted decisions, unsatisfied desires, reactions to a tragedy—and sealed them inside envelopes, they gained emotional relief. Envelope closure led to psychological closure.
Secular rituals permeate our lives, from handshakes—the corporal strength of which can signify and even solidify the intangible bond of a deal or a relationship—to Nobel Prize Award Ceremonies, whose ostentation both indicates and perpetuates our esteem for cerebral achievement.

“Ritual practices signify to the world and the person a transition from one stage of life to another, whether it’s a marriage, a bar mitzvah, or a naming,” says Gail McCabe, a sociologist and “humanist officiant.” Humanism, as she defines it, is “a naturalistic scientific secular philosophy of life that precludes any belief or reliance upon supposedly supernatural powers.” McCabe creates and executes nonreligious ceremonies with her clients to mark menopause, divorce, birth, and marriage.

Weddings are one of the most secure vehicles for the transmission of tradition. Although McCabe doesn’t mention God or Vishnu or Xenu or Thor in her services, many of her weddings end up quite orthodox—the black tux and white veil intact. And where there’s tradition, there’s superstition. (Which is the smoke and which is the fire?) According to one of the most common admonishments, the groom should not see the bride before the ceremony, dating back to the days of arranged marriages and the real risk of the man spotting an unseemly costar and running off solo. Other traditions have more transparent symbolic value: a bride should wear something old to connect to her family and history, something new to invite a bright future, something borrowed to feed off the good fortune of a happily betrothed friend, and something blue to represent purity. And rain on your wedding day—well, a stormy ceremony could easily portend a stormy marriage, with precipitation precipitating tears, but we’ve prophylactically reversed that little omen so bad weather now means good luck. (And good weather still means good luck because, hey, it’s sunny and your pictures will look great.)

Getting off on the wrong foot is a constant source of concern with both real and symbolic consequences in many endeavors, from friendships to athletic competitions. That may be why we invest so much in initiation ceremonies: we want to set the emotional tone for a journey. We may also feel, through the magical law of similarity, that future turns on that journey will imitate those first few steps, so we’d better get them right.

At the university I went to, a big set of gates opens twice a year, once in the fall for freshmen to enter and once in the spring for seniors to exit. This was a
liberal institution, but the gates held sacred power, and one didn’t want to botch one’s entrance. It was said that if you entered twice, or not at all, you wouldn’t graduate. I never walked in. As a freshman I ended up taking advantage of the newfound freedom and social opportunities not available at my small boarding school, and in the process I missed classes and assignments, thus ending my first semester with three Cs and an incomplete. Not a good way to start your college career. The logical explanation is that whatever made me miss classes also made me miss my opportunity to walk through the gates (I probably slept through it), but the thought at least occurred to me that year that flubbing the ritual entrance destined me to underachievement.

My mom never removed her wedding ring for the entire thirty-eight years of my parents’ marriage. I asked her one time if that continuity symbolized anything. She said it stood for the continuity of their relationship. So would removing it break the bond? No, of course not, she said. Well, then, how would she feel if it came off? Anxious. Why? She didn’t know.

We may see symbolic connections between objects or acts and larger ideas such as commitment because, according to some scientists, metaphors form the natural language of thought. We get a handle on the abstract via the real and the specific. According to the principles of embodied cognition, all of human thought finds grounding in our physical experience in the world, and metaphors are not just linguistic conventions—they go deeper. Such expressions as “the prices rose” (more=up) and “she’s a warm person” (affection=warmth) may originate in the corporeal experiences of building piles and hugging, respectively. “The brain computes a circuit between more and up and affection and warmth and all kinds of other cases,” says George Lakoff, a linguist at the University of California at Berkeley. “You learn what are called primary metaphors, without using language, just by functioning in the world.” Important is big. Understanding is grasping. Desire is hunger. He estimates that by the time you were five, without being aware, you probably learned hundreds of primary metaphors.

Exploring the link between affection and warmth, one study found that after holding hot coffee we judge strangers friendlier. Another found that people take job candidates more seriously when rating them while holding heavy versus light clipboards. (Important matters are weighty.) And you know how tasks can be
either rough going or smooth sailing? After playing with rough-textured puzzle pieces, people evaluate ambiguous interactions with others as more adversarial than after fingering smooth pieces.

Primary metaphors fit together into complex metaphors like atoms in a molecule. For instance, *a relationship is a shared journey* contains *intimacy is closeness, purposes are destinations, and difficulties are obstacles.*

If we base abstract meaning on concrete experience, perhaps that’s why we tend to infuse concrete experience with abstract meaning. Certain events act as metaphors for other, often larger, phenomena, and we then mistake the metaphors in our heads for real-world associations. It’s like causing like, where cause and effect are alike only by virtue of abstract analogy. So, by not properly entering my college campus through the front gate, I feared I had not properly entered the overall college experience.
The Name Game

Mental associations tend to run bidirectionally: lightning brings to mind thunder, and thunder brings to mind lightning. And because the law of similarity dictates that external reality obey our internal associations, we expect physical causality to work both ways too. An icon can transmit your actions to the real McCoy (typical voodoo doll stuff), and meanwhile the essence of the real McCoy can be transmitted into the icon—as well as whatever it touches. That’s why people feared the Ortiz jersey buried in the stadium. They expected the power of Ortiz and the Red Sox to work its way onto the field through the shirt.

Another example of drawing essences from imitations comes from the music world. In the last chapter we saw how people felt empowered by touching a piano a legend had played. Well, many guitar players fetishize instruments that merely look like the ones their rock idols strummed. Apparently, they believe musical mojo goes into the original ax through the law of contagion, then is broadcast to any guitar that resembles it through the law of similarity—and can be drawn out by any fan. Dickey Betts of the Allman Brothers Band told a researcher that his 1954 Stratocaster, identical to Buddy Holly’s, allows him to “channel” Holly because it has the “soul” of the original.

Many other fetish objects, including holy icons, hundred-dollar bills, and high heels, are worshipped not for their functional utility but because of what they represent (in the examples cited: gods, goods, and gams).

In both Africa and Europe, people have placed devotional images in water and then drunk the water for its healing power. Islamic scholars have written Qur’anic verses in chalk, then washed the chalk off the board and given the water to ailing patients. And during communion, Christians take bread and wine they believe to embody, through the law of similarity, the flesh and blood of Christ.

Advertising may owe something to magical thinking too. Logos and brand names act as icons for ephemeral qualities such as luxury or edginess or power. Do we believe a tiny bit that, say, the lightning bolt on the Gatorade bottle somehow energizes the fluid inside? And maybe the little silhouettes on your
basketball shoes make you feel you can really be like Mike.

The influential Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget argued that young children regularly treat names—one form of representation—as part of reality, a phenomenon called nominal realism. In Rozin, Millman, and Nemeroff’s 1986 paper (the one with the dartboard and the fake vomit), they reported evidence for nominal realism in adults. An experimenter placed two empty bottles in front of each subject and filled them about a third of the way from a box of Domino Sugar. Then the experimenter handed the subject two peel-off labels, one that said SUCROSE (TABLE SUGAR) and another that said SODIUM CYANIDE—poison. After the subject affixed the labels to the bottles of his choosing, the experimenter spooned sugar from the two bottles into two plastic cups of water and asked the subject to rate how much he’d like to drink from each. Forty-one of fifty subjects opted for the sugar-labeled water—as if the word poison can actually poison water.

If we treat words and names as true extensions of what they represent, it may be in part because when we read a word, we automatically create a simulation of its meaning in our heads. For example, reading the words lick, pick, and kick activates areas of the motor cortex corresponding to the tongue, hand, and leg, respectively. So just to think about a word is to experience a bit of what it represents. This fact would explain the finding by Rozin that people will even feel uncomfortable drinking a beverage labeled NOT POISON. The word poison is enough to conjure dire images, and those images feel a little bit real.

Nowadays the name Britney is just as toxic as the word cyanide. Its popularity as a baby name peaked soon after Britney Spears released her debut single and has been on a downward trend ever since. The Harvard sociologist Stanley Lieberson has documented other instances of “the symbolic contamination of names.” As Hitler rose to power, the name Adolph became taboo, and the name Donald went on a fifty-year decline beginning in 1934, the year of Donald Duck’s debut toon. (If it sounds like a duck …) Maybe we just like or dislike certain names because they have positive or negative associations. Or maybe we fear that a child named Adolph contains some of the essence of the infamous Adolf. The hypothesis has not been tested. What is well established is that we gravitate toward people and things that share our own names or even just our first initials. We assume they are like us.
In voodoo, placing the name of a victim on a doll or an effigy supposedly calls forth that victim’s essence so you can then act on it. Explicit belief in the summoning power of names exists not only within sorcery circles but also within the walls of psychiatric hospitals. No surprise, right? If you’re in a psychiatric ward, there’s a good chance you’ll have a number of irrational beliefs. But in a 1983 article in *Psychiatric Quarterly*, a clinical director of Worcester State Hospital reported the popularity of the name belief not among inpatients but among employees.

“I just remember sitting around with staff, chatting, and they had a number of magical ideas that they developed over time,” Wilfrid Pilette, the article’s author, told me when I called him up. For example, don’t mention the names of discharged patients, or they’ll return. “If it’s a patient you like, if there was a strong investment and a strong connection,” he said, “there’s the sense that you were protecting them by not saying their name.” (Staff tried not to jinx themselves in other ways too: “One of the biggest things was you would never say no one’s ever suicided here.”) “Anybody who works in health care is prone to that kind of thinking,” Pilette says. “Put under enough stress, you’re going to get real magical.” He notes that much of their job is unpredictable. “It’s just another way of feeling some control that’s not really there, it’s just another defense mechanism, another way of alleviating anxiety.”

The conjuring potential of names plays out in numerous ways, from religion (many Jews will not say the name of God, YHWH, aloud) to dating and Harry Potter books (people occasionally refer to both exes and Lord Voldemort as “He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named”).

Recited curses often employ not only names but taboo words, and taboo words have strong powers over us—capacities reflected in federal obscenities law and celebrated in George Carlin’s seven-words routine. Their power may derive in part from a sense that they summon taboo subject matter. The linguists Keith Allan and Kate Burridge wrote that “taboo terms have been contaminated by the taboo concepts they represent…. This is why taboo words are often described as unpleasant or ugly-sounding and why they are miscalled dirty words.” The word itself becomes filthy.

We may see numbers as lucky or unlucky for the same reason we like our own names and dislike dirty words: we associate them with what they represent and attribute to them summoning powers. In the United States, thirteen is the source
of the most common number superstitions. Triskaidekaphobia (fear of thirteen) and triskaideka-philia (fondness for thirteen) have sprung up for various reasons throughout history, but the current trend can be blamed on the symbolism of Jesus and his twelve apostles dining together before his Crucifixion. Even if thirteen doesn’t hold that particular association for you, it likely brings to mind some nebulous specter of dark possibilities. In any case, most real estate developers still don’t label the thirteenth floor of office and apartment buildings floor number 13. High-rises are literal monuments to magical thinking. Further, some airlines don’t label the thirteenth row as such. And in 2007, Brussels Airlines had to repaint its planes to add a fourteenth dot to its logo after complaints from passengers—as if the bad stuff represented by thirteen dots could somehow inflict itself on the functioning of a jetliner.

The number seven also holds significance across many cultures, and despite there being seven deadly sins, seven is somehow lucky. The attentive reader will notice that I have defined seven laws of magic for this book. Conceivably, I could have divvied the research into six or eight laws. Did I pick seven for logical, aesthetic, or superstitious reasons? Or merely as a cheap marketing ploy? I suppose the world will never know.

Oaths are about as close to functional magical spells as you can get. Say the right words in the right order and you change reality, though only social reality. While most language communicates information about the world, oaths act on the world.

Word pseudomagic is not merely a feature of the legal system; it is a basic function of natural language. The British philosopher of language J. L. Austin described certain acts of speech as performatives. In his 1962 volume How to Do Things with Words he gives these examples: “I do” (at a wedding); “I name this ship the Queen Elizabeth” (while smashing a bottle against the ship); “I give and bequeath my watch to my brother” (in a will); and “I bet you sixpence it will rain tomorrow.” As would be predicted by the law of similarity, cause resembles effect: the situation immediately conforms to the description of it. The hand is taken in marriage, the ship named, the watch bequeathed, the bargain entered. Even kids on the schoolyard use performative utterances quite adeptly. Witness: “Dibs!” (“I declare this entity my property”); “Fives!” (“I hereby render the seat I currently depart mine for taking upon my return, should that return come within five minutes”); and “Uncle!” (“You shall cease committing acts of physical violence upon my person, for I surrender to your corporal dominance.”)
The philosopher and literary critic Kenneth Burke has argued that belief in the magical power of symbols is based in everyday methods of communication. In 1950 he wrote that “the realistic use of addressed language *to induce action in people* became the magical use of addressed language *to induce motion in things.*” So credence in the ability of words or symbolic actions to induce distant physical effects might have roots in the social use of performative utterances. We’re expecting imitations or descriptions of a desired reality to work on the natural world just as they do on other people. We’re anthropomorphizing the universe.

When Castignoli buried the Ortiz jersey, he was clearly hoping the Red Sox would haunt the Yankees’ new haunt. But some fans suspected the curse may have backfired and the magic may have run in the opposite direction. Instead of an Ortiz essence flowing into the stadium, the significance of sepulture in the stadium may have flowed back toward Boston. In an online forum, a fan noted that Castignoli “may have just buried his own team.” Or, specifically, buried Ortiz. A Red Sox fan on one site wrote: “No wonder Ortiz is having the worst start of his career. 3/43 .070 average … It’s because his jersey was in Yankee Stadium. I’m glad they found it cause now Ortiz will go back to his normal dominant self.” A Yankees fan pointed out ten days after the excavation that, over those ten days, Ortiz’s batting average was a somewhat dominant .306, to which another fan replied, “There really was a curse!”
Putting faith in the law of similarity can be deadly. “In records of anthropologists and others who have lived with primitive people in widely scattered parts of the world is the testimony that when subjected to spells or sorcery or the use of ‘black magic’ men may be brought to death,” the anthropologist Walter Cannon wrote in 1942. “Among the natives of South America and Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and the islands of the Pacific, as well as among the negroes of nearby Haiti, ‘voodoo’ death has been reported by apparently competent observers.”

Cannon explains that whether or not one has actually suffered a supernatural slight, simple fear of death arouses a fight-or-flight response. When preparing to meet danger, adrenaline floods the body, constricting blood vessels and forcing blood into tissues and out of circulation; later, blood pressure can drop dramatically and lead to cardiac arrest. A 2002 retrospective in the *American Journal of Public Health* largely concurred with his hypothetical account and fortified it with more recent knowledge about stress hormones that could hasten a fatality. Voodoo death, of a sort, is real.

And voodoo may lead not only to death but to defeat on the baseball diamond.

On Friday, October 5, 1945, a Chicago businessman named William Sianis showed up at Wrigley Field for game four of the World Series between the Chicago Cubs and the Detroit Tigers with two tickets in hand—one for him and one for his pet goat. Sianis, a Greek immigrant nicknamed “Billy Goat” for his goatee, presumably hoped to promote his Billy Goat Tavern. The guests were booted before the end of the game, however, because of odor complaints. Here accounts differ, but Sianis is said to have cursed the team to never again win a League pennant, or perhaps a World Series. He may also have tele-grammed the losing Cubs owner, P. K. Wrigley, “Who smells now?” From 1876 to 1945, the Cubs won the National League pennant sixteen times. But they lost that game with the goat in partial attendance, along with the overall title, and have not since returned to the Series.

Playing under a curse is similar to a phenomenon called *stereotype threat*. In 1995 Claude Steele and Joshua Aronson reported that black Stanfo...
undergraduates perform worse on tests when told the tests are diagnostic of intelligence. The authors concluded that black students are aware of the stereotype that blacks aren’t as smart as whites, and subtle reminders of the stereotype (even just being told they’re taking an intelligence test) increase anxiety and hinder performance. Stereotype threat has been demonstrated in other minorities, in women, and even in white men on a physical task framed as an assessment of “natural athletic ability.” As the social psychologist Nicholas Herrera has pointed out, the Cubs have been stereotyped as the “lovable losers,” destined to mess up any chance they get of making it to the World Series; constant reminders of the curse keep them on edge, making the curse a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Their most poignant piece of self-destruction in recent memory came in 2003. Playing the Florida Marlins, the team was just five outs away from winning the National League Championship Series and defeating the curse. Then the Bartman incident occurred.

Luis Castillo of the Florida Marlins hit a foul ball just over the edge of left field. As the Cubs outfielder Moises Alou reached into the stands to grab it and make the out, several fans unaware of his approach also attempted the catch. The ball deflected off the hand of one Cubs fan in particular, Steve Bartman, and eluded the embrace of Alou, who threw down his glove in anger. Alou told the New York Times, “It wasn’t the whole ballgame, but the Marlins had been playing with a lot of good luck, and we had bad luck. And when I was prevented from catching the ball, I think a lot of our players thought, ‘Here we go again.’ ” The Cubs, of their own devices, went on to give up the lead and the game, as well as game seven and the Series. Their championship dreams suffered voodoo death by stereotype threat, and Steve Bartman became a reincarnation of the original scapegoat.

Fortunately, the Chicago masses realized they could not string up Bartman, so they did the next best thing. The man in the stands behind Bartman who recovered the ball sold it for about $100,000 to Grant DePorter, the president of Harry Caray’s Restaurant Group. DePorter hired a Hollywood special-effects expert to orchestrate a dramatic end for the artifact and, hopefully—symbolically—the curse. They placed their sacrificial-lamb-by-proxy in a clear box in front of an audience and blew it up.

The ritual didn’t work, of course, but the story of the Bartman Ball gets more
interesting after that. In homeopathy, you dilute a poison to nothing and use the remaining essence as medicine. DePorter’s chefs took the remains of the poisonous ball, boiled it in Budweiser and vodka, and placed the condensed steam (which contained no residue of the actual ball) in a marinara sauce and served “Foul Ball Spaghetti” to thousands of fans for $11.95 to cure them of their malaise. DePorter hoped to counter Sianis’s sorcery with some warlock’s brew of his own.

If Gino Castignoli’s David Ortiz jersey hadn’t been removed, it’s possible such a well-publicized gimmick would have gotten into the heads of some of the players, creating stereotype threat of the voodoo variety.

But Castignoli says that even though the Yankees didn’t know about the shirt in 2007, and even though they were still playing in their old stadium, the shirt did its job. “I tried my hardest to curse them. It worked for a year. They got knocked out of the playoffs that year, first round. I really gave it to the Yankee fans.”

The voodoo death of the Cubs’ playoff dreams demonstrates one of the dangers of belief in the law of similarity, and something to guard against. A symbol, whether it’s a curse or a burning flag or rain on an important occasion, is often treated as inherently efficacious and potentially damning. But these effects are mediated by our own expectations—expectations we have some ability to reconfigure.

The law of similarity also has positive uses. Holding a photo or a memento close can provide comfort or confidence. Symbols can be manipulated in the service of metaphor therapy. And the use of rituals and mantras and lucky numbers can make us feel we have some control over our woolly environs.

More broadly, understanding the essential role of similarity in how we think allows us to find and create physical metaphors that set the tone for the lives we would like to lead, from wearing a red shirt on a day you want to feel energized to rehearsing a scenario you want to become a reality. The true potency of symbols lies in their ability to alter our expectations and interpretations of the world. And our interpretations of the world are all we have—your consciousness is your reality—so, in a way, symbols do have magical power.
As a postscript, Castignoli let on a few months after the Yankees won the 2009 World Series about another curse. “You know what, I can actually tell you something now cause the Yankees did win. Only a handful of people know this. The Trump World Tower, where Derek Jeter lives. I was on that job.” Oh jeez. “Toward the end of that job when they said Derek Jeter bought that apartment, we did everything in there.” Everything? He held on to some secrets, but I got out of him that there might be some surprises behind the Sheetrock. In any case, this would have been in early 2001, and recall that after winning the Series in 1996, 1998, 1999, and 2000, New York had an eight-year dry spell. Compared to the Ortiz curse, Castignoli says, the Jeter jinx “actually worked longer.”
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Actions Have Distant Consequences
Using Superstition to Make Luck Work for You

They say there are no atheists in foxholes. It has also been said that there are no atheists past Cape Omni—or whatever local cape separates a fisherman from the open sea. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, commercial fishing is by far the deadliest job in America. It may also have the richest culture of rituals and taboos.

Sea lore contains a litany of rules to follow. Never bring a black suitcase or a banana onto a fishing vessel. Never whistle in the wheelhouse lest you whistle up a storm. Turn a hatch cover upside down and your boat might follow suit. Don’t mention horses or hang coffee mugs with the opening facing out. And good luck finding anyone in the Alaskan crab fleet—those grizzled seamen made famous by Discovery Channel’s *The Deadliest Catch*—who’ll leave port on a Friday.

“We left town to do sea trials one time on the *Wizard* on a Friday,” Keith Colburn, the captain and owner of the *Crabwizard* and a star of the show, told me. He’d just wanted to test the boat out. No harm, as long as they weren’t actually fishing. But another boat lost steering in the lock and rammed them, barely missing the fuel tanks. “Just an absolute fluke,” he said. “At this point I do my best not to leave town on a Friday, I’ll tell you that right now.” As for the rest of the fleet, “Guys are leaving at 12:01 all the time.”

Mike Day, a fisherman who helps film *The Deadliest Catch*, has left on Friday
twice in his career. One time their boat was immediately caught in a surprise storm and returned to port encased in four feet of ice; the second time a rogue wave injured two men. “That’s one superstition I don’t want to fuck with anymore.”

Colburn has a number of more individual superstitions. “There’s a multitude of things that I will and won’t do when I’m fishing, just because.” He won’t leave town without his lucky hat, lucky coffee mug, or the clipboard he’s used for the last eighteen-plus years. For the last twelve-plus years he hasn’t drawn the columns in his logbook. “I’ve shut the boat down before to have either my brother or my mate Gary come up, draw the columns, and then off I can go.” And he surrounds himself with trinkets—bobblehead dolls, a hula girl, a lucky rock, a lucky wizard from his daughter, a rubber shark from his son. “I’ve got a little shrine, actually, in the wheelhouse.”

Colburn isn’t particularly mystic about his rituals. He knows the magic is all in his head. But he follows them anyway. “If we leave any day of the week but Friday and we have a bad season or a breakdown or an emergency, we don’t associate it with a particular day of the week. It’s just something that happens,” he says. “But, in our brains, if we left on a Friday and something happened, we’re gonna pin it on the day that we left.” I got the same story from other fishermen I talked to. “I’m afraid to fly,” one told me. “I know deep down it’s the safest way to travel. Same thing with the superstition. We know better, but we still go by it.”

Why would these salt-scarred sea warriors, with their lives and livelihoods literally on the line, stray from pragmatism and invest in such whimsy, dancing with ghosts in gale winds? Who has time to tend to nagging compulsions about hanging a mug the right way or avoiding a taboo word when you’re wrangling eight-hundred-pound steel cages amid heavy machinery on a rollicking deck in the frosty, frothy Bering Sea, where a six-minute dip in the drink means death? Is it possible that adherence to fanciful habits, even under duress, might provide some advantage? And is it possible that we all might have something to gain from superstitious behavior?
Creatures of Habit

Superstitious rituals and taboos are attempts at control. Perform certain acts, avoid certain others, and the world is at your fingertips. You just need to find the right hidden strings to pull while sidestepping the trip wires.

There are three main routes to picking up a superstition, each of which may work in conjunction with the others.

The first is via the law of similarity: certain actions or events have an obvious symbolism to them. Whistling encourages storms because breath is like wind. Upside down hatch covers represent upside-down boats. Friday is the day Jesus was crucified.

The second is through social transmission. Either you observe someone else performing a ritual or someone instructs you to follow suit. If something appears to work for someone else, you don’t want to mess with it. Why risk learning from your own mistakes when you can learn from someone else’s?

Finally, we accumulate superstitions through simple conditioning. The modern study of superstitious rituals began in the 1940s, not with human subjects, but with birds. B. F. Skinner’s famous 1948 paper “‘Superstition’ in the Pigeon” describes what happened when he placed hungry pigeons in cages with mechanical hoppers that automatically dished out treats every fifteen seconds. The birds would go about their business, doing normal pigeon stuff, and suddenly food would appear. Skinner observed that six of the eight birds developed repetitive behaviors. One spun in circles, another stuck its head in the corner, two bobbed their heads back and forth and sometimes took a few sidesteps as if performing their own dance routine. “The experiment might be said to demonstrate a sort of superstition,” Skinner wrote. “The bird behaves as if there was a causal relation between its behavior and the presentation of food, although such a relation is lacking.” He added, “There are many analogies in human behavior.” A great New Yorker cartoon by P. C. Vey has a businessman sitting at a computer saying, “I don’t get it—last time I jiggled the mouse this way we made a 16.45 percent profit.”
Follow-up experiments by other researchers called Skinner’s interpretations into question. Skinner emphasized the differences between the pigeons’ behaviors rather than the commonalties and failed to deduce that they were carrying out evolved foraging routines rather than independently learned “superstitions.”

But Skinner’s idea about accidental conditioning as a cause of superstition was essentially correct, as work with humans eventually revealed. Consider a 1987 Japanese study by Koichi Ono. Three levers sat on a table. On the wall behind them were a light and a number counter. Subjects were told, “The experimenter does not require you to do anything specific. But if you do something, you may get points on the counter. Now try to get as many points as possible.” No matter what they did, once or twice per minute over the next half hour the light would flash red, green, or yellow; a buzzer would sound; and the counter would tick up.

Most subjects displayed “transient superstitious behaviors.” That is, they went through periods where they adhered to an arbitrary pattern of movement such as pulling the levers in a particular order, thinking it was giving them points.

The description of one subject is worth quoting at length:

About 5 min into the session, a point delivery occurred after she had stopped pulling the lever temporarily and had put her right hand on the lever frame. This behavior was followed by a point delivery, after which she climbed on the table and put her right hand to the counter. Just as she did so, another point was delivered. Thereafter she began to touch many things in turn, such as the signal light, the screen, a nail on the screen, and the wall. About 10 min later, a point was delivered just as she jumped to the floor, and touching was replaced by jumping. After five jumps, a point was delivered when she jumped and touched the ceiling with her slipper in her hand. Jumping to touch the ceiling continued repeatedly and was followed by points until she stopped about 25 min into the session, perhaps because of fatigue.

Anyone who has ever dealt with a set-top TV antenna can certainly relate. You nudge the rabbit ears one way and you get fuzz. The other way and you get *The Price Is Right*—until you take a step back. You start dancing around and holding contorted positions trying to find the perfect reception, and pretty soon you’re doing the macarena on the couch with your dog wrapped in tinfoil and the
neighborhood kids holding hands in a circle around your house.

Sometimes we associate a success not with something we do but with an element of the environment, and we try to reproduce those conditions. “If we happened to have a song on the tape recorder when we got into a big bite of salmon, we’d keep playing it, no matter how bad it was,” Bradford Matsen, the author of Fishing Up North: Stories of Luck and Loss in Alaskan Waters, told me. The song “Lawyers, Guns and Money” was on one morning when he and his partner were fishing Alaskan waters. “We’re forty miles off the coast with Mount Fair-weather to the east, and it’s sunrise and it’s just absolutely stunning,” he says. “We get into a clatter of thirty-pound king salmon. They were almost cut from the same mold. We pulled until our arms almost fell out. We played that song for the next week, over and over and over.” Matsen says he’s not alone with the habit of associating music with catch size: “Guys would come in and say a particular band really fished well this trip.”

Clothing has the same effect. “People have their lucky hat,” another fisherman told me. “If you got a crummy old hat and go out and plug the boat with halibut and make 15,000 bucks in a day, everything on you is your lucky thing. Your boots, socks, underwear.” Note, however, that if you keep your lucky underwear on for extended periods, you might hamper your chances of getting lucky upon returning home.

This kind of superstition is an example of what’s called an illusory correlation—an overestimated relationship between two types of events, such as jumping up and down and receiving a point on a counter. We’re not so great at gauging actual correlations without a pen and paper. Let’s say some days you play a certain song and catch a lot of fish, and other days you don’t play it and you come up empty-handed. Great. But on some days you play it and don’t catch a thing, and on others you don’t play it and you strike gold. The actual correlation is defined by the relative frequency of all four situations. It’s not a calculation we perform intuitively. Instead, we tend to focus just on the hits—those days when the song and the full load overlap—and possibly overestimate the relationship.

Further, we often count near hits in the hits column. In one study by Thomas Gilovich, people were telephoned and asked about the (relatively recent at the time) 1980 NCAA men’s basketball championship game. In the event, Louisville edged out UCLA thanks to a contested call made by a referee in the last two
minutes. Over the phone, fans were asked to predict who would win in the case of a rematch. Louisville fans nearly all thought their team would win again, but the predictions of UCLA fans hinged on whether the interviewer reminded them of the fluke ending. Only 23 percent of those not reminded said UCLA would reverse course and win the second time around, but when the referee’s contentious call was brought to mind, that number shot up to 70 percent. We take wins at face value but come up with excuses to think of almost wins as actual wins or should-have-been wins. Maybe you played “Lawyers, Guns and Money,” and you would have caught a boatload, but somehow your line broke, giving you a scapegoat and the chance to keep your theory about the song’s effectiveness intact. Warren Zevon would have worked his magic if it weren’t for that damn line.

Once we have a hypothesis about a correlation, we’re not likely to look for disconfirming evidence. In one study, subjects had to judge whether an astrological personality profile matched a target individual. They asked the target more than twice as many questions soliciting information that would confirm the profile, versus questions that would evoke conflicting responses. We’ll even selectively weed out evidence that directly counters our hypotheses. In a study where subjects read about scientific findings that either supported or dismissed the existence of ESP, most people correctly remembered the content of what they’d read, except for believers who read that ESP wasn’t real, most of whom failed the recall test. People have a confirmation bias: once our minds are made up, it’s hard to change them.

Illusory correlations between cause and effect can also take place at the perceptual level. “Take, for example, the not-especially-uncommon event wherein you honk your car horn, and at just that moment a streetlight goes out,” Brian Scholl, the director of Yale’s Perception and Cognition Laboratory, says. “You may never for a moment believe that your honk caused the light to go out, but you will irresistibly perceive that causal relation. The fact remains that our visual systems refuse to ‘believe’ in coincidences.”

The Belgian psychologist Albert Michotte wrote in 1945 that three factors contribute to a theory of causation: priority, exclusivity, and consistency. We will perceive that A causes B if it happens before B, if there are no other likely causes of B, and if A and B are conceptually related. Scholl’s horn example meets the requirement of priority, sort of meets the requirement of exclusivity (a short circuit could also cause a light to go out), and might meet consistency
depending on how you look at it (horns and streetlights are both traffic related). Research shows that consistency helps but is not strictly required for the judgment of causality. Apparently, we are just fine with the idea that actions can have surprising and counterintuitive effects.

Illusory correlations can leave you all wet whether you’re judging which lures best hook fish or noting which pickup lines best snag dates or diagnosing which health habits best prevent catching colds. Thinking like a scientist—taking anecdotal evidence lightly, considering multiple explanations, looking for disconfirming evidence—doesn’t always come naturally, but it’s a good set of habits for navigating the world’s uncertain waters, at sea or on land.
To Believe or Not to Believe

We often have difficulty judging when we have control and when we don’t. The Harvard psychologist Ellen Langer (to be played by Jennifer Aniston in a biopic) has found that people most often feel an illusion of control in games of pure chance when the games involve features reminiscent of skill-based tasks. In one study, office workers purchased raffle tickets for $1 each. Half the workers selected their own ticket, and the other half were assigned tickets. When offered the chance to sell their tickets before the drawing, those with assigned tickets asked for an average of $1.96, but those who’d selected their own demanded $8.67—more than four times as much as their coworkers. Merely selecting which ticket to buy induced the feeling that they had some control over the lottery and that they had exercised that control by choosing a ticket with a high chance of winning. These results explain why the popularity of state lotteries took off once states allowed players to select their own numbers.

Feelings of control frequently overstep their bounds in everyday life. “The difference between skill and chance is often hard to delineate,” Langer told me. “Let’s say you’re playing poker and you won. Did you win because you’re skilled or because you got good cards? If you’re playing tennis, which seems like a totally skill activity, you have factors like the surface, the weather, whether your opponent slept well, and so on.” When there’s any leeway in assigning causality, we tend to take credit for our successes.

Wagering that you have control when it’s not clear that you do often makes practical sense. Consider this well-known wager: in Pensées, the seventeenth-century French mathematician Blaise Pascal wrote, “‘Either God is, or he is not.’ But to which view shall we be inclined?” Should you believe or not believe? Let’s say you believe in God. If you’re right, you go to heaven (big win); if you’re wrong, you wasted some time in a pew (small loss). Let’s say you reject God. If you’re wrong, you miss out on an eternity of bliss (big loss), but hey, if you’re right, at least you had your Sundays free for a while (small win). Pascal reasoned that unless the probability of God’s existence is zero, you should put all bets on belief.
Humans make such wagers all the time without realizing it; they’re called *cognitive biases*. I mentioned in this book’s introduction that men overestimate the romantic interest of women so as not to miss a scoring opportunity (eternal life for his genes). Meanwhile, women overestimate men’s caddishness to avoid getting played. According to the evolutionary psychologists Martie Haselton and Daniel Nettle, we’re “paranoid optimists.” We adhere to both “nothing ventured, nothing gained” and “better safe than sorry” in various realms of life. Haselton and David Buss explain such a mixed strategy with *error management theory*: if, over the course of human evolution, making a mistake in one direction hurt more than making a mistake in the other direction, we’ll consistently veer toward making the less costly mistake, even if we end up making more mistakes overall than if we attempted a true course. Picture walking along the top of a low wall along a ledge. If you fall to the right, you plummet thirty feet. If you fall to the left, you drop only three. I suspect you’ll lean to the left a little.

That’s why we startle at the sight of a stick on the ground that vaguely resembles a snake. The embarrassment of flinching at a branch (dropping three feet) pales in comparison to the danger of missing a real snake (splat). Our perception leans to the left.

The ever-handy error management theory may even help explain the *Lake Wobegon effect*, where most people believe they’re above average: inflated self-esteem gets you places; self-denigration does not. Better to try out for the team and fail than not to try out for a team you would have made.

And most important for our purposes, error management theory predicts the illusion of control. For years, whenever I stepped onto an airplane, I placed my hands on the outside of the fuselage. The chances were slim that my little ritual had any effect on keeping the plane’s trajectory horizontal rather than vertical, but the cost was negligent and the potential benefit was great. It couldn’t hurt, so why not? Better to overestimate the amount of influence you have on your surroundings for those cases when your actions turn out to have real effects.

So while any one instance of superstition may seem silly, the overall error management strategy that leads to superstition is supremely rational.
In times of stress, when there’s little room for error, we tend to buckle down. One might expect that on a bobbing ship hundreds of miles from land a sailor’s grip on reality would tighten. The Polish anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski found that even the tribal Trobriander Islanders in the South Pacific rigorously adhered to practical considerations on the water. “They have, in fact, a whole system of principles of sailing, embodied in a complex and rich terminology, traditionally handed on and obeyed as rationally and consistently as is modern science by modern sailors,” he wrote. “How could they sail otherwise under eminently dangerous conditions in their frail primitive craft?”

But he found that these dangerous conditions, which forced the fishermen to control every element of the mission they could, also drove them to seek control over things they couldn’t. “Even with all their systematic knowledge, methodically applied, they are still at the mercy of powerful and incalculable tides, sudden gales during the monsoon season and unknown reefs,” he wrote. “And here comes in their magic, performed over the canoe during its construction, carried out at the beginning and in the course of expeditions and resorted to in moments of real danger.”

In contrast, Malinowski discovered that the safe and reliable practice of inner lagoon fishing featured very little magic. Only the dangerous and uncertain nature of open-sea fishing brought out the spells.

A study of New England fishermen in the 1980s echoed Malinowski’s observations. John Poggie and Richard Pollnac of the University of Rhode Island interviewed 108 fishermen and asked them to list all the superstitions they were familiar with (a rough measure of how superstitious they were). The men also identified the average length of their trips. Poggie and Pollnac found that those who stayed out longer named more superstitions. Each day you’re out there puts you farther from shore and deeper in danger. You’re isolated from help in the case of injury or equipment failure and removed from safe waters in the case of a storm. (Fatigue and sensory deprivation from long spans on open water also break down rational inhibitions and lead to magical thinking.)
Superstition increases in the face of many types of stressors as a way to regain control. During the Gulf War (1990–91), Iraq fired forty-three Scud missiles at Israel, rendering many civilians scared for their lives on a daily basis. Giora Keinan of Tel Aviv University suspected the uncertainty might increase magical thinking, and so in February 1991 he gave a questionnaire to adults in four Israeli cities. Respondents rated their agreement with items grouped into three categories of magical thinking. The sentences represented the law of similarity (for example, “If during a missile attack I had a photograph of Saddam Hussein with me, I would rip it to pieces”), the law of contagion (“I have the feeling that the chances of being hit during a missile attack are greater if a person whose house was attacked is present in the sealed room”—the room families gather in during attacks), and superstitious rituals (“To be on the safe side, it is best to step into the sealed room right foot first”). People also reported their tolerance of ambiguity by responding to items such as “Before an examination, I feel much less anxious if I know how many questions there will be.” Keinan found that those who lived in cities at higher risk of attack (Tel Aviv and Ramat Gan) relied on all three forms of magical thinking more heavily than did those in low-risk cities (Jerusalem and Tiberias). People with a lower tolerance of ambiguity also thought more magically. Education level had no influence.

For some, math exams can seem as stressful as missile attacks. In a paper titled “Malinowski Goes to College,” Jeffrey Rudski and Ashleigh Edwards documented the diversity and purported effectiveness of superstitions among a student population. (An earlier study found 70 percent of students reporting test-related superstitious practices.) The most common rituals were the wearing of particular clothing, knocking on wood, and avoiding saying things that might create jinxes. Students also reported the likelihood of using their favorite rituals or charms in various scenarios. For three types of events (a test, a dance performance, and an athletic competition), people were more likely to use their rituals and charms when they felt unprepared or when the outcome was important (a final exam or a championship game, say).

Daniel Albas and Cheryl Albas spent over a decade gathering data on hundreds of students’ use of magic during exams. Some rituals obey the law of contagion: people wore jewelry owned by a bright parent or they used the pen they took lecture notes with because it “knew” the answers. Some obeyed the law of similarity, such as a student’s tradition of eating a sausage link and two eggs arranged on the plate to read “100” or stepping into the exam room with the
right foot first to ensure right answers. Other rituals were arbitrary, such as the circling of the building before entering it or wearing a pink shirt. “This is nonrational behavior,” they wrote, “in a setting where one might expect maximum rationality.”

Along with fishermen, soldiers, students, and gamblers, professional athletes are one of the most superstitious groups on the planet, thanks to the level of competition and uncertainty in their work. In a famous essay titled “Baseball Magic,” the anthropologist and former first baseman for the Detroit Tigers George Gmelch wrote, “As I listened to my professor describe the magical rituals of the Trobriand Islanders, it occurred to me that what these so-called primitive people did wasn’t all that different from what my teammates and I did for luck and confidence at the ballpark.” He goes through a roster of rituals among players. Jim Ohms placed pennies in his jock strap after victories, which would clang against his cup as he ran the bases by the end of the season. Wade Boggs ate chicken before every game for seventeen years. Mike Hargrove performed so many little rituals while batting he became known as “the human rain delay.” Players also relied on the laws of similarity—they requested the jersey numbers of former stars—and contagion—they avoided using bats after poor hitters had used them.

Gmelch notes that while pitchers and batters are intimately familiar with chance—a millimeter or a millisecond can separate an out from a home run—fielders catch 98 percent of balls that come to them. “In professional baseball, fielding is the equivalent of the inner lagoon while hitting and pitching are like the open sea,” he wrote. As a result, “I met only one player who had any ritual in connection with fielding, and he was an error-prone shortstop.”
Under Control

So anxiety increases the desire for control. Does the feeling of control reduce anxiety?

Ellen Langer and a colleague, Judith Rodin, tested the effects of a nominal level of control among a group of nursing home residents. People on one floor received a pep talk—not so much, “Put your mind to it and you can do anything!” More along the lines of, “This is your home to do with what you want. Rearrange the furniture. Walk around. Watch TV if you want. Oh, and here’s a plant.” They all received plants and were expected to take care of them. Residents on another floor heard a slightly different talk. Basically, “This is your home and we want you to be happy so we’re doing our best to take care of you. Oh, and here’s a plant. We’ll take care of that for you, too.”

Three weeks later, 71 percent of the second group had become more debilitated, but 93 percent of the empowered group had actually improved. They were happier, more active, and more mentally alert. They talked to staff, visited other residents, and attended movies on their floor. Langer and Rodin followed up eighteen months later. The group encouraged to take responsibility for their lives were still happier and healthier. And here’s the kicker: Only half as many had died as in the other group—15 percent versus 30 percent.

After a year of imprisonment in two German concentration camps, the Austrian psychologist Bruno Bettelheim wrote that survival “depended on one’s ability to arrange to preserve some areas of independent action, to keep control of some important aspects of one’s life despite an environment that seemed overwhelmed and total.” Without empowering pep talks and personal responsibilities of the kind Langer’s subjects received, a nursing home can seem very much like a death camp.

Some engineers have pointedly built the illusion of control into our modern technological environment. A representative for Singapore Airlines told the magazine IEEE Spectrum that in-flight entertainment systems (IFEs) are “as important as food” for their passengers, and not just to prevent boredom. You’re strapped to a seat in a tube hurtling through the clouds with your life in the hands
of a man you can’t see, for stretches of up to eighteen hours. “From a psychological perspective, we use the IFE system as a means of providing almost the illusion of control for the passenger,” he said. “If you can start, stop, pause, and rewind from a broad slate of options, it gives you something very specific to do.” Closer to home, try pressing the DOOR CLOSE button the next time you’re in an elevator. If the elevator was built since the early 1990s, that button doesn’t do anything. They put it there to give you a sense of control. Nick Paumgarten wrote in a surprisingly compelling article about elevators in the *New Yorker*, “That the door eventually closes reinforces [passengers’] belief in the button’s power. It’s a little like prayer. Elevator design is rooted in deception—to disguise not only the bare fact of the box hanging by ropes but also the tethering of tenants to a system over which they have no command.”

Several laboratory studies have also shown that the only thing worse than having your ears cut off is having no say over which ear goes first. Okay, that specific conclusion is yet to be confirmed, but it can be extrapolated from real findings. In one experiment, subjects were told they’d have to take a series of tests, either in a prescribed order or in an order of their choosing. They all escaped the experiment without lifting a pencil, but those who’d expected to have no say in the order of the tests had sweatier palms. In other research, subjects felt self-administered electric shocks to be less painful than ones they had no control over. (Yes, you read me correctly: self-administered electric shocks.)

Out of the lab, Richard Sosis, an anthropologist at the University of Connecticut, interviewed women in Tzfat, Israel, in 2002–3. This was during the Second Intifada, a time of intense violence between Palestine and Israel. Sosis inquired about the women’s religiosity, levels of worry, and recitation of psalms. Thirty-five percent of the secular group said reciting psalms could improve the matzav (roughly, the “situation”). “The data indicate that even atheists may turn toward ritual practice under conditions of stress,” he wrote. And they benefited: among the secular women, those who relied on rituals didn’t live in fear of terrorist attacks. They gained the peace of mind to ride buses, visit restaurants, and walk through large crowds. Sosis argues that the peace of mind came from a sense of control.

While most people overestimate the amount of control they have over the world, some evidence suggests that a subset of the population has an accurate portrait of their influence: those with depression. In one set of studies, subjects
pressed a button and sometimes a green light would go on. For some subjects, the green light was occasionally controlled by the button, and for others there was no connection at all. The researchers found that depressed subjects estimated their control over the light better than nondepressed subjects did. They called the phenomenon depressive realism.

Some other researchers have called this “sadder but wiser” phenomenon into question by arguing that the experimental methodology was too artificial (it’s a subtle argument I won’t go into here), but it’s well accepted that whether or not depressed people’s estimations of control are actually more realistic than others’, their estimations are definitely lower.

Accepting one’s powerlessness—even if it’s real—can prove dangerous. Numerous studies have shown that when animals suffer inescapable electric shocks—I know, I know, science can be so mean—the animals then make little effort to avoid easily escapable shocks. Similarly, humans have shown a reluctance to shut off loud tones blasted through headphones after experiencing a series of uncontrollable noises.

The psychologist Martin Seligman attributes this pattern of behavior to learned helplessness: one becomes defeated and expects that future endeavors will likewise be futile. You believe there’s no correlation between what you do and what happens to you. A sense of helplessness can become global, extending beyond the domain in which it formed to other areas of life: if your boss doesn’t listen to your suggestions at work, you might call it quits on your diet. People in abusive relationship often learn not to stand up for themselves and become pushovers in general. It’s easier than fighting back with futility. If one concludes that bad events are unavoidable, learned helplessness can contribute to or even cause depression. You look at existence as a series of hardships and you’ve just got to suck it up. You stop trying at life.

But why is it that some uncontrollable situations lead to learned helplessness while others lead to the illusion of control? Why do we sometimes give up hope and other times perform strange rituals? The psychologist Helena Matute identified a key factor: feedback. When subjects in her study tried to influence a series of outcomes and were continually rebuffed, they showed signs of learned helplessness: they performed worse on a follow-up cognitive task than subjects whose previous attempts at control had been successful. But withholding negative feedback from them allowed them to develop unchecked superstitious
behaviors that they believed actually worked, and afterward they performed just as well on the cognitive task as the group who’d had real control. Superstition protected them against learned helplessness. No reality check, no problem.

Matute’s findings present a complicated picture of superstition’s potential benefits. On the one hand, putting faith in your rituals and shutting out any disconfirming feedback can inspire a spreading self-confidence. On the other hand, no one would ever suggest ignoring feedback as a blanket policy; we learn from our mistakes. I hedge that a good middle road might be to use whatever rituals feel effective but always to remain on the lookout for something that might work even better.
Do You Feel Lucky?

Does reliance on superstitious ritual fit the mind-matter-meld definition of magical thinking? That description of magical thinking, you’ll recall, involves treating the nonmental as if it had mental properties or vice versa—it’s a confluence of the subjective and objective. (Certainly, symbolic rituals adhere to that definition, as I explained in the last chapter.)

A common definition of superstition is that it’s a mistaken idea about causality. So if you cross your fingers and expect it to influence a raffle drawing, that’s superstition, but is it magical thinking? You’re linking one physical process—a gesture of the hand—with another physical process—a number being drawn from a container. In a way it’s no different from pressing a button on a remote control to change the TV channel. Where’s the involvement of the mental?

Perhaps the essential element behind a magical ritual is not the physical action but the intent behind it. I often knock on wood, but with no wood around I’ll find a plant-fiber-based substitute (paper, cotton). It’s the thought that counts, right? Some people even just say, “Knock on wood,” or think it to themselves. So perhaps it’s mind-over-matter magic (explored in full in the next chapter). The ritual or charm just acts as an antenna for intention, focusing thoughts and sending them out.

Or maybe we believe rituals channel something else: luck.

Originally, psychologists saw belief in luck as a sign of giving up, of handing over the reins to external forces. But luck is also sometimes treated as either a personal attribute or a force one can wield skillfully, and research over the past fifteen years has tended to treat belief in luck—especially belief in good luck—as something to nurture. Maia Young of UCLA administered to people both a belief-in-good-luck scale—subjects rated their agreement with items such as “I consider myself to be a lucky person” and “Luck works in my favor”—and an achievement-motivation scale—“Once I undertake a task, I persist,” “I prefer to work in situations that require a high level of skill.” She and her collaborators found that those who believed they were lucky had no intention of sitting back
and letting good things come to them; they wanted to go out there and take on the world, with luck as their copilot. “The more you think of luck as a stable, personal trait,” she told me, “the more you feel personal agency, and the more you have a preference for challenging tasks.” The idea is that if you think you’re the type of person who goes into a difficult situation and comes out ahead, you’re going to put yourself in more of them, and you’re not going to accept defeat. People think of luck as a deployable skill.

In chance situations, belief in luck is actually what’s leading to the illusion of control, according to research by Michael Wohl and Michael Enzle of the University of Alberta. And they demonstrated how the deployment of personal luck can work alongside the two laws of sympathetic magic. People selected a Ping-Pong ball with a number on it and then watched an experimenter spin a wheel of fortune. If the wheel landed on their number, they won money. Some of the subjects held on to their ball, and others were asked to set it aside. During each spin, they reported their chance of winning and their level of personal luck. Wohl and Enzle found that those who physically held their ball were more confident in winning, and that this was due to feeling luckier. So touching the ball conducts one’s luck into it via the law of contagion, and the ball is connected to its corresponding spot on the wheel via the law of similarity. This explains why gamblers at the racetrack sometimes kiss their tickets.

The feeling of luck you get by performing little rituals increases confidence, but can that feeling boost actual performance in mental or physical tasks? To find out, the psychologist Lysann Damisch performed a series of experiments at the University of Cologne. In the first experiment, subjects performed ten golf putts. When handing the golfer the ball, she said either, “Here is your ball. So far it has turned out to be a lucky ball,” or simply, “This is the ball everyone has used so far.” Those with the “lucky” ball made 6.42 putts on average, versus 4.75. That’s a 35 percent improvement.

In the second experiment, subjects were tested on motor dexterity by manipulating a clear plastic cube to roll thirty-six little balls through a set of holes inside it. When Damisch prepped them by saying, “Ich drück dir die Daumen” (“I press the thumbs for you,” the German equivalent of “I’m crossing my fingers”), subjects took a little over three minutes on average, versus about five and a half minutes for the other subjects.

For the third experiment, people were invited to the lab for a memory test and
asked to bring a personal lucky charm. Half of them kept the charm with them, and for the other half the charm was taken to another room. The subjects reported their levels of anxiety and of self-efficacy (their estimated ability to master the test) before trying to match eighteen pairs of overturned cards by looking at two at a time. The “charmed” group performed better, a difference accounted for by their greater confidence.

Finally, experiment three was repeated with another group, with slight differences. For their task, they had to create as many words as possible using a string of eight letters in front of them. The subjects holding their rabbits’ feet and whatnot persisted longer than the other group (about twelve minutes versus seven) and also found about 50 percent more words. Statistical analysis showed that their better performance was due to greater self-efficacy.

Self-confidence improves performance through several routes. People take on larger challenges and thus achieve greater accomplishments (as long as they don’t set their goals too high). They’re more persistent in chasing those goals. And they believe more factors in their success are under their control. So, for example, if they missed some early putts in experiment one, they may have taken that as constructive feedback about how to modify their swing and improve.

Previous research has shown that athletic routines (such as bouncing a basketball three times before a free throw) can boost performance, but Damisch and her collaborators note differences between those routines and superstitions. First, routine movements work by focusing attention and by preparing particular motor sequences, not by increasing self-efficacy. And second, magical superstitions have an additional layer of meaning—they’re associated with luck, and they’re often symbolic.

How do people judge when rituals are effective? The research on illusory correlations suggests that we notice instances of using them and witnessing an intended effect. You crush your tennis opponent whenever you wear a particular shirt, so you draw a connection between wins and wardrobe. But Damisch’s experiments point to another mechanism. After several of the tasks, people rated their performance on a 1–9 scale. The “lucky” participants didn’t think they did any better than the unlucky ones. The fact that they’re not noticing differences in outcomes suggests that to them the more apparent effect of rituals and charms is the boost in confidence. This feel-good state acts as the prime reinforcement of
carrying a lucky clover.

Laugh all you want at Wade Boggs for eating chicken before every game—he even told the New York Times, “Sometimes it’s better to be lucky than good”—but he got the job done. Damisch wrote in her doctoral dissertation, “in addition to simply increasing the acceptance of superstitions, we might also wish to systematically embed superstitions in everyone’s life.” Typically, I support separation of superstition and state, but I see potential in her suggestion that “it might be plausible to literally teach children the use of good-luck-related thoughts or behaviors.” No charm left behind. A horseshoe in every classroom. Counter to the saying about horseshoes working even if you don’t believe in them, it turns out they work because you believe in them.

Yet it’s possible to have too much belief in good luck. In an episode of the sitcom 30 Rock, the ever-chipper character Kenneth tosses his wallet out the window to make a point. “I’m not worried,” he says. “Why? Because everything always works out for the best.” The wallet actually does come back to him (maybe because of the “lucky rabbit spine” tucked inside?), but that’s hardly model behavior. A lucky charm or ritual is no substitute for proper caution or preparation. (Barack Obama played basketball on the day of every primary in the 2008 presidential election once he linked the habit with success, but he didn’t let up on the handshaking.) One study showed superstition’s effect on risk taking in the context of a multiple-choice test. Among participants with high belief in their own good luck but low ability in the subject area, a fortunate event right before the test increased their confidence and their rate of guessing on answers, even though they got most of them wrong and there was a penalty for guessing incorrectly.

Overconfidence—produced by feelings of luck or otherwise—can have expensive consequences in the real world. There are obvious examples—a novice snowboarder shouldn’t attempt a Double McTwist 1260—and more subtle and systemic ones, such as audacity in investing. When researchers looked at 107 traders in four London banks, those traders with the highest illusion of control in a computer task were the least successful at their jobs. (That doesn’t mean one can’t profit from other people’s superstition. Hot tip: stocks reliably dip in the three days surrounding solar and lunar eclipses and then bounce back.) While writing this chapter and thinking about luck, I started to feel lucky and bought a lottery ticket for the first time ever—another predictable way to lose money. Of course I knew the odds, but I persisted with
the irrational belief that it was a wise investment. (Does that qualify this as a stunt book? *The Day of Thinking Magically.*)

A touch of luck might help you fish or putt or campaign, but it can’t make you (or your wallet) fly. Even true-blue sorcerers understand the limits of their craft. The anthropologist Meyer Fortes once offered an African rainmaker a large fee for his services. In reply, Fortes was told, “Don’t be a fool. Whoever makes a rainmaking ceremony in the dry season?”
Obsessed

Even if lucky rituals don’t encourage dangerous levels of risk taking, the mere necessity of their execution can hamper one’s style. Keith Colburn, of the Crabwizard, always uses a Cup Noodles cup as a spittoon. “Years ago I had a phenomenal season with this cup,” he says. “The next season I didn’t have it, and I was doing horribly. I managed to get one from my brother on a different boat, and immediately my numbers improved dramatically.” He says there have been about three times he’s had to retrieve a cup from another boat in the neighborhood. “As soon as I get it, boom, I’m off and running again.”

Gladden Schrock, a retired Maine fisherman and theater professor, e-mailed me several superstitions, including this one (and yes, all his e-mails read like this):

Absolutely never say the word p-i-g on board a fishing boat. This would/will have immediate personal consequence, as you’d palpably feel the chill from the crew, or (extreme cases) the cap’n turns around whole-hog and heads home & ties up. About fifteen years ago there was a turf-tiff between lobster-men and purse seiners. One guy in particular was a pain in the ass; and someone took to breaking in on his CB, chanting ‘Blue Pig, Blue Pig’ … and drove the guy dead-heat home, all balmy-nutted & eye-popped, his thirty-six-footer showing a bone in its teeth the whole way. I was at the dock when he landed, the Hounds of Hell on his neck, looked like.

Children are especially confined by their own magical rituals. “When I was a kid the bows on my shoelaces had to be the same length or nothing would go right,” a friend told me. “The battle for Middle Earth would be lost if you didn’t put your clothes on in the right order. That’s how intense it felt.”

Most kids know the phrase Step on a crack, break your mother’s back. A case study reported in the journal Neurocase describes a British boy with his own version: Fail to step on a spot, cause 9/11. He suffered from Tourette’s syndrome and obsessive-compulsive disorder. Among his compulsions was the need to step correctly on a particular white mark on the road every morning. On September
11, 2001, he forgot his duty. The boy’s parents brought him to the clinic two weeks later. He was racked with guilt. Fortunately, he found relief in medication, as well as a reminder from his mother of U.K.–U.S. time difference—he’d missed his mark well after the morning attacks.

I had my own quirky rules growing up. If I brushed against something on one side of my body, I had to reproduce the same sensation on the other side. I heard it was bad luck to sleep with your closet door open, so I needed it closed every night. And the TV volume always had to be set at an even number. I’ve since found more important things to worry about. For example making eye contact while clinking glasses after a toast to avoid seven years of bad sex.

Reliance on superstitious ritual is a prominent part of obsessive-compulsive disorder. “In OCD, the disorder has seemingly hijacked the human tendency to think superstitiously and run away with it,” says Fred Penzel, a psychologist who has treated patients with OCD for thirty years and has written about OCD and magical thinking. Those with OCD suffer intrusive thoughts—fears that something bad will happen to them or a loved one, worries about physical contamination, concerns about general disorder in the world—and they feel compelled to perform certain actions to alleviate their anxiety. “One of the hallmarks of OCD is pathological doubt that can be so strong, only magic will suffice to deal with it,” Penzel says. Sometimes the routines become debilitating. Penzel describes one patient whose rituals for entering his own home became so complicated that he gave up and lived in the back of his car for a year.

Most of us aren’t in danger of setting up camp in our cars, but superstitions can still get in the way of daily life. In the study of college exam takers by Albas and Albas, one student insisted on wearing a three-piece suit that had served him well on a job interview, no matter how well heated the exam room was. Another student couldn’t take an exam until he’d found a coin on the ground, even if it meant sacrificing last-minute cramming for bus-stop scrounging.

Another woman had to eat a carrot muffin on the way to tests. Sound like a good short-term energy source, but to not find one constituted an ill omen. If feeling lucky can improve performance, it’s possible the anxiety provoked by missing a ritual could hinder it. So beware that if you invest too much in a prescribed routine, it may come back to haunt you.
Jinxed

Jen Castle of Ketchikan, Alaska, had fished on a few boats before she met her husband, but she had to prove herself before he would let her join his team. She’d go out with him for a week at a time, but she really wanted to be on his summer salmon crew. After three years she earned her spot.

That first summer, they were about a day out from the shore when Castle exclaimed to her brother-in-law how excited she was. “I told him, ‘Take a picture of my teeth in case it’s really rough and I get my teeth knocked out, ha ha ha.’ ” As Anton Chekhov would say, the gun was on the table. “Then midway through the trip I had a really bizarre accident.” Of course.

The wind was dead, waters were calm, the conditions were perfect. They weren’t even fishing, just hauling the net from one part of the boat to another. “I was doing something I have done many many times,” she says. Then a large metal ring attached to the net system swung over and hit Castle in the mouth, splitting her lip open. Blood gushed everywhere. A nearby charter plane had to pick her up and take her to shore to get sewn up.

“Fisherman don’t ever talk about, ‘God, I hope that storm that’s coming doesn’t sweep us off the deck,’ ” Castle says. “I came from the corporate world, and people are always talking about scenarios. It helps prepare you for anything that could happen. But in fishing you never do it because people think you could bring a bad scenario onto yourself. After that experience I definitely felt that way because that was just too creepy.”

There are certain laws of nature everyone accepts. The surest way to bring about rain on an overcast day is to leave your house without an umbrella. Is your line at the grocery store moving too slowly? Switch lines. That will definitely speed it up (minus you). And if you’ve hit a series of green traffic lights that just might get you to the post office before it closes, comment on your string of success. Ah, there’s the red.
Do people really believe such actions can change their fortunes?

In recent years Jane Risen of the University of Chicago and Thomas Gilovich of Cornell have shed more light than anyone on the phenomenon of tempting fate. When they asked people to answer rationally whether exchanging a lottery ticket for another ticket would increase the chances of their old ticket winning, 90 percent said no. But when asked to answer the same question using their gut, 46 percent said yes. And when people imagined either keeping a lottery ticket or selling it to a friend, a stranger, or an enemy, they felt selling the ticket to an enemy gave it the best chance of winning, followed by selling it to a stranger, selling it to a friend, and, finally, keeping it.

In another experiment, people pictured a student applying to Stanford and then receiving a Stanford shirt from his mother. They said wearing the shirt would make rejection more likely than stuffing it in a drawer would. (Risen can relate. When she interviewed at Stanford for a job they gave her a Stanford notepad, folder, and pen. “I had this moment of thinking about whether or not I should take them with me,” she recalls. “Would it be presumptuous to take them while I was waiting to hear or rude to leave them behind? Instead of making me more rational, the research has made the magical beliefs especially accessible.”)

Risen and Gilovich argue that belief in tempting fate rests, in part, on a three-step mental process.

First, some behaviors make outcomes seem especially bad because they highlight the contrast between what happened and what almost happened. Being stuck in a slow grocery line feels worse if you switched into that line than if you were always in that line, because if you switched, you’ll be thinking about how you were just in a faster line.

Second, negative scenarios engage our imagination more than positive ones; in general, bad things in the world can harm us more than good things can help us (a fish can feed a man for a day, but a blowfish can kill him for a lifetime), so we want to keep them on our sonar. Further, discomfort forms the basis of self-regulation; if something’s wrong, we fix it. So we’ve evolved to attend more to negative than positive stimuli. (Our inflated focus on the bad plays out in the way we detect threatening faces faster than pleasant ones, in the way a single sickening bender can put you off tequila for years, and in the advice that a healthy relationship demands five compliments for every critique.) So if you’re thinking about switching lines, the thought of switching to a line that then slows
down is worse than the thought of staying in a slow line, and therefore it looms larger in your head.

Finally, the more you think about something, the more likely it seems, because of the availability heuristic.

To summarize the three-step process, negative outcomes feel worse after tempting fate, which makes them especially attention-grabbing and thus more likely seeming. Sounds like a rickety series of cognitive contraptions requiring a lot of effort to execute, but it’s completely automatic. In fact, Risen and Gilovich found that asking subjects to count backward by threes from 564—a cognition-hogging task—made them more likely to believe showing up to class without doing the reading would get them called on.

What exactly do we mean when we talk about tempting fate? The phrase appeared around 1700, and to tempt God goes back to the 1300s. Risen and Gilovich had people sort fifty random newspaper articles that used the term tempting fate and found two dominant themes: unnecessary risk taking and hubris. Attempting to “cheat death” or showing presumption about success will inevitably invite rebuke. As a proverb says, “If you want to hear God laugh, tell him your plans.”

In the fall of 2001, a man mailed several letters containing anthrax spores to New York, Florida, and Washington, D.C., creating a national scare. A reporter for the Washington Post called up Scott Ian, a guitarist for the thrash-metal band Anthrax. “People keep coming up to me and saying, ‘Hey, wouldn’t it be funny if you got anthrax?’ ” he told the reporter. “I’m like, ‘Oh, that’d be hilarious.’ ” To be on the safe side, he filled a prescription for the antibiotic Cipro. “I will not die an ironic death,” he said.

“The universe seems interested not only in punishing certain behaviors but in punishing them a certain, ironic way,” Risen and Gilovich wrote. We predict that negative outcomes will share some association with their antecedent—they’ll fit the crime. Therefore, wearing a Stanford T-shirt will have no effect on the weather, and carrying an umbrella will have no effect on school admissions. And naming your act Anthrax offers no reason to stock up on, say, Rogaine. (Naming your thrash-metal band Male Pattern Baldness, on the other hand …)

A predictable way to invite failure is to call attention to success. In one study, 48 percent of medical residents avoided the word quiet while on call for fear that all hell would break loose. You can even jinx other people this way. Some
families in Azerbaijan seclude infants and their mothers for forty days after birth to make sure no one compliments the parents. In a study by Risen and Gilovich, an experimenter commenting on a subject’s streak of success in a gambling game doubled the chance that he’d stop gambling at that point and take his winnings. He figured the jig was up.

Risen and Gilovich argue that thinking about the positive (a streak) automatically calls to mind its flip side (the streak’s end), which then takes mental priority and thus seems more likely. They also suggest the superstition about calling attention to success results in part from a failure to appreciate regression to the mean. Any streak of success will eventually end, whether you note the streak or not. But remarking on it sticks out as an identifiable event, whereas keeping silent does not, and it’s easier to draw a connection between the end of a streak and an identifiable event than a nonevent. Nearly every game of baseball fails to become a no-hitter, but the act of saying, “We’ve got a no-hitter on our hands” sticks out and gives people something specific to blame.

It’s interesting that some people fear commenting not only on the expectation of positive outcomes but on the possibility of disaster, like those fishermen keeping mum about a storm. Paratroopers share a similar taboo, according to Col. Thomas Kolditz, the head of the Department of Behavioral Sciences and Leadership at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. The most common term for a skydiver hitting the ground is “to go in,” he says, a phrase that also comes up a lot in everyday speech. “Among skydivers, anytime you inadvertently use the term ‘go in,’ someone will immediately stop you and say, ‘Don’t say that.’”

Presumably, jinxing yourself by discussing negative scenarios works in a similar fashion as jinxing yourself by discussing positive ones. Talking about getting washed overboard or having your teeth knocked out or hitting the ground makes those scenarios salient, and then the availability heuristic takes effect and they seem more likely. Unfortunately, this puts you in a predicament where talking about best-case scenarios and worst-case scenarios both screw you over, leaving discussion of any impending events taboo. “When things are going good, try not to talk about it too much, and when things are going bad, certainly don’t talk about it too much,” Keith Colburn says. “Either way there’s going to be a storm.” So fear of jinxes can definitely get in the way of planning for the future.

But once you’ve tempted fate, there’s at least one way to make amends, to tell fate, Really, I take it all back. Giora Keinan asked subjects a series of questions
including “Has anyone in your immediate family suffered from lung cancer?” “Is your health alright on the whole?” and “Have you ever been involved in a fatal road accident?” Half the participants spontaneously knocked on wood at least once after answering.

Purchasing insurance is another way people attempt to deter fate and reduce the likelihood of an accident. Orit Tykocinski of the Interdisciplinary Center in Israel asked people to imagine going on a trip to Bangkok. One group pictured their mother buying travel insurance for them, and another group pictured getting on the plane without enough time to purchase insurance. The insured group rated the probability of illness or lost luggage lower than the uninsured group did. Tykocinski argues that thinking about one’s insurance provides an overall sense of safety that makes negative hypothetical events less threatening and thus seem less probable. (She notes that insurance agents upsell by mentioning catastrophes not covered by basic plans. “Refusing the added coverage at this point may be conceived of as an act that tempts fate,” she wrote. “All of a sudden, the possible risk of being hit by a tornado while vacationing in Rome seems plausible.”)

There’s a drawback to believing one can deter fate: carelessness. It’s one thing to believe that wearing a seatbelt will make a car accident less injurious or that purchasing a fire extinguisher will make a grease fire less damaging. But Tykocinski’s data suggest we believe wearing seatbelts and owning fire extinguishers make disasters not just less harmful but also less likely. In reality, these protections tempt not fate but us—to behave recklessly.

Risen and Gilovich note that going against any superstition, no matter how arbitrary, from walking under a ladder to commenting on a no-hitter, can tempt fate: “To suffer a bad fate after flouting conventional wisdom and prevailing norms is especially painful because of the additional regret and embarrassment one feels for having unwisely gone out on a limb.”

Allowing anticipated regret to influence your judgments of objective probability is irrational, but the psychologists Dale Miller and Brian Taylor note that it’s not irrational to let anticipated regret affect your decisions. Regret is real. So if you’d feel worse falling into a pothole after walking under a ladder than after walking around it, by all means, take the few extra steps to walk around. You won’t regret it.
“Everybody to some degree is superstitious,” Colburn says. “Some people say, ‘I am not superstitious, unequivocally, no way,’ yet they have their little regimented way they do things.” They tie their right shoe first or brush their hair a certain way or put their toothbrush back in the cup in a certain manner. “Is that a routine or is that a superstition? They’ll say it’s just a habit, but if you told them to do it a different way, within two or three days if they have a bad day at work or they get into a fender bender, I’ll be willing to bet that they go back into their ‘routine.’”

And what if your bad day at work comes on the high seas? Hollis Jennings, who works the waters of California, Washington, and Alaska, shared a journal entry with me describing what happened in 2007 when she brought a suitcase aboard—a big no-no. She’d planned on making fun of her skipper for his apprehension about old stories, but, according to her journal, “The voodoo soon caught up with us.” Over just a few days, the battery on the skiff dies, the net snags and tears (losing them thirty tons of squid), the purse line breaks, the skiff loses a cleat and starts drifting away, the boat’s anchor sets itself, and finally a pump stops and the skiff fills with water. In order to make sense of their misfortune, and to regain control over their own fate, the crew heap blame upon, and take action against, the only reasonable culprit. “Needless to say Will and I have just thrown the black suitcase overboard,” Jennings writes. And just to clear up any bad juju, they plan on attending church the following Sunday.

“I feel obligated to mention that, for reasons not worth explaining, we have also been out of cigarettes since Tuesday,” Jennings’s entry concludes. “Whoever said ‘a bad day of fishing is better than a good day at work’ has never had a really bad day of fishing, much less a bad week.”
Football has “the twelfth man”—the home crowd, whose spirited participation from the sidelines supposedly aids the efforts of the eleven guys on the field. The three spaceborne astronauts of Apollo 13 had a fourth man—one numbering over a billion. But does cheer-leading do any good when the team is at an (extremely) away game and they can’t hear you scream? Can you influence the outcome of a space mission simply by wishing for the best from afar? Presumably, millions believed they did.

On April 13, 1970, fifty-five hours and forty-six minutes after liftoff, Jim Lovell was wrapping up a TV broadcast: “This is the crew of Apollo 13 wishing everybody there a nice evening, and we’re just about ready to close out our inspection of [the lunar module] and get back for a pleasant evening in [the command module]. Good night.” Nine minutes later they heard a bang. One of the two oxygen tanks on the service module had exploded. The second was leaking. Two hundred thousand miles from home, the command module pilot, John Swigert, radios to Mission Control, “Okay, Houston, we’ve had a problem here.”

Apollos 11 and 12 had been executed without major problems, and the series of moon shots had become stale in its success (a Milan headline described the Apollo program as “Too Perfect: The Public Is Getting Bored”). But over the next four days, it once again induced nail-biting. Thousands of churches and
synagogues held special services. The Chicago Board of Trade paused trading for a moment of tribute. On April 14, the House and Senate passed resolutions asking businesses to pause at 9 P.M. to “permit persons to join in prayer for the safety of the astronauts.” Millions of people kept abreast of the men’s fates via TV and radio.

The concern was worldwide. People prayed at the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem. Pope Paul told a crowd of 10,000 at St. Peter’s Basilica, “We cannot forget at this moment the lot of the astronauts of Apollo 13.” A commemorative Apollo 13 medallion shows two hands together and reads, “And the whole world prayed.”

For their part, the people of NASA were doing what they could to ensure a safe splashdown. “Physics really wasn’t with us on this,” Edgar Mitchell, who worked in the control room to help engineer the rescue, before walking on the moon himself on Apollo 14, told me. “We had to use all the tools and all the skills engendered in that whole team.”

With the command module losing power, the crew piled into the lunar module, the craft meant to drop two moonwalkers down to the lunar surface and return them to lunar orbit (a goal they’d since abandoned). Instead of supporting two men for two days, the lunar module would need to keep three men alive for four days as they swung around the moon and returned to Earth. The team found ways to conserve power and water but risked dying from carbon dioxide poisoning until someone on the ground figured out how to modify the air filter using duct tape and cardboard. And without enough power for computer navigation, they had to find a way to align their trajectory with Earth using a handheld sextant.

“The chance of bringing back Apollo 13 was really a long shot for all of us, we knew it was a long shot, and many of us attributed the success to the whole world pulling for us,” Mitchell says. Thoughts saving the day. He notes that “of course there wasn’t any strong evidence—there weren’t any protocols by which you could say that—but it was just an intuitive feeling. It certainly didn’t hurt to have all the good wishes of human civilization on our side.” Scientists and engineers feeling that well wishes might have saved three men doomed by the physics of their situation is a dramatic challenge to the idea that the logical mind is immune to magical thinking.

We all believe in mind over matter to some degree. Who hasn’t made a wish
while blowing out birthday candles? Resisted certain thoughts for fear of jinxing oneself? Tried to push a field goal fair mid-flight using nothing but hope and concentration?

Believing you can control matter with your mind is but one example of the idea that the skull is a permeable membrane between our minds and the world. We also think we can sense distant events or the thoughts of others. And in special circumstances we can feel at one with the whole universe. Even though the brain is finite and completely contained inside the head, we can’t help believing that the *mind* knows no bounds. It may be unknowable whether the mind has such powers—the question is, Why does the mind think it does?
It’s the Thought That Counts

Prayer relies on one form of magical thinking—belief in a supernatural agent who answers appeals—but one can also believe in unmediated mental causation, the direct influence of mind over matter. Aside from all the prayerful entreaties launched to heaven in April 1970, no doubt plenty of atheists sent their hopes skyward, picturing a repaired spaceship bringing its crew home safely. And according to a set of clever studies by Emily Pronin and collaborators at Princeton and Harvard, just those thoughts about a rescue would have been enough to make the thinkers feel they’d participated.

The Princeton men’s basketball team was attempting to achieve its sixteenth straight home-game win against Harvard, while also avenging a road loss against the Crimson from earlier that season. It wasn’t the NCAA finals, but it was high stakes for the two Ivies. Before the game, experimenters approached fans in the stands, handing them instructions and a two-page survey. The first page included photos of the top Princeton players along with facts about them. Half the participants were instructed to write down how each player could contribute to the game. Meanwhile, the control group just wrote down physical descriptions of the players. Later in the game, they all turned the page and rated how much they felt they’d affected the Tigers’ playing. Those who’d thought specifically about the players’ performances beforehand felt more responsible for them than the control group did. The sixth man was taking credit.

Princeton won that game 66–44, but would the fans have felt responsible for a loss? And would terrestrial spectators have felt any guilt about Apollo 13 had the recovery not gone so well? Pronin and her collaborators conducted another experiment during Super Bowl XXXIX, in 2005. Toward the end of the game, in which the New England Patriots beat the Philadelphia Eagles 24–21, experimenters handed surveys to people watching on the giant TV in the Princeton student center. The survey asked how much they’d thought about the game (e.g., “During this Super Bowl, how often did you think in advance about whether the upcoming play would be a run or a pass?”), how much influence they’d had on the game, and which team they were rooting for. As predicted, the more the students had thought about the game, the more responsible they felt for
the outcome. And fans of the losing team felt just as accountable as winning fans, a fact indicating that taking credit for something you’ve thought about isn’t just a self-serving bias. Surely, you’ve felt you jinxed yourself by thinking too much about an event before it turned sour.

It should also be noted that the game was played in Jacksonville, Florida, nearly a thousand miles from Princeton. If thoughts can travel that far, surely they can travel 200,000 miles to a space capsule, especially with no wind resistance.

The researchers comment that the sense of mental-physical causation might explain why people have a hard time pulling themselves away from the TV during critical moments of games. “The experience of everyday magical powers makes people wary of cutting off their support at such key times, as they put off trips to the fridge and even avoid bathroom breaks in the pursuit of their team’s success,” they wrote. Your team needs you.

Sports fandom is a great way to show the everyday nature of magical beliefs, but in the most remarkable experiment by Pronin and her colleagues, the scientists revealed unsuspecting subjects to be would-be witch doctors.

A subject and a man playing another subject (a confederate in psychology lingo) arrive at the lab and are told they’ll be exploring voodoo hexes. They draw pieces of paper to determine who will be the victim. The confederate pretends to draw the victim card, puts his name on a voodoo doll, and leaves the room. The subject focuses her attention on the victim and sticks five pins in the doll. When the victim returns he complains of a headache.

There were two conditions. In the neutral condition, the confederate acts naturally when he first arrives to the lab. In the “evil thoughts” condition, he arrives ten minutes late, chews gum loudly, tosses his crumpled consent form on the floor, and generally behaves like an ass, arousing evil thoughts in the subjects. The icing on the cake: he wears a STUPID PEOPLE SHOULDN’T BREED T-shirt. By they time the subjects stick those pins in, they really mean it.

When asked whether they felt they’d caused the victim’s headache, the neutral group, on average, said yes, slightly. We could mark that up to belief in mind over matter, or belief in the law of similarity, as the doll represents a person. But subjects felt much more responsible in the “evil thoughts” condition, indicating that the more one’s thoughts and intentions line up with a physical effect, the more credit or blame one takes.
So what explains such weird behavior? According to the researchers, apparent mental causation works the same way as apparent physical causation. Recall from the last chapter that we judge A causes B if A happens before B, A is consistent with B, and there are no other obvious causes of B. The trick is that this causation heuristic is so general that we don’t distinguish between physical and mental causes. Event A could be an action or just a thought. If you picture something and then it happens, it’s hard to fully dismiss your premeditation as an influence.

Such inferences are automatic and happen before you can even say hocus-pocus. But knowing that you draw such conclusions so easily means you can combat them. The next time a negative fate befalls a friend after you picture it—whether it’s envisioned through worry or momentary ill will—you can tell yourself it wasn’t your fault. You’re just a needlessly guilt-ridden spectator.
Mind over matter became a best-selling idea with the worst-kept secret in your airport bookstore, *The Secret*. An Australian television producer named Rhonda Byrne made the *law of attraction* a household phrase in 2007 by stirring together the wisdom of several dozen self-help instructors, mixing in equal doses ancient mysticism and New Age optimism, and spiking it with artificial quantum-physics flavoring. The resulting potion: chicken soup for the conjurer’s soul.

The law of attraction dictates that like attracts like, and according to Byrne, thoughts “magnetically attract all like things that are on the same frequency.” Picture what you want in life, and the universe will provide it for you. “It is exactly like placing an order from a catalogue,” she wrote. Except negative thoughts become manifest too, so if you spend too much time on the plane mocking items in the Sky Mall catalog, don’t be surprised to find a Yeti garden sculpture on your doorstep when you get home.

Millions of people were instantly drawn to *The Secret*, seeking success or wealth or just a way to take control over their lives. But many found it hard to get past *The Secret*’s hyperbolic claims. “Remember that your thoughts are the primary cause of everything,” Byrne writes. She claims that after three days of telling herself she could see clearly, she no longer needed glasses, and that she thought her way to being thin without a change of diet. An investor quoted in the book says he visualizes parking spots right where he wants them and 95 percent of the time they’re there. (And yet, considering that “the things you can think into existence are unlimited,” one wonders why they stopped at good eyesight and prime parking instead of X-ray vision, a hovercar, and, why not, world peace.)

*The Secret* can also be criticized for encouraging readers to blame victims. Byrne wrote that even “events in history where masses of lives were lost” resulted when “the frequency of their thoughts matched the frequency of the event.” And there’s no such thing as collateral damage, she argues—it’s negative thinking that puts you in the wrong place at the wrong time. So are we to conclude that the infants on the *Titanic* brought their fate upon themselves? I
don’t recommend giving this book to a rape victim. Presumably, “You were asking for it” doesn’t come across any better when thought frequencies are invoked.

Finally, the book takes liberties with physical explanations that draw cries of “foul!” from people who know their way around a particle accelerator. The New Age movement renders mind-over-matter miracles more palatable for many people by introducing the lingo and concepts of quantum mechanics. Research suggests that people find even bad explanations for phenomena more satisfying if the explanations include extraneous scientific-sounding information.

The law of attraction purportedly relies on a core feature of quantum physics called wave-particle duality. If you measure the particle-like properties of an electron such as its position, it will behave like a particle, but if you measure a wavelike property such as frequency, it will behave like a wave. What you’re measuring in each case is “the same phenomenon; it’s just described two different ways, either as a wave or as a particle,” says Victor Stenger, a particle physicist and the author of several books on skepticism. But having two possible descriptions creates the appearance that what you consciously decide to measure determines the nature of what you’re measuring. “People jumped on that and said, ‘Aha! Consciousness controls reality,’ ” Stenger says. “And that became the mantra of the New Age, starting a good thirty years ago.” The quantum mysticism movement took off in the 1970s with the books The Tao of Physics and The Dancing Wu-Li Masters, picked up steam in the 1990s aided by Deepak Chopra’s writings, and gained new life in the aughts with the movies What the Bleep Do We Know!? and The Secret. According to Stenger, “It’s all just a big scam.”

Perhaps even more offensive to the scientifically minded, the law of attraction (as with most magic) is not falsifiable. Core to the scientific method is the notion that hypotheses must be subject to experimental scrutiny. A claim may be correct, but if there’s no way one could even think of to disprove it, it’s not a scientific claim. When the law of attraction fails to give you what you want, supporters argue that maybe you didn’t focus enough or your worries got in the way; the problem is you, not the law. Sure, perhaps wishes come true, but if every failed wish draws excuses of “you just didn’t wish right,” how can one ever put the idea to a fair test? Untouchable ideas (including theism, string theory, parts of Freudianism, and many of our deepest convictions) are sometimes said to be “not even wrong”; they might be wrong, but there’s no
possible piece of evidence that could show it. And since they’re compatible with any observable result, they provide no predictive power. They’re the porcelain hammers of science: pretty but useless.

Despite serious drawbacks, the law of attraction has a large following. To keep myself honest in my evaluation of the law’s merits, I talked to my friend Little Woo, a self-described spiritual alchemist in Vancouver who teaches workshops on the law of attraction (or “manifestation,” as she calls it). “My life was difficult for a long time,” she said. “As I started to apply the law, I saw everything change for me. I saw the manifestation of opportunities, of people, of really amazing circumstances.” For two years she wasn’t dating and told the universe not to send her anyone, and then one day she felt ready, and a week later “I manifested my partner,” whom she’s been with for several years. On a smaller scale, one time she really wanted a specific dance shoe, in a specific style and color. (Woo is also an enchanting dancer and the inventor of a practice she’s dubbed “burlesque yoga.”) Instead of going around to shoe stores, she placed an order—with the universe. The next day in dance class a woman stood up and said she had these brand new shoes in a size 7 and did anyone want them? “They were exactly what I was imagining, exactly. Within twenty-four hours of the intention,” Woo says. “I have a lot of twenty-four-hour stories.” Happy surprises like that were once rare, “but now I can almost depend on them. That’s a very big thing for your life to be one miracle after another.” Who am I to tell Woo and her students to return to a miracle-lite world?

Scientifically, the law of attraction actually does work—but not through mind over matter or quantum mechanics, just good old positive expectations and self-fulfilling prophesies.

Optimism helps you to see openings for success in ambiguous situations and primes you to recognize opportunities when they come your way. Hopes and expectations influence how we perceive the world, even modulating the way the primary visual cortex processes raw information. So they can make you see the glass as slightly more than half full, both metaphorically and literally. And they push you to persist.

The psychologist Richard Wiseman has asked people who consider themselves either lucky or unlucky to look at a puzzle and decide if it’s solvable. Sixty percent of the unlucky subjects called it impossible, but only 30 percent of
the lucky ones did. And if you’ll recall Lysann Damisch’s research from the last chapter, people who felt luck was on their side performed better while putting golf balls or forming words from a string of letters. Generally speaking, when you’re confident in success, you see obstacles as mere speed bumps—or even opportunities in disguise. Believe in your ability to manifest the life you want, and you won’t take no for an answer.

Experience conforms to expectations in the social world too. Expecting kindness from strangers will lead you to approach them more warmly, which then draws the kindness out of them. Or if you picture yourself getting a particular job, you’ll walk into the interview with confidence and make a strong impression on the employer, which might get you that job. Little Woo may have been turning away potential suitors for two years through subtly off-putting body language. As soon as she opened her mind to the potential of falling for someone, her behavior invited home delivery.

Finally, in the realm of health, hopefulness has been shown to reduce the severity of several illnesses, including cancer and heart disease, and optimism both boosts the immune system and leads to more health-enhancing behavior: optimists exercise more, stick to diets, and follow treatment regimens.

To be clear, these benefits rely on good spirits and visualization, which is to say positive thinking, not magical thinking. Is there a benefit to going a step further and believing in the law of attraction as proselytized—to believe that positive thoughts have positive effects unmediated by behavioral changes?

Perhaps not. Rhonda Byrne decided she could lose weight without changing her habits and reportedly succeeded, but I suspect this result would elude replication for most dieters. And Little Woo’s strategy for obtaining a pair of shoes omitted hitting the pavement and shopping for them. I posit she got lucky with her result. So it would seem letting your thoughts do the walking encourages one to sit at home and wait for the shipment. Not a reliable routine for success.

But. Let’s look back at the research on luck. One might expect that feeling lucky would encourage one to passively allow good fortune to do its thing, yet this was not the case: people who feel lucky are motivated to actively capitalize on their gift, to strike while the iron is hot. So it’s not unreasonable to suppose that faith in the magical power of one’s expectations will lead one to run out and greet one’s rewards in the field rather than hope they come to you. Even if you
believe you can manifest a mate, you’ll probably also recognize that a bar or a book club sets a better stage than your basement den for such an encounter.

Further, believing that positive thoughts work wonders will lead you to have more of them, bringing all those proven benefits of optimism and positive visualization.

And, “If you only activate thoughts, which is the visualization,” Woo says, “and you don’t activate the emotional component—the feeling of certainty and trust—manifestation is a lot less powerful.” You need to believe in it for it to work, Woo is saying, but this remains true even if the law works through merely terrestrial means. It’s the placebo effect. If you tell yourself to picture getting a job but don’t have faith that the mental exercise will do anything, you’ll walk into the interview feeling little different than if you’d done nothing. But thinking I pictured it, and that means I’ll get it adds extra oomph. Again, positive thinking is the positive side effect of magical thinking.

We don’t have nearly enough evidence on the effects of believing in mind over matter to draw sweeping conclusions about whether it’s healthy or unhealthy. But I feel comfortable recommending optimism, as well as awareness that it can pay off in unexpected ways. If the results sometimes feel like magic, go with it.
Free Willy

There is one form of mind over matter that is completely accepted by nearly everyone even on an explicit level. In fact, to note that this phenomenon is illusory, as I have been known to do at cocktail parties, is to fight people’s most basic intuitions about personhood, as well as to commit yourself to a long, sobering philosophical debate when you should be refilling your glass. The form of psychokinesis I’m referring to is the volitional control of your own behavior. Free will.

I’m not the first to argue that the notion of bending your finger through force of will is no less magical than bending a spoon across the room. “Is there any principle in all nature more mysterious than the union of soul with body, by which a supposed spiritual substance acquires such an influence over a material one, that the most refined thought is able to actuate the grossest matter?” David Hume wrote in 1748. “Were we empowered, by a secret wish, to remove mountains, or control the planets in their orbit; this extensive authority would not be more extraordinary, nor more beyond our comprehension.”

You may argue that mental control over the body makes more sense than mental control over distant objects because the mind is contained within the body. Thoughts affect neurons, which prod muscles, which cause movement. It’s all one system. But how do thoughts affect neurons? Thoughts are nonmaterial and neurons material. What would allow such a leap?

Some of the most-cited research in the case against free will comes from Benjamin Libet. In 1983, he and collaborators published a study in which they used an EEG to measure the brain activity of subjects as the subjects sat in a chair and spontaneously lifted a hand or finger. It was known at the time that electrodes placed on the head will pick up a signal called a readiness potential, or RP, at least several hundred milliseconds before someone performs an action. Libet wanted to compare the timing of this RP to the conscious experience of deciding to make a move.

During the experiment, subjects watched a spot of light revolve around a circular screen, like a fast second-hand on a clock, and reported its position at
the time they became aware of wanting to move. They typically recalled deciding to act about 150 milliseconds before the movement. But the RP occurred 350 milliseconds before *that*. The brain had initiated action at least a third of a second before people had any awareness of the decision. Consciousness was just along for the ride, thinking it was calling the shots.

More recent experiments have extended Libet’s findings. Scientists who placed electrodes in people’s brains found preparatory neural activity a second and a half before subjects’ awareness of their decision to act. And another group, using an fMRI scanner, recorded cortical decisions to press a button that took place up to ten full seconds before a subject was conscious of his decision, and they could even detect beforehand whether the subject would use his right or his left hand. If they’d analyzed the data in real time, they would have known what the subjects were going to do seconds before the subjects themselves knew.

(After college I wrote a treatment for a sci-fi movie incorporating the exploitation of readiness potentials. As the protagonist, I had amazing fighting skills that drew not from reflexes but from anticipation. Through some fuzzy quantum entanglement scheme I could consciously read my adversaries’ neural activity before they could and would, say, put my arm up to block a punch before it was even thrown. The movie was to be called *Godspeed*.)

Libet refused to interpret his own findings as conclusive evidence against free will. He held on to the possibility of some kind of conscious veto power that could halt or redirect an act in progress—so-called free won’t. But no available evidence supports such a magical intervention.

To some degree we are comfortable thinking of ourselves as automata guided by unconscious forces. We don’t ponder the flexion of every muscle in our legs with each step. We accept that our desires and decisions are influenced by genetics, by upbringing, by culture, and by subconscious cues around us. But we hold on to the idea that we can trump all of that if we wish. That there is a magical imp inside us untethered by physics or biology or social pressures. That there is a ghost in the machine. But why?

David Hume noted that causality can’t be directly observed. We can only infer causality by seeing two events in series. If a cue ball hits an eight ball, and the eight ball begins to move, it’s likely the cue ball caused the eight ball’s movement, but no microscope will pick up on any causality when those balls collide. Hume argued that we assume our intentions cause our actions because
we regularly experience our intentions just preceding our actions. But even if B always precedes C, and is consistent with C, we still can’t rule out something else, A, causing both B and C.

And Libet’s research makes an A very likely. It appears that unconscious brain processes (A) build up to the conscious feeling of deciding to do something (B) and also actually doing something (C). A is unobservable to us, so when it causes both B and C we assume B caused C, fortifying our belief in free will. I thought and I acted. I am responsible. (This is a bit of a gloss. A conscious feeling of deciding can’t influence the brain’s judgment of whether it caused something. It’s the neural activity underlying this conscious feeling that gets associated with the movement.)

“We are enchanted by the operation of our minds and bodies into believing that we are ‘uncaused causes,’ the origins of our own behavior,” the psychologist Daniel Wegner of Harvard wrote in a book chapter titled “Self Is Magic.” But knowing how “The Great Selfini,” as Wegner calls the self, works its most convincing trick doesn’t dispel the illusion of free will. Every time you decide to lift a finger you’re fooled again. Just as certain visual illusions still work even when you know the two lines are the same length, we still feel in control of our thoughts and actions. Even as I tell myself that I’m a passive observer of my own inner monologue, I’m fooled into thinking that I exercised free will in telling myself I’m a passive observer. So I correct myself, but, again, it feels like I freely chose to correct myself. The illusion is bulletproof. “I’m a case in point,” Wegner wrote. “I’ve devoted years of my life to the study of conscious will…. If the illusion could be dispelled by explanation, I should be some kind of robot by now.”

Indeed, one could imagine a sophisticated robot doing much of what we do, with no conscious experience of free will. (In philosophy, such an imaginary being is called a zombie.) This robot would carry on a conversation by sensing vocal input, matching it to a dictionary, computing appropriate output, and synthesizing the corresponding speech sounds. This is much as the brain works (to a very rough approximation). So it would appear that consciousness is completely unnecessary, just an occasional side effect of advanced neural computation. (Computation more complex than any known computer can handle.) This view of the subjective mind as a mere by-product of brain processes with no actual power to do anything is called epiphenomenalism.
We typically see the interaction between mind and matter as a two-way street. The brain produces thoughts, and thoughts influence the brain. But with no evidence that thoughts can affect matter, and no theory as to how that would even be possible, we’re left with the one-way street of epiphenomenalism. The brain produces thoughts, period.

But wait, doesn’t the brain producing thoughts count as magic? Physical nervous systems produce subjective experience. So either we’ve found an exception to the definition of magic I set forth in the introduction or magic is real.

In a classic paper in the field of philosophy of mind, David Chalmers enumerates several challenges facing cognitive scientists and neuroscientists interested in consciousness. They must explain how we categorize stimuli, how we focus attention, how we report internal states, and so on. “Getting the details right will probably take a century or two of difficult empirical work,” he wrote in 1995. He called these tasks “the easy problems of consciousness.”

The “hard” problem of consciousness, he wrote, “is the problem of experience. When we think and perceive, there is a whirl of information-processing, but there is also a subjective aspect.” When we look at a red apple, our visual system registers the wavelength of light corresponding to what we call “red,” but there is also “the felt quality of redness,” he wrote. No one knows why felt qualities emerge from the detection of wavelengths. Or why the felt experience of weighing a decision emerges from the underlying neural computation of decision making. Many believe the hard problem is fundamentally unsolvable.

If anything is magic, consciousness is.
The subjective experience of free will may be robust (exempting special circumstances such as hypnosis), but we can more easily alter our abstract conceptions of free will, and those, believe it or not, have consequences outside Philosophy 101. A belief that the self is magic, that it freely breaks the chains of causality stretching back to the big bang, has implications ranging from personal responsibility to politics.

What happens when you tell people they’re not magic? Kathleen Vohs and Jonathan Schooler invited subject into the lab and had them reflect on a series of statements supporting determinism (e.g., “A belief in free will contradicts the known fact that the universe is governed by lawful principles of science”), supporting free will (e.g., “I am able to override the genetic and environmental factors that sometimes influence my behavior”), or neither. Then subjects answered fifteen questions taken from GRE practice tests. They were asked to self-score and take $1 per right answer on their way out. Reading arguments for determinism led to a decreased belief in free will compared to the other two conditions and also led to taking more money. These subjects didn’t actually perform any better than the others (the experimenters knew this from a comparison experiment), which means they were cheating—taking more money than they earned. “To think that all behavior is predetermined deflates the motivation to restrain one’s urges,” Vohs told me.

Studies by Roy Baumeister and others have shown that belief in free will reduces not only dishonesty but also selfishness and laziness. In one experiment, people who read statements supporting determinism said they’d be less willing to help people in several hypothetical scenarios (lending their phone to a classmate, giving money to a homeless person). In another study, workers at a day labor employment agency who had stronger beliefs in free will received higher ratings of workplace performance from supervisors.

“I think if you got people to not believe in free will it would probably also lead them not to exercise, and to drink too much alcohol,” Vohs says. “Maybe some people don’t watch their weight because they think they have an obesity
gene.” Being prosocial and proactive requires fighting base instincts, which requires the confidence that you can fight base instincts.

So as an epiphenomenal I must be a useless jerk. And here I am trying to turn you into a useless jerk. (Can I interest you in my handsome line of DUALISTS SHOULDN’T BREED T-shirts?) But there are certain advantages to understanding the limits of willpower. For example, knowing the influence of certain cues over us allows us to avoid those cues. Alcoholics Anonymous teaches members to admit powerlessness over their addiction, and so people in recovery know to stay out of bars.

In a study showing the benefits of admitting powerlessness, researchers challenged participants to watch the Jim Jarmusch film Coffee and Cigarettes without lighting up. (This film is notable in part for a scene in which members of the Wu-Tang Clan discuss alternative medicine with Bill Murray.) First, subjects took a test and received bogus feedback labeling their level of impulse control as high or low. (Belief in one’s ability to counter visceral impulses is not identical to a belief in free will, but they’re related.) Then the subjects chose to subject themselves to one of four levels of temptation. If they didn’t smoke during the movie while a cigarette sat in another room, they’d earn two euros. They’d earn four for leaving one on a nearby desk, six for holding one in their hand, or eight for holding one in their mouth. Those who believed they had more control made the task harder for themselves, and in the end a third of them crumbled. The subjects who believed they had less control remained realistic in acquiring burdens, and with their easier loads only 11.5 percent lit up. Overestimating the power of will can make you underestimate the power of temptation.

Belief in free will has implications not just for inhibition but also for persuasion. John Bargh, the head of the Automaticity in Cognition, Motivation, and Evaluation (ACME) Lab at Yale, has spent much of his career exploring how subtle cues invisibly direct our behavior. “We’re at the mercy of people who try to control us in ways we’re not aware of,” he says. Advertisers, for example. Or politicians. “To the extent that we don’t guard against those influences, we’re just going to be pushovers.” He’s shown that even an everyday action like holding a warm cup of coffee can affect us in surprising ways (in the case of the coffee, by making us behave more warmly). Millions of behavioral triggers surround us. “I know everyone wants to believe these nice things about free will and agency,” he says, “and they do make us feel good, but they also can lead us into trouble.”
It seems the most reasonable strategy is to believe in a moderate amount of free will and to adjust one’s estimations according to circumstances, such as levels of fatigue and social pressure. Some belief in free will is crucial for motivation and for resistance to temptation, but too much and you overlook hidden causes of behavior, and think you can do anything. You’re not a lump of clay, but you’re not a god either.
The danger of seeing people as supernatural extends to morality. Certainly, as a general rule, we should hold people responsible for their actions, but it’s possible to hold people too responsible.

The law makes some accommodations for factors that reduce one’s control over an outcome. Sentences are regularly reduced for damages caused involuntarily (manslaughter versus premeditated slaying) and crimes committed by those suffering mental illness or deficiency. And if I do something bad while under orders with a gun to my head, I’ll likely go free.

But in most legal cases we grant people full blame for their actions. “My brain made me do it” rarely works at trial. Neither can a perp pass the buck to a clockwork universe that sent him down his dark path. But should determinism enter the discussion? I submit that it should.

There are two main motivations for punishment. The first is retribution, commonly glossed as “an eye for an eye.” *That guy did me wrong, and I’m going to cause him harm in return.* It’s an emotional and, in a way, barbaric response. The second type of motivation is utilitarian. Instead of looking back at what’s been done, it looks forward: how can we prevent future offenses? Utilitarian punishments focus on deterrence rather than on deservingness.

Which philosophy of justice you prefer relies (or should rely) on your view of free will. If people have free will and are uncaused causes, then each of us is a *black box*—an entity with mysterious innards—and into this black box observers can impute mystical attributes of moral goodness or wickedness. If you believe in free will, then you should support retributive punishment. But if free will doesn’t exist, then strictly speaking we’re machines. And when a machine malfunctions, you don’t call it evil; you fix it or set it aside. That’s a utilitarian take.

Granted, terrible deeds throughout history have been justified by the framing of victims as mere objects, but thinking of humans as machines may in some cases promote compassion, as long as we allow that these machines can suffer. A
passage from the sci-fi novel *Ender’s Game* has stuck with me since I read it as a teen: “In the moment when I truly understand my enemy, understand him well enough to defeat him, then in that very moment I also love him. I think it’s impossible to really understand somebody, what they want, what they believe, and not love them the way they love themselves.” To understand is to forgive. And with enough patience, you can understand a machine, at least in theory. But you can never understand what’s inside the black box of a freely acting Selfini. You can only praise it for its virtue or punish it for its vice.

So which model of punishment does our criminal justice system rely on? The primary currency of recompense is jail time, which serves both retributive and utilitarian functions—the offender suffers for what he’s done, and he’s also kept off the streets and used as an example for other would-be baddies—so society’s possible motivations for imprisonment would appear hard to tease apart. A set of laboratory studies, however, has shown that while people profess to support both kinds of reasons for criminal punishment, when deciding appropriate prison sentences bloodlust reigns supreme. Apparently, we adhere to Immanuel Kant’s prescription that criminals receive discipline “proportionate to their internal wickedness.”

Could telling people free will doesn’t exist actually change their moral judgments? The philosophers Shaun Nichols and Joshua Knobe asked people to imagine a universe “in which everything that happens is completely caused by whatever happened before it.” For example, when someone named John ordered french fries, “it had to happen that John would decide to have french fries.” When asked whether full moral responsibility was possible in such a universe, only 14 percent of respondents said yes. While nearly everyone agreed that this deterministic world did not resemble our own, convincing some of them otherwise might lead to a more utilitarian take on punishment. The trick would be to encourage logical deliberation and the suppression of emotional knee jerking. When Nichols and Knobe presented a lurid scenario in which a man burns down his house with his wife and children inside so he can run off with his secretary, 72 percent claimed that, even in a prix fixe universe, the man bears full moral responsibility. Presumably, they would also have liked nothing more than to see him choke on a french fry for his efforts.

Our eye-for-an-eye instinct appears to be hardwired and likely aided the evolution of cooperative societies, where individuals know that defection has consequences. It seems a useful heuristic approximating civil rules of deterrence.
“If retributivism runs that deep and is that useful, one might wonder whether we have any serious hope of, or reason for, getting rid of it,” the psychologists Joshua Greene and Jonathan Cohen wrote in a paper on neuroscience and the law. “Have we any real choice but to see one another as free agents who deserve to be rewarded and punished for our past behaviours?” Indeed, a life without the heroism and tragedy of moral champions and villains is unthinkable.

But Greene and Cohen compare the belief in free will to the notion (debunked by Einstein) that space is flat. A flat picture of the world serves you well navigating the aisles of your grocery store but lets you down when calculating the trajectory of a satellite. Similarly, free will and retributivism make sense in many everyday encounters, but when contemplating something like capital punishment, it’s worth pausing a moment and pulling out the slide rule.

Psychiatry has already made advances in this direction, according to David Eagleman, a neuroscientist and the director of Baylor College of Medicine’s Initiative on Neuroscience and Law. “We used to punish people and say if you’re schizophrenic or depressed it’s because you don’t have enough free will or you’re not being tough enough, and we’re going to beat you,” he told me. “And over the last hundred years we’ve evolved to say you are your brain and there are organic disorders of the brain, and we now try to figure out how to fix those instead of punishing the person.”

According to Knobe, “even if the automatic tendency to blame people never goes away, we could at least inhibit it to some degree in light of our beliefs about what’s really right.” Deciding how to reform the system is a nontrivial challenge—rehabilitation might receive more emphasis, terms of incarceration might go up or down for various crimes—but it’s one worth engaging in if we want to build a criminal justice system that isn’t based on superstition.
Message Received

Edgar Mitchell, the astronaut, says people at NASA didn’t make “a big deal” out of the possibility that global well wishes aided Apollo 13’s recovery; it was just “around-the-water-cooler-type talk.”

There was similar talk after Apollo 14. Before the mission, for which Mitchell served as the lunar module pilot, he arranged with friends to conduct an ESP experiment while in space. He attempted to mentally transmit a series of abstract symbols, and correspondents on the ground attempted to receive them. According to Mitchell and his collaborators, the experiment was a success. Word soon got out, and “there were quite a number of engineers and scientists at the space center who would come to my office furtively looking up and down the hall and say, ‘Can we talk about that?’” Mitchell says.

We started this chapter exploring the hunch that thoughts can go out into the world and do real work. If the skull is permeable to the self, many believe the permeability goes both ways—we can directly receive information without using our physical senses. ESP, or extra-sensory perception, is the flip side of psychokinesis (PK) and consists of three main types: precognition, or seeing the future; clairvoyance, or seeing distant objects or events; and telepathy, the direct transmission of thoughts between minds.

Scientific studies endorsing each of these phenomena exist, but most scientists consider them unsound, or at least inconclusive. In any case, people don’t believe in PK and ESP because of journal articles. They believe in them because of experiences they’ve had, or stories told to them by friends, or gee-whiz accounts of woo-woo in the media. You focus on a series of stoplights and they turn color as if on cue, or you dream about an earthquake and awake to find one has taken place a continent away. A series of small successes or a single extraordinary tale can challenge the stubborn skeptic in nearly anyone.

What all examples of PK and ESP have in common is a reliance on coincidences—in particular, shared features between thoughts and events (or thoughts and thoughts in the case of telepathy)—and coincidences are the manna of magical thinking. They also feed the law of similarity (see chapter 2) and
superstitious rituals (see chapter 3), where events align with symbols and actions, respectively. For an organism that survives and thrives on identifying and interpreting patterns in the world, coincidences demand explanation, and extraordinary coincidences demand extraordinary explanations. Calling them chance doesn’t cut it. In our quest for causes, we often find them in ourselves: supernatural abilities.

And what interpretation could be more satisfying? Psychic powers are a tempting explanation for egotistical reasons. We would love to believe that we have hidden capacities. Superheroes seduce us with their magical powers, and even conventional (but false) wisdom tells us we use only 10 percent of our brains. If we could just tap into our full potential, we think, maybe we could will things into existence or read people’s minds or see the future. Personally, I would settle for remembering people’s names after hearing them only four times.

Our search for extraordinary explanations for extraordinary events shows that we don’t fully appreciate what the mathematicians Persi Diaconis and Frederick Mosteller have called the *law of truly large numbers*. In brief, they wrote, “with a large enough sample, any outrageous thing is likely to happen.” If a remarkable coincidence happens to just one in a million people each day, that’s over 100,000 a year in the United States alone. “When such events occur, they are often noted and recorded. If they happen to us or someone we know, it is hard to escape that spooky feeling.” (As with the rest of this book, when I speak of “belief” in a magical phenomenon, you can take that to include “half belief.” A spooky feeling counts.)

Coincidences draw our attention and stick in our memories. Non-coincidences happen all around us all the time, and we either don’t notice them or don’t remember them. You thought about your mom and she called right then. Wow! But how many times a day do you think about your mom? Probably a lot (if you’re a good son or daughter). We also tend to count close calls as hits. If you think about your mom and she calls an hour later, or your grandmother calls or a friend’s mom calls or someone calls and mentions your mom, you might make a note. Our associative, connection-making minds will find a link.

Further, we think about a lot of people, and a lot of people call, or e-mail, or cross our paths in other ways. Unless you specify ahead of time that you are looking for a particular coincidence (your mom calling), experiencing it should probably not be the big deal you make it out to be. There are myriad
opportunities for coincidences in our everyday lives; some loose ends are bound to link up now and then.

Of course sometimes there really is something to a coincidence. But it’s not magic. For example, people (even strangers) finishing each other’s sentences is to be expected on occasion, as we tend to share similar brain circuitry and cultural influences. And most people believe that dreams foretell the future, but if a prescient dream displays any real faculty (and that’s a big if), it’s not so much a sixth sense as an eye for subtle trends in one’s environment. And what about the day in 2005 when 110 people won Powerball’s second prize, instead of the usual 3 or 4 people? Did they all select the same number because of a massive mind meld? Nope, the number was printed inside a mass-produced fortune cookie.

Coincidences that may not surprise anyone else will get a rise out of you if you’re a star player in the event. Ruma Falk orchestrated a series of coincidences among a classroom of undergraduates and found that students were more surprised by coincidences that happened to them than by identical coincidences that happened to their classmates. Falk ascribes the phenomenon to an egocentric bias; you’re unique, and what happens to you is more important than what happens to anyone else. She wrote that in telling her colleagues about her findings, she heard more than once, “but you should hear what happened to me… .”

So we notice odd phenomena that appear to happen more than chance should allow, and we need an explanation. When someone has a psychic experience, “it has a huge emotional impact,” says Chris French, the editor of the Skeptic magazine and head of the Anomalistic Psychology Research Unit at Goldsmiths, University of London. “And when some boring old skeptic like me says, ‘Well maybe it was just a coincidence,’ it really doesn’t seem to be an adequate explanation. Certainly, it doesn’t feel adequate on the emotional level, but also even intellectually.”

There’s one simple explanation that can take care of a lot of diverse experiences: the mind can cause and sense things on its own. But “the skeptic asks that what seems to be a unified—although not terribly deep—explanation of a host of phenomena (i.e., that psychic powers exist) be replaced by a patchwork of explanations or no explanation at all,” the Cornell psychologist Thomas Gilovich has written. “The skeptical perspective, therefore, may sometimes be
rejected because it can appear to lack elegance.” We have this mass of anecdotal data seeming to support PK and ESP, and it’s really so much effort to go through one by one and say, well this isn’t so rare, and that’s the result of certain cognitive biases, and for this other thing, who knows? Believing in magic makes it all so much easier. Most scientists abide by the principle of Occam’s razor: given two explanations for a phenomenon, they’ll prefer the simpler one. But Occam’s razor is double-edged. For me, attributing eerie encounters to a host of known mechanisms seems the simplest solution, whereas others might choose the shortcut of supposing a new, paranormal route.
You Lookin’ at Me?

If people think they can receive transmitted thoughts, the most convenient device for transmission is the eye. Cultures around the world foster a belief in the evil eye—the power to curse a victim through a simple gaze inflected with envy or spite. And the sense of being stared at is nearly universal, even among educated citizens. Bruce Hood asked 219 university students who’d taken courses in vision and perception to rate their agreement with this statement: “People can tell when they are being watched even though they cannot see who is watching them.” Only 4 percent strongly disagreed.

Direct stares kindle our nerves, especially when coming from a crush, a boss, or a stranger standing too close on the subway. Or when we have a zit on our chin. Hood suspects we interpret this emotional arousal as a transfer of energy. And the confirmation bias supports our sense of gaze detection; we remember times we feel we’re being looked at and are correct, and we forget times we’re wrong. Further validating the belief in sensed stares is the obvious fact that if you whip your head around to see if someone across the room is really watching, your movement will draw his attention even if he hadn’t noticed you before. Chill out. No one sees your zit.
For the universe to speak a language the mind can directly perceive (through ESP), and for it to understand and obey the language of the mind (through PK), the mind and the outside world must share some common understanding; they must be on the same wavelength, so to speak. And while sometimes we feel a trickle of communication between them—a small wish fulfilled, an eerily prescient dream—occasionally the floodgates open. Where once you were sipping at a fountain (or peeing in a stream), now you’re dissolving into a vast sea, expanding outward, becoming one with everything.

Once Edgar Mitchell had completed his duties on the moon, and his co-cadet Alan Shepard had finished hitting his lunar golf balls, the two rejoined Stuart Roosa in lunar orbit for the return trip to Earth. On the way back, Mitchell had little to do but play tourist and stare out the window.

The spacecraft rotated to spread the sun’s heat evenly, so every two minutes, the sun, the moon, the Earth, and the stars all passed before him. “As I looked at that, I suddenly realized from my studies in physics and astronomy that the molecules in my body and the molecules in the spacecraft and the molecules in my partners’ bodies were created in an ancient generation of stars,” Mitchell told me. “That was really a Wow experience, and it was accompanied by an ecstasy. I recognized the unity of things and recognized that everything is interconnected.” In his book The Way of the Explorer, he wrote, “I was overwhelmed with the sensation of physically and mentally extending out into the cosmos. The restraints and boundaries of flesh and bone fell away.”

Mitchell’s Wow experience continued for three days as he looked out the window. He found it so “puzzling and powerful,” he told me, that he set out to understand it upon his return. “As I traveled around the world and located mystics and holy men, I realized that in every culture somewhere in the literature and the lore is a description of this type of transformative experience. In the Greek it’s called metanoia, a change of mind. In Zen Buddhism it’s called satori, enlightenment. In the ancient Sanskrit it’s called samadhi.”

And for a small cadre of scientists, it’s studied under the rubric of awe. In
2003, Dacher Keltner and Jonathan Haidt published a theoretic paper in *Cognition and Emotion* titled “Approaching Awe, a Moral, Spiritual, and Aesthetic Emotion.” They proposed that the prototypical state of awe contains two central features: a *sense of vastness*—in size, complexity, beauty, power—and the *need for accommodation*, or the disorienting inability to make sense of what’s happening by accommodating it with existing concepts and categories. One doesn’t require a 360-degree view of the universe to experience awe. “Songs, symphonies, movies, plays, and paintings move people, and even change the way they look at the world,” Keltner and Haidt wrote. “The same can be true of … skyscrapers, cathedrals, stadiums, large dams, or even oddities, such as the world’s largest ball of string.” I’ve seen pictures of that ball, and I can confirm its awesomeness. It even has its own gazebo, albeit one not particularly awe-inspiring as far as gazebos go.

Were he Paul on the flight path to Damascus, Mitchell might have interpreted his ecstasy in theistic terms, but the God-fearing do not have an exclusive hold on transcendence. In *Civilization and Its Discontents*, Freud wrote of correspondence with his friend Romain Rolland, a French writer who had studied Eastern mysticism. Rolland had described to him “a feeling which he would like to call a sensation of ‘eternity,’ a feeling as of something limitless, unbounded—as it were, ‘oceanic.’ This feeling, he adds, is a purely subjective fact, not an article of faith … One may, he thinks, rightly call oneself religious on the ground of this oceanic feeling alone, even if one rejects every belief and every illusion.”

No less than the über-antitheists Richard Dawkins and Christopher Hitchens have copped to taking a dip, or at least stumbling into a pool before regaining their footing on materialist ground. In *Unweaving the Rainbow*, Dawkins wrote, “The impulses to awe, reverence and wonder which led Blake to mysticism (and lesser figures to paranormal superstition …) are precisely those that lead others to science. Our interpretation is different but what excites us is the same.” First comes the awe, then the (attempted) accommodation. In *God Is Not Great*, Hitchens notes that one needn’t place bets on the “supernatural” to experience the “numinous.” And he has said in several interviews and debates that we have a need for the “numinous,” the “transcendent,” even the “ecstatic,” and that he wouldn’t trust anyone who didn’t respond in such a way to music, love, poetry, and landscape.

A state of transcendence in itself might not be called magical thinking; rather
than attributing particular mental and nonmental properties across boundaries, one loses sight of the boundary itself—the line dissolves. Ego loss does, however, provide a catalytic cauldron for magical thinking. You don’t have to interpret your mystical experience as a brush with a universal essence, but it’s often hard not to.

In a study by Michelle Shiota, along with Keltner and Amanda Mossman, subjects instructed to recall a recent encounter with beauty in nature said they felt the presence of something greater than themselves and felt connected with the world around them. Another group of subjects, after staring at a twenty-five-foot tyrannosaurus skeleton for one minute, were more likely than people who stared at an empty hallway to describe themselves as part of a larger system. And another study by Belgian researchers found that eliciting awe in subjects led them to believe more strongly that life has a purpose and to feel more committed and connected to humanity—they endorsed statements such as, “There is an order to the universe that transcends human thinking,” and, “I still have strong emotional ties with someone who has died.” Overall, these are not “I’ve become one with the Lord”–type reactions, but it’s a nibble at the supernatural.

Abraham Maslow referred to ecstatic moments as “peak experiences,” equally accessible to atheists and clergy. Instead of God fearers and God deniers, here’s how he divided humanity:

The two religions of mankind tend to be the peakers and the non-peakers, that is to say, those who have private, personal, transcendent, core-religious experiences easily and often and who accept them and make use of them, and, on the other hand, those who have never had them or who repress or suppress them and who, therefore, cannot make use of them for their personal therapy, personal growth, or personal fulfillment.

Like many other psychologists, Maslow emphasized the importance of these peak-oceanic-Wow experiences for healthy development. Sometimes we just need to get beyond ourselves. Mitchell notes that several of the Apollo pilots found postflight callings in art, poetry, and environmental protection. An analysis of the memoirs and oral histories of dozens of astronauts found that having gone into space increased their sense of unity with nature, their desire for world peace, and their belief in God. And Mitchell himself founded the Institute of Noetic Sciences, which conducts and sponsors research on consciousness (including the possibility of distant healing through quantum mechanics). He’s
also taken up meditation, tapping a daily dose of awe through om.

Whatever the cause of your Wow, “It is my strong suspicion that even one such experience might be able to prevent suicide,” Maslow wrote. “These deductions from the nature of intense peak-experiences are given some support by general experience with LSD and psilocybin. Of course these preliminary reports also await confirmation.” I have a personal data point I could add.

First I should say I’m what Maslow would call a nonpeaker. Perhaps this is why I really took to LSD when I began dosing. It allowed for feelings many other people probably take for granted. Emotionally, it made me a late bloomer instead of a nonbloomer.

My most transformative experience took place one morning in March 1996, driving back to Boston from a rave in southwest Connecticut. The night had been filled with moments both hilarious and terrifying. Leaving the venue, I purchased a mix tape by a trance DJ and popped it in my tape deck. I set out onto an empty highway, headed into the sunrise, the soundtrack filling the car. Notably, I still had LSD and MDMA in my system. (For the record, a combined acid-ecstasy trip is known as a candyflip. A combined acid-ecstasy-car trip is known as really fucking stupid. See also: tempting fate.) When trying to describe this experience in person, I have resorted to a gesture that involves arcing my hands upward and away from each other while splaying my fingers. It was a new dawn. On this morning, after nearly eighteen years of life, I learned to accept myself and to love myself. Suicide would never again be an option. The depression didn’t disappear completely, but the self-acceptance has remained, going on a decade and a half.

Several factors set the stage for my peak. The music, the sunrise, the open road: check. My psychiatrist had also just bumped up the dosage on an antidepressant I’d found to work for me. And I was learning to accept the love of a girl. But the serotonergic wildfire the drugs sparked in my brain suddenly brought to light unfamiliar feelings of connection and empathy. Days later I was still buzzing, still accommodating, writing in my journal (after smoking a bit), “everything is vibrations,” and “why do I feel love? why do I feel Gratitude? these are strange emotions for me. Why do I feel FREEDOM?” To accommodate the strange emotions—I was pretty sure I hadn’t felt love toward anyone in a decade, let alone said “I love you”—I had to restructure my views of myself and of reality (what physicists would call a phase change), and fortunately the new
gestalt stuck.

Of course now, and even in the moment, I could parse the experience in terms of neuroscience and psychology, but understanding light refraction does not reduce the magical power of a rainbow after a long storm.
An expansive concept of the mind incorporating psychokinesis and ESP—while generally unfounded and often counterproductive—can proffer feelings of both control and meaning. Believing that our thoughts have the power to drive our own behavior as well as the behavior of the outside world—that they’re not just feeble shadows cast against the inside of our heads—provides a sense of agency and makes us go out there and become active participants in life. And the notion that our thoughts leak out, or that we can tap into others’ minds or detect events from afar, gives us the feeling that we’re tuned in to the world around us, and that we can communicate and bond with people in profound ways.

Then there’s the Wow factor, which one can exploit without becoming a full-fledged mystic. Oceanic feelings inspire us to write poetry, fight for world peace, and pursue scientific curiosity. They can even teach an emotional delinquent about real human connection. While mystical states may not unite you with a universal intelligence, they can still tap you into your own potential for transformation.

Which makes them mind-expanding after all.
One day in high school a boy from the class above mine approached me and handed me two dollars.

“What’s this for?”

“Just take it.”

“Why?”

“I can’t tell you. Just take it.”

Later that day a friend of his came up to me, and we repeated the exchange. Then another. And another. I now had $8 for no apparent reason.

Eventually, I got the full story. These four boys had been playing with a Ouija board the night before and had evidently reached a spirit named Sarah, who revealed herself to be an ancestor of mine. Sarah, after spelling out my name, provided the reason for her call. She promised them a lifetime of good fortune if they each paid me the reasonable sum of $2 million. The guys, rather than hang up, decided to negotiate, eventually driving the price down to $20,000, then $20, then $2. Either Sarah didn’t have a knack for driving a hard bargain (alas, evidence of family resemblance) or they could dismiss her existence with only 99.9999 percent confidence. Either way, her intervention did not make headlines, which cannot be said for that of Harry Fuller.
On February 10, 1993, Harry and Nicola Fuller were found murdered in their home in East Sussex, England. The killer had shot Harry once in the heart through his back. Nicola was shot three times and left for dead. As she telephoned for help, speaking through a splintered jaw, the killer came back into the room, placed a comforter over her head, and finished her off.

Several lines of evidence pointed to a single suspect: a man named Stephen Young. He’d arrange to visit Fuller that day, his car was seen in the area, he had matching bullets in his home, he knew Fuller to keep large amounts of cash on hand, and he made a significant bank deposit the next day. It seemed an open-and-shut case of cold-blooded murder. After a three-and-a-half-week trial, the jury returned a unanimous guilty verdict on the second day of deliberation. The courtroom cheered.

But something happened between the two days of deliberation that threw a major kink in this case.

On March 22, 1994, the jury retired to a local hotel. Over dinner the topic of Ouija boards came up. At 11 P.M. the bailiffs escorted the jurors to their bedrooms, but four jurors reconvened and set up a séance for shits and giggles using a drinking glass and scraps of paper with letters written on them. They each put a finger on the glass and moved it around. Here is how one of the jurors described the proceedings in an affidavit:


There was additional discussion of the gun and the money.

We then discussed among ourselves what we should do and the glass spelt out “Tell police.” I said “We can’t.” It then spelt out “later, us and you.” It continued, “Vote guilty tomorrow.”

During this time Ray made notes. It is only right to say I was crying by this time and the other ladies were upset as well. We realised it had gone too far and we ended the exercise.
These four jurors discussed their experience with the others the next morning at breakfast, and by the end of the day Stephen Young had received two life sentences.

The story would have ended there, known in full to only twelve people, but in early April one of the jurors who hadn’t taken part in the séance reported the event to a lawyer, who contacted Young’s lawyer, who then appealed the conviction. On October 24, the Court of Appeal, Britain’s second-highest court, ordered a retrial. The Lord Chief Justice filed this reasoning:

It seems to us that what matters is not whether the answers were truly from the deceased, but whether the jurors believed them to be so or whether they may have been influenced by the answers received during this exercise or experiment.

Was it merely a drunken game which the court should disregard, as Mr Lawson [on behalf of the Crown] suggests? We do not think it can be laughed off in that way.

In December, a second jury found Young guilty, this time based purely on terrestrial evidence.

 Across cultures and eras, afterlife beliefs are nearly universal. Whether you expect to waltz through heavenly gates, unite with a collective spirit, take the form of another creature, or spend your evenings toying with Ouija players, you likely believe The End is really just a To Be Continued.

But why are we in such denial of death? This question has haunted psychologists for ages.
Body and Soul

Scientific evidence for an immortal soul leaves something to be desired. By most accounts the mind is a product of the brain. (Alternately conceived, the mind is the brain, the mind is a property of the brain, or the mind is what the brain does.) Injury to the brain can cause cognitive deficits, drugs that pass the blood-brain barrier can affect one’s mental state, and electrical stimulation of the cortex can produce hallucinations. In short, what happens to the brain happens to the mind. So it makes logical sense that when the brain stops, the mind does too.

But does it make intuitive sense? Some psychologists believe we are natural dualists—we instinctively dichotomize the world into two types of substances: thought and matter, body and soul, mind stuff and stuff stuff.

Dualism does have an obvious rightness about it. Mental life clearly escapes the constraints of the physical world: our thoughts and feelings and sensation remain private, they can change or disappear in an instant, they can’t be handled or measured the way objects can, and they can represent things that don’t actually exist.

We pick up on these unique qualities of mind early. Children at least as young as three can correctly explain that, unlike a real cookie, an imagined cookie can’t be looked at, touched, or eaten, that it can’t be shared with a friend, and that it can’t be saved for another day. Further, they recognize that unlike red flowers and dogs that roll over, talking flowers and flying dogs can only be thought about and are not really real. Not only can toddlers distinguish between the mental and the physical; they can reason about and articulate the differences. They have metacognition.

Distinguishing internal from external phenomena—a useful skill to pick up early in life—might be enough to lead to dualism, but not necessarily the kind required for belief in an afterlife. Rather, it demonstrates no more than a weaker form of dualism called property dualism: the brain has both physical properties (mass, volume) and mental properties (consciousness), but if the brain is destroyed, all its properties go along with it.
Recognizing that a thing can make a thought—that your three-pound brain produces subjective experiences (the image of a flying dog, the desire to own such a dog, sadness that such a dog does not exist)—doesn’t mean you believe the thought can fly off without the neurons keeping it aloft. Like a shadow and an obstruction, a thought can’t be equated with the thing that casts it, but can’t be separated from it either. Most people who call themselves materialists are technically property dualists, unless they deny their own consciousness.

The kind of dualism required for an immortal soul is called *substance dualism*, or *Cartesian dualism*, after René Descartes: the mind is a different type of substance from the brain and can exist independently of it. This is the kind of dualism people usually have in mind when they speak of dualism, and it’s the kind meant by psychologists who argue that we’re innate dualists. (See, for example, Paul Bloom’s wonderful book *Descartes’ Baby*.)

The strongest corroboration of the claim that we’re natural dualists may be the ubiquity of afterlife beliefs. A soul can exist beyond brain death only if it’s an independent substance. Yet one could argue that belief in an afterlife (and dualism) is not innate but merely learned, that it’s an appealing and viral idea that humans everywhere cling to; because of their fear of death people invent the idea of the immortal soul and then teach it through religion. If that’s true, most of us are substance dualists, but we’re not *naturally* substance dualists. The psychologist Jesse Bering, in collaboration with David Bjorklund, decided to test this argument. How did they attempt to get to the bottom of our deepest doctrines on the nature of the spirit and the great beyond? By putting on a puppet show. That’s how I would have gone, too.

Except instead of bashing Transformers together, Bering put some thought into his show. He presented a narrative to five-year-olds, eleven-year-olds, and nineteen-year-olds: “One day, Baby Mouse decides to take a walk in the woods.” A finger puppet enters a scene decorated with fake grass and water and flowers. The subjects are told about what the mouse is thinking and feeling. Enter hand two. “The bushes are moving! An alligator jumps out of the bushes and gobbles him all up. Baby Mouse is not alive anymore.” Just when we were getting to know him. The kids and adults then answer several questions about the dead mouse’s biological and mental functions.

The first thing Bering and Bjorklund found was that even when people realized the mouse’s body had met its match, they didn’t give up on his mind. A
full 88 percent of kindergarteners acknowledged that Baby Mouse’s brain no longer worked, yet 94 percent believed he still loved his mom, and 79 percent claimed he somehow knew he was dead. Among adults, 100 percent recognized the mouse would never again need to eat food or drink water, but 60 percent said the mouse still believes he’s smarter than his brother. (Sibling rivalry dies hard.)

The second thing they noticed was that cultural indoctrination could not be the only reason for belief in the continuity of mental states after death. If it were, more adults than children should answer in accordance with afterlife beliefs. But the data revealed the opposite pattern. For example, while 77 percent of the kindergarteners said the alligator’s cute furry lunch still hoped to get better at math, the percentage went down to 55 for the older kids, and 12 for the adults. Further, the experimenters note, very few children used religious terms such as heaven, spirit, or God during the study.

If we are natural Cartesian dualists, what might be the source of this mystical belief? As I mentioned above, the recognition of internal states as different from external ones (imagined cookie versus real cookie) might get us there, but it only guarantees us a ticket to dualism lite, where mind is separate from body but still dependent on it. I believe a stronger impetus for full-fledged dualism is the illusion of free will.

If you believe you have an ego piloting your brain, then your mind is not simply a property of your body or a product of its neural activity but an independent player, an uncaused cause. Your soul makes its own decisions and then tells the body what to do. It’s its own man, unbehelden to the workings of biology. And if it can act independently of the brain, then it should be able to step out of the cockpit and exist independently of the brain. Which means the mind is free to do whatever it wants—and go wherever it wants—once it’s done inhabiting its mortal vehicle. In a brief article attributing belief in an immortal soul to the illusion of free will, three psychologists punctuate their commentary with this kicker: “James Brown, move over: Conscious will is the Godfather of soul.”

Recall from the last chapter that the illusion of free will rests on the principles of priority, consistency, and exclusivity we use to judge causality. In the simplest terms, we believe in free will because we experience thoughts immediately before we experience associated actions and thus judge our thoughts to be responsible for the actions. This means that a lush bouquet of myths and gospels
depicting the journeys of the soul once released from its terrestrial duties flourishes out of the simple and generic rule of thumb that A causes B if A happens before B.

Understanding how people think about dualism might seem of importance only to religious scholars and academic psychologists. (Oh, and screenwriters, whom we can thank for everything from Ghost to Ghostbusters, The Sixth Sense to the Seventh Seal, Freaky Friday to Friday the 13th.) But doctors, politicians, and lawyers have reason to attend airy discussions about the soul; practical and ethical matters of real substance are at stake. Every decision we make regarding the creation and destruction of human life ends up on the table, most heavily those regarding abortion, capital punishment, and euthanasia. And between the bookends of birth and death we must handle notions of free will and personal responsibility, of brain damage and mental illness, of animal cruelty, designer pharmaceuticals, and (someday) artificial intelligence. Understanding the comings and goings and interventions of souls—or, more important (and more feasible), understanding our conceptions of the comings and goings and interventions of souls—is ultimately of vital importance to a functioning body politic.
The Impossible Certainty

For a period of my young life, I used to call for assistance when a nightmare woke me. I would yell for Mom or Dad until they came to my bedroom to comfort me. One night, when I was maybe seven, I asked my dad if dead people had dreams. I pictured death as sleep, and my biggest fear was an eternity of nightmares with no hope of rescue.

Try to picture what will happen when you die—accepting for the moment that there’s no afterlife. Maybe you imagine lying in a coffin. Maybe you envision floating in a black starless void. Maybe it’s a time of contemplation, reviewing your life in playback. However you picture the abyss, you’re still picturing something, and that’s not really an abyss.

Freud wrote in 1915 that it’s impossible to imagine our own death: “Whenever we attempt to do so we can perceive that we are in fact still present as spectators. Hence … at bottom no one believes in his own death.” Around the same time, the Spanish writer Miguel de Unamuno wrote: “Try, reader, to imagine to yourself, when you are wide awake, the condition of your soul when you are in a deep sleep; try to fill your consciousness with the representation of no-consciousness, and you will see the impossibility of it. The effort to comprehend it causes the most tormented dizziness.”

For generations, the difficulty of mentally simulating one’s own absence has been offered as a reason for our belief that such an absence is not possible, that something must come after the moment of death. As a graduate student, Jesse Bering decided to test this notion that constraints on our imaginations encourage afterlife beliefs, which he refers to as the simulation constraint hypothesis.

Bering presented a story to a group of university students, this time without the aid of puppets. A history teacher named Richard Waverly was driving to work. The vignette described how Richard felt and what he thought—he was tired, he was angry at his wife, he was worried about his lesson, and so on. In a moment of distraction, Richard hit a utility pole and died instantly. After reading the story, students answered six types of questions about the state of the deceased: biological (e.g., Will he ever need to eat again?), psychobiological (Is
he still hungry?), perceptual (Can he hear the paramedics?), emotional (Is he still angry at his wife?), motivational (Does he want to be alive?), and epistemic (Does he still believe his wife loved him).

Bering argued that the first three types of questions—biological, psychobiological, and perceptual—get at experiences we can easily imagine being without. We’ve all been in situations where we weren’t hungry or where we couldn’t see anything. If you haven’t, just eat a sandwich and close your eyes. But emotions, desires, and beliefs are harder to escape and thus harder to simulate the absence of. Bering found that subjects were much more willing to attribute these latter states to the dead Richard than the first group of states. A majority allowed him the ability to be happy, to miss his wife, and to know he’s dead. Further, even when correctly answering that Richard lacked a particular state, subjects took longer to deny this second group.

When indicating their explicit afterlife beliefs, 13 percent of Bering’s subjects checked the box next to this statement: “What we think of as the ‘soul,’ or conscious personality of a person, ceases permanently when the body dies.” But even these “extinctivists” had trouble letting go of Richard. Thirty-two percent of their answers regarding emotions allowed for the continuance of those emotions after lights-out. Same for desires. And 36 percent allowed for continued epistemic states. Bering wrote in his entertaining book The Belief Instinct: “One particularly vehement extinctivist thought the whole line of questioning silly and seemed to regard me as a numbskull for even asking. But just as well, he proceeded to point out that of course Richard knows he is dead, because there’s no afterlife and Richard sees that now.”

The study certainly supports the simulation constraint hypothesis, but, as Bering acknowledges, the data also lend themselves to another interpretation. Mental processes such as hunger and sensory perception have obvious connections to the body. If you die and your eyes and stomach stop working, of course you won’t see paramedics or feel tummy grumbles. But higher cognition relies more exclusively on the brain, a more mysterious organ. Several subjects told Bering that psychobiological and perceptual states were “physical things” but that emotions, desires, and beliefs were “spiritual things.” Bering’s experiment doesn’t resolve whether some things are more “spiritual” because they’re harder to imagine being without or whether they’re harder to imagine being without because they’re more “spiritual.” Do we picture consciousness without a body because we can’t picture unconsciousness or just because the
destruction of the body gives us no reason to picture the destruction of consciousness (thanks to dualism)?

Aside from difficulties proving the simulation constraint hypothesis, the idea also has some theoretical complications. If we believe we’ll always exist in the future because we can’t imagine not existing, shouldn’t we also believe we always existed in the past? Yet afterlife beliefs far outnumber before-life beliefs in the world’s cultures.

The philosopher Shaun Nichols suggests that the difficulty imagining nonexistence might work in tandem with a bias that focuses our attention on the future, and this might explain our lack of prelife beliefs. He cites the philosopher Thomas Nagel, who argues that even though we can’t imagine nonexistence before birth, we don’t really care if we didn’t exist then. Nagel, in turn, cites the philosopher Derek Parfit, who has written about our asymmetric attitudes toward the past and the future. For example, most people would much rather have ten hours of painful surgery in their past than one hour of painful surgery in their future. As Nagel notes, facing the fact that we weren’t alive two hundred years ago doesn’t bother us as much as the prospect of our own elimination.

There’s another potential theoretical objection to the simulation constraint hypothesis. The hypothesis is that we believe in the afterlife because we can’t simulate a lack of thought. But we can conceptualize a lack of thought, in abstract terms. So if we can know we won’t think or feel anything after death, why does it matter that we can’t use our imagination to simulate it?

I don’t know that this can be answered, except to say that it does matter. Nichols addresses the gap between conceptualizing and simulating nonexistence, writing, “we see death all around us, and frankly, it’s a little disconcerting. I can recognize glancingly that this suggests that at some point I won’t exist. But … when I try to imagine I don’t exist, I return to the dizzying imaginative obstacle.”

Everyone runs aground on this barrier. Gail McCabe, the humanist officiant quoted in chapter 2, described to me an exchange at a humanist discussion group: “People got to talking about their funerals. I remember one fellow saying, ‘Well, my children better follow my plans for my funeral.’ I said ‘Wait a minute, you don’t believe in an afterlife, why do you give a damn? You’re not going to be there!’” Caring about enjoyment of your funeral is magical thinking. Once you die, nothing can matter to you. Not even the fact that you’re dead. There will be no you for anything to matter to.
So if we can’t escape this form of magical thinking and convince ourselves consciousness really ends, why are we still scared of death? Well, even if you can’t picture the end of life, you can picture a radically transformed way of life. The other side might be a land of virgins and candy canes and family on their best behavior, or it might be an eternity of awkward blind dates and black jelly beans and being about to sneeze. You’ll be cut off from people and places and activities you love here on Earth, as well as whatever else you hoped to accomplish with your life. You will not fulfill all your potential. Make no mistake: no one will bother completing that Popsicle-stick model of Big Ben you considered your legacy.

So death may be impossible to grasp fully, but what we know about it—and what we don’t know about it—can still scare the hell out of us.
Knock, Knock

In 1797 Lord Horatio Nelson, one of the most decorated officers of the British Royal Navy, lost his arm in the Battle of Santa Cruz de Tenerife, in the Canary Islands. A musket ball passed through bone and tissue above the right elbow, and he immediately ordered the damaged arm to be removed, before resuming command thirty minutes later. At some point thereafter, Nelson began to feel his fingers painfully digging into his absent palm. He concluded that the body is not necessary for awareness to continue, calling his mysterious pain “direct proof of the existence of the soul.”

In 1866, the Atlantic Monthly ran a first-person article titled “The Case of George Dedlow.” Dedlow, a doctor and a soldier, describes the loss of his arm in the Civil War. A musket ball passed through bone and tissue below the right shoulder, and he had the arm removed, before returning to battle thirty days later. Then in the Battle of Chickamauga he injured both legs. After surgery he asked someone to massage a cramp in his calf, only to learn that his legs were now gone. Eventually, he lost his left arm to gangrene, only to feel intense pain in his left pinky. “Often, at night, I would try with one lost hand to grope for the other,” he wrote, or rather dictated.

While in recovery, another patient takes him to a séance, where he’s asked to think of a spirit for the medium to summon. Dedlow, a skeptic, gets a “crazy idea.”

The medium asks if a spirit is present and hears two knocks—they have two visitors. She pulls out a miniature Ouija board, a card covered with letters and numbers. She points at each one until she hears a knock and transcribes the character. Finally, the phantoms identify themselves: “UNITED STATES ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM, Nos. 3486, 3487.” The medium looks confused. “Good gracious!” Dedlow exclaims, now less skeptical, “they are my legs—my legs!”

Upon publication of the story, donations and visitors began arriving at the hospital that accommodated Dedlow in Philadelphia. The only problem: he didn’t exist. Readers had bought into the tale, despite the fact that soon after
hearing the knocking Dedlow claims to have gotten up and walked across the room on his returned but invisible legs—a bit drunkenly for they had spent the previous nine months stored in alcohol.

The first modern medical account of “phantom limbs,” and the coining of the term, came six years later in a medical text by Silas Weir Mitchell. Mitchell specialized in damaged nerves, and in his treatment of Civil War soldiers he found that “nearly every man who loses a limb carries about with him a constant or inconstant phantom of the missing member, a sensory ghost of that much of himself.” Mitchell, it had been revealed at this point, was George Dedlow’s ghostwriter.

While phantom limbs themselves touch in a ghoulish way on dualism, I summon them here to help explain another type of phantom. We now know that even after a body part is gone, it’s still represented in the brain; the area of the somatosensory cortex dedicated to receiving input from the part still exists and can be activated by stray neural signals. In the same way, when a loved one dies, you maintain a representation of that person’s mind that defies extinction. For days or months or years after the death, you may continue to imagine what that person is doing right now, or wonder how he’ll react to your latest news, before stopping yourself.

In The Year of Magical Thinking, Joan Didion describes her months of mourning after her husband John Dunne’s sudden death in 2003. At one point, she is collecting his clothes to give away:

I stopped at the door to the room.

I could not give away the rest of his shoes.

I stood there for a moment, then realized why: he would need shoes if he was to return.

Didion does not retain the shoes for her phantom legs. She retains them for her phantom husband. “The recognition of this thought by no means eradicated the thought,” she wrote.

The anthropologist Pascal Boyer has written that each of us maintains “a person-file system, a kind of mental Rolodex or Who’s Who of [our] social environment,” and even when a real person is deleted from life, the person’s file remains in our heads. “It keeps producing inferences about the particular person on the basis of information about past interaction with that person, as if the
person were still around. A symptom of this incoherence is the hackneyed phrase we have all heard or used at funerals: ‘He would have wanted it this way.’ ”

Jesse Bering has argued that “offline social reasoning”—thinking about others without them present—contributes to our belief in the immortal soul. When people are not around, we don’t assume they have ceased to exist—we don’t delete their file. Even infants expect to find a person (or a toy) still sitting behind a screen that has temporarily blocked their view. We expect absent people to be out there doing something, living their lives. And what others think matters to us, so we frequently simulate their minds within our own. I often carry on imaginary conversations with friends or family members or acquaintances, playing the role of both parties myself. Our brains are populated with the disembodied souls of myriad other people.

When the bodies of those people fail, their minds remain intact in our heads. We receive no continued input from them and may even witness their cold flesh placed underground—just as phantom-limb sufferers receive no sensation from the limb and can clearly see that it’s gone—but we still hear the departed speaking to us, carrying on their end of the conversation.

“Out-of-sight, out-of-mind is not the usual behavior of humans,” Mitch Hodge, a philosopher who studies afterlife beliefs, wrote in a paper. He goes on:

As personal anecdotal evidence of this effect, shortly after the death of my father, I felt an overwhelming compulsion to call him because I had significant news. It was part of our normal interaction to call one another when there was significant news to report. This time, however, the news that I wished to relay to my father was that he was dead and that I would be flying home to attend his funeral!

Just as stray activity in amputees’ brains is projected outward to form a ghostly limb, neural activity in the grieving can project outward to place a missing loved one back in the world, or in the netherworld, heaven, hell, or wherever he can continue being the person you remember. Boyer writes, “We should not be surprised that the souls of the dead or their ‘shadows’ or ‘presence’ are the most widespread kind of supernatural agent the world over.”

It’s unclear whether offline social reasoning on its own would be enough to convince anyone a lost loved one is not completely lost, but it certainly guides how we conceptualize the afterlife—a realm where inhabitants retain their personalities and their human form, perhaps with an upgrade of wings.
And it primes us to see messages from the beyond. In *American Scientist* magazine, Bering describes sitting with his siblings in his mother’s living room the morning after she died: “Just then, the wind chimes outside my mother’s window started to sound. We looked at one another, and I, the family skeptic, knew exactly what was going through everyone’s heads: ‘That’s her! She’s telling us not to worry!’ I knew because I was thinking precisely the same thing.”

Thirty-two percent of Americans report believing that “spirits of dead people can come back in certain places/situations,” and 37 percent say that “houses can be haunted,” according to a Gallup poll. In another survey, 40 percent said they’ve “felt as though [they] were really in touch with someone who had died.”

Most ghost stories aren’t cinema-worthy, let alone enough to compel Bill Murray to dust off his proton pack. They usually amount to hearing a wind chime or footsteps, seeing a shadow move in the corner of one’s eye, or feeling an eerie presence. Such encounters implicate nothing more suspect than drafts, knocking radiators, or pets, plus anxiety, expectation, visual illusion, selective memory, and imagination. Some ghost-myth busters have offered brain-altering magnetic fields or chill-inducing subsonic frequencies as additional explanations.

In extreme cases, there’s also the catastrophic combination of conmen and lonely prey. Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, the psychiatrist who earned notoriety by introducing the (now partially debunked) five stages of grief in her 1969 book *On Death and Dying*, established a spiritual retreat near San Diego in the 1970s, partnering with a supposed psychic named Jay Barham. During séances, visiting entities sometimes had sex with female participants, who remained trusting despite the entities’ occasionally burping or mispronouncing the same words Barham did. “I needed to believe,” a victim said later. Several received vaginal infections. Eventually, one woman pulled the tape off the light switch during a séance and found Barham wearing nothing but a turban. Not all horror stories involve real ghosts.
Limited Previews

Just as with other paranormal phenomena, belief in the afterlife can result from personal experiences or persuasive accounts from others. Dramatic chronicles of reincarnation, possession, or haunted houses go a long way.

As I type this, a search on Amazon for “near-death experience” brings up about a thousand books, nearly all taking NDEs to be evidence of life after death. Between 6 and 12 percent of people who survive cardiac arrest have an NDE. Proponents of the supernatural interpretation argue for the veridicality of these experiences on several points. They’re nearly universal across cultures, they feel at least as real as reality, and people report witnessing events that took place around them while they were clinically dead.

The British psychologist Susan Blackmore addresses these claims in her book *Dying to Live*. For example, many of the common perceptual and memory features (the dark tunnel, the flashbacks) may result from distinct activation or deactivation of various structures in the brain such as the visual cortex and temporal lobe. The sense of realism could result from the mind settling on the imagination as real because external perception has become unreliable. And memories of events taking place in one’s vicinity while the brain is inactive could be reconstructed recollections based on guesswork.

NDEs and similar experiences can result from cardiac arrest, anesthesia, head trauma, psychedelics, intense fear, or sometimes no apparent cause at all. The neurologist Kevin Nelson argues that NDEs involve the intrusion of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep into waking consciousness. Surely, you’ve had these half dreams, where you start to nod off during a lecture and the speaker grows tentacles.

Out-of-body experiences (a signature element of NDEs but not restricted to NDEs—they occur to about one in twenty people) can be convincing demonstrations of mind-body dualism. How could you be conscious and yet stare at your own body from an outside perspective if your soul weren’t free to roam? But scientists have offered physiological explanations for OBEs too. The Swiss neurologist Olaf Blanke argues that disruptions in the functioning of the
brain’s temporoparietal junction cause conflicts between touch, vision, balance, and sense of body position. Confusion can also happen when input from one of these senses becomes weak or conflicts with other senses; out-of-body-type experiences can be induced through relaxation techniques or virtual-reality experiments. One group of neurons says one thing, another group says another, and suddenly you’re on the ceiling. You’ve got a phantom self.

One way to test whether out-of-body experiences are real or just in the head is to place a message on a high shelf in a hospital room and ask resuscitated patients if they saw it. So far no one who’s conducted such a study has reported positive results.
Undo-alism

To believe in the immortal soul is to believe in the supernatural, but is it magical thinking, as defined in the introduction? To the degree that we dualistically separate body and soul, it doesn’t. But that definition (magical thinking is the attribution of mental properties to nonmental phenomena or vice versa), while concise, isn’t perfect, and I think ghosts and the afterlife bear enough thematic resemblance to the other forms of magical thinking to deserve inclusion. And in any case, we’re not pure dualists; there are important ways in which we treat the soul as a substance and our meat as mystical.

Even the term substance dualism gives the game away. It’s an own goal, as the word substance evokes materiality even when following the descriptor nonmaterial. We say the world consists of material and nonmaterial substances, but we often just think of two kinds of material substance, one wispier than the other.

Consider the way many people talk about the soul upon death. They say it leaves the body, and the departed is now in a better place. So it seems to always have a location in space, a defining property of physical substances. When we’re alive, that location, we presume, is in the head. Descartes even picked a specific site; he decreed a small neural feature called the pineal gland the “seat of the soul.”

Talk of seats and better places exposes more than linguistic convention. As we saw in the second chapter, metaphors reveal the very structure of our thoughts; even abstract concepts are grounded in our physical experiences. For example, we think of morality as purity, importance as weight, and affection as warmth. One study has explored the metaphor of thoughts themselves as physical entities. Consider grasping a concept or chewing on an idea. (Or, earlier in this paragraph, the structure of thought being grounded in experience.) The experimenters found that people understood phrases such as push the argument faster after making a relevant physical movement, such as pushing.

Wherever the soul sits, that chair is a pilot’s seat. The soul functions to direct our thoughts and our behavior, like a little man with a joystick. But if the soul
has no physical qualities, no mass or might, it couldn’t push that joystick; it
couldn’t influence our physical brain and move our limbs. To bridge the gap
between them, mind and body need some shared properties, some common
causal currency. The soul, as conceived, has muscle. And apparently it flexes its
biceps from beyond the grave: some force is required to brush those wind
chimes or move that Ouija pointer.

How much heft does the soul have? The physician Duncan MacDougall
famously performed a weigh-in on the soul’s way out. After placing several
dying patients on a scale and watching for abrupt changes during their final
exhalations, MacDougall got one clean reading and reported in 1907 that this
man’s soul weighed about three quarters of an ounce, or a little more than a fun-
size Snickers.

We allow departed souls more than just location, strength, and mass. We often
let them keep their old looks too. Because offline social cognition presents
absent parties as their normal embodied selves, way offline (as in off-world)
social cognition does too. We imagine spirits flying or ambulating, appendages
intact. Mitch Hodge, the philosopher who studies afterlife beliefs, argues that
while we have the capability to think dualistically, it’s not our default. He notes
that millennia of mythology and iconography depict the spirits of the dead as
suspiciously indistinguishable from someone you might encounter on the street,
save their period garb.

And if you can’t fully take the body out of the soul, you can’t take the soul out
of the body either. If we really thought of corpses as defunct vehicles left by the
roadside, we’d dispose of them unceremoniously. But instead we put them in
their Sunday best and bury them under decorative headstones that we then visit,
or we stuff them and place them on the mantle (more likely for Mr. Whiskers
than for Uncle Jim), or we cremate them and launch them into space, as we did
with Gene Roddenberry and Timothy Leary, who were each far out in their own
way, and, finally, in the same way. (Those on a smaller budget can turn cremains
into diamonds by LifeGem or concrete reefs by Memorial Reefs.) And
sometimes we take organs from the dead and place them in new recipients, who
then claim to take on personality characteristics of the previous owner, as we
saw in chapter 1.

Some people believe a healthy corpse is required for a healthy afterlife. Ancient Egyptians preserved the bodies of nobility through mummification, even
entombing them with supplies they might need in the hereafter. And on *The Daily Show*, Jon Stewart recounted his grandfather’s preferred burial orientation with regard to his grandmother: “He was very clear that she should be on the right side, because just to the left, a doctor was buried, and he wanted very much to be buried next to a doctor just in case he needed anything.”

On the topside of the turf, we often judge ourselves and others based on appearances. Who hasn’t felt embarrassment regarding a birthmark or complimented a date on her big brown eyes? As if congenital features are something someone can take credit or blame for? As if flesh is the soul manifest? And consider the shame surrounding deformity, disease, and body malfunctions such as incontinence, as if these corporal failings signified moral failings.

We frequently treat our bodies not as objects but as subjects: you don’t *have* a body; you *are* a body. This equation lines up especially when we feel most alive, when we’re expertly interacting with the world. Take that away and you feel diminished. George Dedlow, the fictional Civil War quadruple amputee, reported, “I found to my horror that at times I was less conscious of myself … I thus reached the conclusion that a man is not his brain, or any one part of it, but all of his economy, and that to lose any part must lessen this sense of his own existence.” People sometimes say, “You are not your illness,” but in a very fundamental way you are.

My own identification with my body has had its ups and downs. In middle school I was diagnosed with scoliosis, an asymmetric curvature of the spine. You don’t notice it on casual observation, but it strikes a clear S shape on an X-ray, and I wore a painful back brace at night for a couple of years. Just knowing the deformity was there under my skin hit me hard, and the insult cut to the bone, and deeper. People use spine-related metaphors for character: *he’s twisted, she’s spineless, he’s an upright guy*. I felt defective to my core.

My body image has since improved, and my self-esteem along with it. I was not a particularly confident athlete growing up, but as a teenage raver I found embodied expression in dance. Despite my twisted spine, I now feel agile, robust, even graceful, inside as well as out. To use Dedlow’s term, my economy has expanded.
Living in Denial

In the late 1990s, a couple of teenagers began planning a big school project, something they hoped would not only cause a local ripple but put their town on the map. For months, they documented their vision and their preparations in journals and videotapes. “We’re going to kick-start a revolution,” one says in a recording. “Directors will be fighting over this story,” the other adds.

On April 20, 1999, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold taped their final good-byes and walked into Columbine High School. An hour later fifteen people were dead, including Harris and Klebold, who’d turned their guns on themselves.

What makes some people decide to take themselves out in a blaze of glory, the light from which they can’t even bask in? What’s the point of making a name for yourself if it requires erasing the person behind the name? “Isn’t it fun to get the respect we’re going to deserve?” Harris asked. Even though “we’re going to die doing it.” From suicide bombers to kamikaze pilots, how do organisms programmed for survival and reproduction come to value abstractions such as respect and honor over their own genetic imperative?

In a segment produced by the Onion News Network, scientists reported they had finally taught a gorilla that it will someday die. “The researchers say at first Quigley could only communicate rudimentary fears about his own death, but he soon moved on to expressing more complex emotions like indifference and self-hatred,” the reporter explains. We see captions under the gesturing gorilla. First, “Sad. Cry. Scared.” Then, “Stupid Quigley. Now sees truth. Existence. Cruel joke.” Eventually, the primate suffers a panic attack, crying in anguish and banging his head against the wall. The successful researchers beam with pride and move on to their next targets of enlightenment: two adorable bunnies.

The gag gets to the heart of existentialism. Unlike every other animal on the planet, humans recognize their own mortality; we’re aware that our Earth-bound lives are temporary blips in the grand scheme of the universe—that everything we ever work for will eventually be taken from us, and we will rot away,
returning to the void from which we emerged. So the question is: granted the ability to diagnose our certain annihilation, how the hell do we hold our shit together enough to care about things like matching placemats or DV Ring Dancing with the Stars? Why don’t we lose it like Quigley?

As discussed above, most people believe in an afterlife, and even atheists can’t fully imagine the end of consciousness, but that’s not enough to nullify our neuroses. We clearly still fear death—strongly. And it’s one of the few certainties in life. So why doesn’t it haunt our every step, nagging us to crumble in the face of its overbearing promise of ablation? Because the same sophisticated cognition that lets us see the dead end also lets us think our way out of it. We all harbor a belief in what psychologists call symbolic immortality—a sense that some part of us will survive through our legacy or our joint identity with something larger than ourselves. Even as your biological self disintegrates, your symbolic self—comprising your name, your identity, your ideas—soldiers on.

Symbolic immortality prevents existential anxiety in a way that belief in an afterlife does not, because while your thoughts don’t often alight on the pearly gates in everyday matters, nearly everything you do relates to your symbolic self and has the opportunity to bolster it, to fortify it for the long postmortem haul. “Mankind’s common instinct for reality … has always held the world to be essentially a theatre for heroism,” William James wrote. Heroism need not involve saving a baby from a burning building; heroism in this context refers to anything that contributes to one’s legacy, however trivial.

The cultural anthropologist Ernest Becker wrote in his Pulitzer Prize–winning book The Denial of Death, “It doesn’t matter whether the cultural hero-system”—the societal structure—“is frankly magical, religious, and primitive or secular, scientific, and civilized. It is still a mythical hero system in which people serve in order to earn a feeling of primary value, of cosmic specialness, of ultimate usefulness to creation, of unshakeable meaning … In this sense everything that man does is religious and heroic.” It is our contributions of ourselves to the symbolic world of meaning that assures us permanence beyond burial. But for putting your name in a Hall of Fame to reduce the sting of death, as if your very consciousness would reside on those plaques and in those fans’ memories: while perfectly natural and perhaps essential for sanity, this is a leap that I consider magical thinking.

Becker’s work, which illuminated and elaborated on the ideas of earlier
writers, including Sigmund Freud, Søren Kierkegaard, and the psychoanalysts Norman Brown and Otto Rank, didn’t receive much attention from experimental psychologists at first. Existentialism perhaps seemed too hard to tackle in the lab. Then in the early 1980s three early-career researchers discovered *The Denial of Death* and refined Becker’s conjectures into a set of testable hypotheses. Because Becker referred to the “terror” that mortality arouses in us, Jeff Greenberg, Tom Pyszczynski, and Sheldon Solomon labeled the system of hypotheses “terror management theory,” and today hundreds of published studies have supported TMT’s predictions. The ways in which we manage the terror of death have been shown to influence such disparate areas as romance, social prejudice, self-esteem, art appreciation, consumerism, religion, health behavior, politics, altruism, and sex. Greenberg tells me TMT’s reach is “so broad that if taken fully seriously it could require restructuring introductory psychology texts.”

At its core, TMT proposes that managing the terror of death requires two elements: belief in a coherent and stable cultural worldview, and belief that one is valued within this worldview. Combined, they place you as part of something larger than yourself, something that will continue beyond your departure and carry a piece of you with it.

Most TMT experiments test what’s called the *mortality salience hypothesis*, the idea that any existing psychological defenses against the threat of death should be especially high after subtle reminders of our mortality. In a typical study, half the subjects jot down their thoughts about what will happen when they die, and a control group writes about dental pain or public speaking or some other anxiety-inducing topic that doesn’t involve death. Then they perform a brief filler task to distract them so that death thoughts are relatively accessible but not the focus of awareness. (Alternately, mortality salience can be induced by subliminally flashing “death” on a computer screen or testing subjects in the vicinity of a funeral parlor. The idea is to amplify the automatic defenses against death anxiety that are constantly operating in the background rather than to activate more conscious defenses.) Finally, subjects rate their attitudes toward a person or a point of view.

Increasing mortality salience tends to enhance one’s support for views similar to one’s own, a reaction called *worldview defense*. Alternative views challenge the cultural foundation on which one’s identity is grounded, and so we denounce them. In an early demonstration of worldview defense, mortality salience
enhanced Christians’ positive judgments of other Christians and reduced their opinions of Jews. In another early test, municipal court judges reminded of death upheld their moral principles by recommending a higher bond for a hypothetical prostitute compared to judges in the control group—$455 versus $50. If our cultural values—the standards by which we measure our heroism—are threatened by a heathen or a whore, we must fight back or risk returning to dust unremarked! (So the subconscious snarl goes.) According to Becker, “people try so hard to win converts for their point of view because it is more than merely an outlook on life: it is an immortality formula.”

With our worldview confirmed—with infinity’s formula defined, the rules for redemption spelled out, the hall of fame’s frame erected—we can vie for our spot in that hallowed hall, our place in history. The reward for living up to an established system of values is immortality. Or so we believe. The real (and immediate) reward is the feeling of self-esteem, the impression that you’re doing things right and deserve respect. So self-esteem and a sense of symbolic immortality are really two sides of the same coin, according to TMT. Terror management theorists argue that high self-esteem functions partially, if not mainly, as a buffer against existential anxiety. Studies show that mortality salience increases attempts to boost self-esteem—by, say, taking credit for success and denying blame for failure (more than we do normally). Further, inflating self-esteem reduces the effect of mortality salience on worldview defense; if you think you’re the bee’s knees, you needn’t fret over your legacy’s fragility.

According to the theory, our defenses against death anxiety mobilize nearly every aspect of our symbolic selves, influencing areas of our lives that have no clear connection to death. For example, mortality salience reduces appreciation of abstract modern art in people who enjoy order and routine; random paint blobs interfere with their construction of a meaningful reality. Mortality salience increases one’s commitment to a romantic relationship; we apparently include significant others within our expanded self-concepts to deny our individual vulnerability to annihilation. And people naturally high in both existential anxiety and materialism (as in consumerism, not atheism) feel stronger identification with their favorite brands than others do, which may be their way of seeking meaningful connections with fellow brand users. Give an Apple fanboy a hug today.

All these behaviors occur below the radar of conscious reaper awareness. In
multiple realms of life, the denial of death can’t be denied. And this denial, this identification of ourselves with the ripples we leave in the world, is magical thinking.
Acts of Heroism

In the 1970s the psychiatrist Robert Jay Lifton outlined five modes through which we obtain symbolic immortality, the most important being *biosocial* and *creative*.

We see the biosocial mode most clearly in parenthood: the desire to live on through our children. In studies, mortality salience increases the desire to have kids and the accessibility of offspring-related thoughts. And while thoughts of death typically lead to negative stereotyping of other cultures, thoughts of procreation reduce such mortality-inspired worldview defense. You may not think of your two-year-old as anxiety reducing, but she does prevent the existential kind.

The biosocial mode of symbolic immortality does not restrict itself to genes. Evolution dictates the wide distribution of our DNA, but on a psychological level we may care more about the spread of ideas. Parents often model their kids after themselves, raising them to like the same music and espouse the same politics and fear the same gods, sometimes with more success than others.

The biosocial mode doesn’t restrict itself to kids either. One can live on through any kind of social affiliation, whether the spiritual prosthetic is your family, a lover, your nation, a favorite sports team, or humanity in general—anything with a chance at survival beyond oneself. In a questionnaire administered before the first football game of the season at the University of Arizona, mortality salience increased students’ identification with and optimism about the football team. In the face of death, they wanted to be part of a larger enterprise and wanted to believe that this vehicle for permanence would serve them well. A week later, after the football team’s loss, mortality salience shifted students’ affiliations from the football team to the basketball team. No one wants to hitch his soul to a sinking ship.

Famous people also serve as buoys, and we do our best to keep them afloat. In an unpublished study, mortality salience increased the span of time Americans thought a number of cultural icons would be remembered after their deaths. The more representative of American values, the longer the symbolic life extension.
While Tom Cruise’s reign of memorableness jumped from 54 to 71 years in the face of death, Oprah’s went from 77 to 140, and Abraham Lincoln’s from 755 to 4,792 (that’s 239 score and 12). And we convince ourselves that symbols of our identity approach immortality not just figuratively but literally. Turkish subjects deemed a plane less likely to crash if it carried a celebrity. The more the passenger represented Turkish values, the greater his protective force on the aircraft. According to Otto Rank, “Every group, however small or great, has, as such, an ‘individual’ impulse for eternalization, which manifests itself in the creation of and care for national, religious, and artistic heroes.”

The second major mode of symbolic immortality, the creative mode, encompasses all the ways we leave a mark on the world through our unique actions. They could be artistic, scientific, athletic, sartorial. According to existential psychologists, I’m writing this very book in part to memorialize myself in libraries and digital archives. No one will ever be able to deny I was here, or, more to the point, deny part of me is still there, in the future.

Feelings of self-worth and self-permanence require much less than the erection of a great pyramid or an eponymous grand theory. According to Lifton, a therapist’s or physician’s treatment of a patient creates ripples tickling posterity. He goes further: “These issues are germane to more humble everyday offerings of nurturing or even kindness—in relationships of love, friendship, and at times even anonymous encounter. Indeed, any form of acting upon others contains important perceptions of timeless consequences.” A simple smile at a passing stranger receives notice, rendering it, in its own small way, heroic, and immortalizing.

But do bids for immortality truly motivate any of these creative acts? Maybe I’m writing this book purely for the chance to announce myself as an “author” at fancy dinner parties and the occasional drive-thru window. Maybe I don’t give a whit whether all copies go missing the day I die. Actions aimed at an audience that has survived us can be tough to tease apart from actions meant to benefit our premortem reputations.

Clearer cases of attempts at symbolic immortality emerge when examining individuals on their deathbeds. Spending can be a way of leaving your mark, and many names end up on buildings and professorships thanks to bequests. A survey of supporters of three large nonprofits revealed that those who’d pledged bequests had a stronger “need to live on”: they were more likely to confirm, for
example, that “I would want to be remembered for having supported [this organization].” An exemplary quote from a donor in a focus group: “Someone, somewhere will know this was something that mattered to me.”

As Paul Edwards, the philosopher (and editor of Bertrand Russell’s volume *Why I Am Not a Christian*), has written, “Even existential philosophers … appoint literary executors.” One might predict that with no afterlife awaiting them, *especially* existential philosophers would appoint literary executors. They want *something* of themselves to carry on.
Dying to Live

We’ve established that fear of death leads to worldview defense and self-esteem bolstering, purportedly in the name of symbolic immortality, but does what we’re calling a sense of symbolic immortality succeed in fending off fear of literal death? Is symbolic immortality similar enough to literal immortality to deserve the title *immortality*? After all, Woody Allen once remarked, “I don’t want to attain immortality through my work; I want to attain immortality by not dying.”

The most direct evidence comes from a study in which people rated their agreement to phrases such as *After my death, my life will still have meaning through the lives of my children* and *After my death, my life will still have meaning through the things I have made or created*, providing a measure of each subject’s sense of biosocial and creative symbolic immortality. Those who scored highly showed reduced fear of several elements of death, including decomposition of the body, uncertainty of what to expect, and loss of self-fulfillment. Knowing they would carry on through symbols—memories and creative works that stand in for them—meant they didn’t worry so much about not carrying on in flesh and blood.

Despite this work, one can still wonder whether a sense of symbolic immortality actually reduces the belief that one’s existence will end—whether it’s a form of magical thinking—or whether it just helps one cope with that belief. One might then ask whether it’s even possible to differentiate experimentally the former from the latter interpretation. I put the issue to Greenberg. His response:

I don’t know an empirical way to answer it, yet. I lean toward the former in this sense. To the extent that one can remain embedded in a largely illusory symbolic reality in which we are people with roles and achievements and collective identifications, then we can believe we will live on past our physical death. If I am Jeff Greenberg, co-originator of TMT, I will still be that after I have died. So it can provide a powerful sense of continuance, just as Lincoln and Marilyn Monroe seem as part
of reality now as people who are currently living (if not more so).

Indeed, Elvis earned $60 million in 2009. He doesn’t need to be in the building to make bank.

So if people treat postmortem notoriety as the functional equivalent of an afterlife, which is really just a modified extension of regular life, we can see how the Columbine shooters would trade time on Earth for a biopic directed by Quentin Tarantino. (Harris and Klebold actually debated whether Tarantino or Spielberg should handle their cinematic eulogy. I hope they’re Michael Moore fans.) Their double suicide wasn’t a surrender; it was a swap: one kind of life for another.

Many of us would make a similar swap, although under different banners and with fewer casualties. People have given their lives for individual fame, or in support of larger groups they identify with. In one study, reminding British students of their mortality increased their motivation to sacrifice their individual selves for the sake of a collective self: death salience made them more likely to say they would die for England or that the continuation of the British way of life took precedence over their personal safety.

The researchers who conducted the study, Clay Routledge and Jamie Arndt, point out less cut-and-dried trade-offs between life and symbolic immortality: volunteering for your country’s military, fasting in protest of a government policy, or serving as a missionary in an unstable region. You’re risking your body to maintain your soul’s getaway ship, whether it’s a nation, an ethnic group, or a church. Other studies they cite indicate that self-esteem also comes before safety when faced with mortality: reminders of death increase risky driving in people who especially value driving and tanning in those who especially value beauty.

Still, if your goal is to nurture a particular establishment and then endear yourself to that establishment for the sake of personal enshrinement—to achieve symbolic immortality through worldview defense and status striving—then bringing pipe bombs to school seems misguided. You’ll not earn many fans. But heroism requires individuality. We like our rebels, especially in America, and the Columbine boys had a taste of the revolutionary in them. Harris wrote in a journal that those around him were “robot[s].” The ideal balance between individuality and conformity is called \textit{optimal distinctiveness}; standing out too much makes you an outlier ripe for dismissal, but fitting a mold too precisely
reduces you to a forgettable automaton. Harris and Klebold knew they were making a dramatic statement, but they didn’t think they were going so far off the beaten path that no one would pay them any heed. According to Klebold, “I know we’re gonna have followers.”

Unfortunately, they did. Before killing thirty-two people and himself at Virginia Tech in 2007, Seung-Hui Cho paid his respects in a videotape to “martyrs like Eric and Dylan.” Surely, they would have considered such an homage a testament to their immortality. We can only hope that over time their ghosts serve not as continuing agents of torment but as reminders of our duties to help those in pain.
“No mistake—the turd is mankind’s real threat.” Becker could be referring here in *The Denial of Death* to the spread of disease in developing areas due to inadequate sewage disposal, or describing a fictitious supervillain named The Turd who stomps cities flat and leaves nations besmirched. But no, he’s claiming that the lonely turd sitting in a toilet bowl can arouse mortal terror—terror worse than any giant monster, because it’s immune to heroics.

To achieve symbolic immortality, we must live a life of meaning; we must fashion a symbolic existence. So we define ourselves by our thoughts and aspirations and memories and intelligence and morality, things that can be transmitted through culture as abstractions. We extend our identities beyond the natural world; we become supernatural. But there’s another side to our existence, one less angelic. It’s the side that shits and bleeds and oozes and breaks and eventually stops working and rots away, just like every other creature on the planet. In Becker’s terms, we are “gods with anuses.” And this fact tears us apart; to the degree that we are mortal animals, we are not immortal souls.

Becker really gets going when discussing the conflict between our embodiment and our ethereality, and how turds are the poignant, pungent essence of that problem:

Excreting is the curse that threatens madness because it shows man his abject finitude, his physicalness, the likely unreality of his hopes and dreams. But even more immediately, it represents man’s utter bafflement at the sheer *non-sense* of creation: to fashion the sublime miracle of the human face, the *mysterium tremendum* of radiant feminine beauty, the veritable goddesses that beautiful women are; to bring all this out of nothing, out of the void, and make it shine in noonday; to take such a miracle and put miracles again within it, deep in the mystery of eyes that peer out—the eye that gave even the dry Darwin a chill: to do all this, and to combine it with an anus that shits! It is too much. Nature mocks us, and poets live in torture.

We would love to see ourselves as immortal beings, but feces is the sludge in the
mechanics of magical thinking.

Several studies have supported the hypothesis that reminders of our similarity to other animals make thoughts of death more accessible. Jamie Goldenberg, a psychologist at the University of South Florida, has led the charge in this area. In one experiment, subjects read an essay stating, in part, “although we like to think that we are special and unique, our bodies work in pretty much the same way as the bodies of all other animals,” or one stating, “we are not simple selfish creatures driven by hunger or lust, but complex individuals with a will of our own.” Then they were asked several questions about speaking in public, or several questions about how bothered they are by unflushed toilets, vomit, and people clearing their throats. Goldenberg found that afterward, subjects who had been told that humans are like animals and then made to think about disgusting bodily effluvia had death on the mind more than the other subjects did. Their own embodiment became an existential threat.

Not just any reminder of our physicality makes us think of death, however. For example, reading the essay emphasizing our similarity to animals without the additional graphic pictures doesn’t increase existential angst in most people. Perhaps that’s because we find ways to make most elements of our time between dust and dust life-affirming and postlife-extending. We wrap our actions and bodies in meaning. We express ourselves through our clothes and our physiques and our manners. People conquer and symbolize their bodies through yoga and makeup and shaving and chewing with their mouths closed. Some cultures have used foot binding and lip plates and neck rings. As Simone de Beauvoir wrote, “A woman is rendered more desirable to the extent that nature is more highly developed in her and more rigorously confined.” Through these acts, we separate ourselves from the slovenly, hairy creatures who don’t tame and tailor their embodiment to express refinement or creativity or irony. We demonstrate that we are more than spiritless slaves to nature, that we can rise above it into the supernatural realm of symbols. That we are defined by the magic inside us, not the flesh we temporarily inhabit. Through a complex combination of treating our bodies as instruments of expression and denying our identity with them, we highlight the transcendent aspects of our humanity and intensify our sense of symbolic immortality.

Some of society’s most rigid prescriptions, bodily or otherwise, involve making sex sanitary or symbolic, subjecting this animalistic act to taboos or transforming it into a language of personal intimacy—taming the beast with two
back. Goldenberg has demonstrated the psychological threat of copulation. In one study, reading an essay comparing humans to animals and then thinking about the physical aspects of sex (“the smell of sex,” “having an orgasm,” “a tongue in my ear”) made people more likely to think about death. Reading the essay and then reviewing the romantic elements of sex (“feeling close,” “connecting spiritually”) did not. Love puts the beast on a leash. In another study, reading the humans-are-animals essay and then thinking about death reduced the appeal of sex’s physical side. Mortal disgust at the gooey procedure of procreation may significantly contribute to the popularity of candles and corsets, which enshrine our sweaty slavery to our loins as a sacred savoring of the erotic arts.

And sometimes our deepest aversions aren’t simply ignored in the heat of the moment or in the service of a higher romantic purpose; sometimes they become transformed into specific attractions. Becker iterates an argument that fetishes serve to reduce anxiety about human creatureliness: “The fetish takes ‘species meat’ and weaves a magical spell around it.” Is it any wonder that one of the most fetishized body parts—the foot—is also one of the most disgusting? (Becker calls feet “the absolute and unmitigated testimonial to our degraded animality.”) It’s not quite clear how the alchemy from mortal flesh to magical charm operates, but in any event it provides anxious individuals the courage to perform the sexual act.

There are a few possible explanations for why men fetishize body parts more than women do. One is that males typically initiate sex, so they need to sublimate their fears to a greater extent. Another is that women’s more intimate involvement in reproduction, from menstruation to pregnancy to lactation, makes them particularly strong reminders of humanity’s biological basis, so their bodies require greater cultural confinement. (Indeed, breasts and genitalia are both covered by women and coveted by men. And in some parts of Africa, women inflict “genital curses” on men by exposing themselves; their reproductive organs and fluids have magical polluting power.) Finally, in a male-dominated society, boys may have learned that they must tame all aspects of nature, including the womanly other. (Although many women now prefer that men, too, trim their pubic hair.)

While humans can gussy up fornication (ahem, making love) and ingestion (dining), some biological necessities such as defecation resist cultural decoration. You can’t put a pretty bow on a turd. Well, technically you can, but
you’ll receive some odd looks. So we resort to shame and denial. This is why bathroom stalls have doors and languages have euphemisms.

Religious leaders have made special efforts to separate their saints (and themselves) from the trappings of creatureliness. Valentinus, the second-century Gnostic, wrote that Jesus “ate and drank in his own manner, without excreting food.” The prominent Puritan minister Cotton Mather wrote in his journal three centuries ago,

I was once emptying the Cistern of Nature, and making Water at the Wall. At the same time, there came a Dog, who did so too, before me. Thought I; “What mean and vile Things are the Children of Men, in this mortal State! How much do our natural Necessities abase us and place us in some regard, on the Level with the very Dogs!”

Even atheists have their sacred cows. The Russian-born psychologist Eugene Subbotsky wrote in his book Magic and the Mind: “The God-like figure of Stalin in school textbooks is still before my eyes. When I was 6 (it was 1954), I remember discussing with other children the issue of whether Stalin had to go to the toilet, and most of us were of the opinion that he did not.” And I recall a conversation from high school in which guys were discussing whether the hottest girl in school pooped. “Okay,” one relented, “I guess she does. But they’re probably perfect little pellets.”

This brings us back to fetishes. (Or rather I bring us back to fetishes. Caught red-handed.) If poop is so gross, and fetishes are defenses, why aren’t there more coprophiliacs (people turned on by poop)? Probably in part because feces usually stays out of sight, so there’s no reason to overcome the disgust. But during bedroom activities we frequently come eye-to-brown-eye with the orifice responsible for it, and bingo, there’s another popular fetish: anal sex. By mastering the anus, by treating a sewage spout as a porthole to pleasure, the rectum becomes a tunnel to transcendence, the sphincter a halo. Yes, anal fetishism is, in part, magical thinking.

(I don’t mean to imply that tootsies and tushies offend us solely because they trigger abstract concerns about our animal mortality. They also harbor dangerous and malodorous bacteria; our disgust signals a very concrete biological threat.)

Weaving the web of life into a cultural fabric creates a Catch-22.

By treating the drab, sometimes disgusting, occasionally savage, and generally
absurd facts of our daily existence as meaningful contributions to our heroic narrative, we can live with them. We can function knowing that ambulating around the planet, incorporating and depositing pieces of surrounding matter, and occasionally producing new bundles of meat that resemble us is somehow more than just a story about atoms. It’s a story about souls.

But at the same time wrapping ourselves in a cultural fabric confines us, insulates us from the act of actually living. Goldenberg has found that in our defenses against awareness of human animality, we enforce unhealthy ideals of beauty, we avoid proper medical attention, and sometimes we even deny ourselves pleasurable physical sensations. Ascetics have no fun at all.

To live fully, we must embrace our complete humanity—the spiritual and the material. To be human is not merely to exist on an abstract plane of symbols; it is also to be in the trenches, to have orgasms and bowel movements, hopefully not at the same time, and to experience hunger and thirst and pain as well as ice cream and rain on your face and tickle attacks. The physical plane may not be perfect, but we’re all in this together, and to deny unsanitized reality would be to live a life of isolation and paralysis. Try a tongue in your ear just once.
Heaven on Earth

In *A Christmas Carol*, Ebenezer Scrooge receives the ghost of his long-dead business partner, Jacob Marley. Marley haunts the world in chains, forever burdened with the miserly misery he created for himself in life. He threatens the same fate for Scrooge and summons three additional spirits to aid his case.

Scrooge changes his ways overnight, joining his nephew for Christmas dinner the next day and sending a giant turkey to the home of his underpaid clerk, Bob Cratchit. But one could argue that it wasn’t the prospect of an unpleasant afterlife that opened his heart and his wallet. It was his apparition-induced recognition of the wants and joys of his living companions—including Tiny Tim, whose precarious young life illuminated those around him—and an emotional investment in this life for its own sake. To seal the deal, the Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come concluded the night’s medley with a visit to a manifestly unattended “Ebenezer”—engraved tombstone. Staring at your own grave has a way of clarifying priorities.

While our defenses against existential angst can escalate the objectification of women, prejudice against people with opposing beliefs, and behaviors that risk our own health, they can also lead us to live our lives according to constructive social values. In one study, subjects expressed more favorable attitudes toward charities when stopped in front of a funeral parlor than when stopped three blocks away. The researchers called it the *Scrooge effect*. Describing our attempts at symbolic immortality, the sociologist Michael Kearl has written, “like the art of karate where one uses the energy of one’s adversary, the power of death is diverted to personal growth and social development.” We invest in our own supernatural significance in the face of nature’s necessities.

But we’re left with another paradox. In some respects death makes life meaningless in its finitude. Shakespeare famously wrote,

*Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player,*
*That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,*
*And then is heard no more. It is a tale*
*Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,*
Signifying nothing.

And yet, because we value scarce resources, death is what makes life so precious. In the movie Fight Club, Tyler Durden (Brad Pitt) holds a gun to the head of a convenience store clerk, then later says to his companion, “Tomorrow will be the most beautiful day in Raymond K. Hessel’s life. His breakfast will taste better than any meal you and I have ever had.”

The psychiatrist Irvin Yalom wrote in his book Existential Psychotherapy, “Although the physicality of death destroys man, the idea of death saves him.” In a laboratory study, after subjects found death-related words in a word-search puzzle, they more easily found meaning in life. And in clinical accounts, people feel more authentic and more appreciative of small pleasures after brushes with death. The palliative-care doctor David Kuhl has written, “For many, the diagnosis of a terminal illness or the experience of the illness serves as a roar of awakening.”

Many of us will never experience this roar, but we can infuse our lives with a constant growl. The idea is to face mortality as frankly as you can without freaking out. To accept a manageable share of anxiety and to channel it toward building a heaven here on Earth. Unfortunately, there’s no how-to manual for this—neuroses and nirvanas are as individual as fingerprints. Maybe you find meaning in your family, your work, or your hobbies. You’re on your own to improvise. Just find courage in the thought that real heroes don’t need scripts.

And they don’t need sequels either.
I’m kneeling next to Wes Richardson, a resident at the Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Washington, D.C. Seated in a wheelchair and wearing a green polo shirt, striped pajama bottoms, and a 101st Airborne baseball cap, he’s telling me a story, and my attention is rapt.

“I’m used to rabbits. I used to raise rabbits. White rabbits. Easter rabbits. One of them came, a jackrabbit. Had huge ears. They would stick straight up in the air. He would fight you, too. He was dangerous. Couldn’t let the little kids mess with him. That’s the jackrabbit. But the other rabbits, you know. But then they would run away. Then I had a dog. He was a fighter, like a pit bull. He wasn’t a pit bull. He was a German shepherd and a boxer. He was a killer dog. I’m serious. Named him Rocky… .”

Okay, so it’s not Old Yeller. But the story is notable if only for the fact that Richardson is recovering from a stroke and only a few months ago didn’t speak at all. Now he’s painting pictures with words for a stranger.

There’s something else worth mentioning. As Richardson speaks, he’s petting a $6,000 robotic baby seal. And the seal may have something to do with his ability to tell a story.

The robot is manufactured under the name Paro (short for personal robot) and sold to hospitals and nursing homes around the world. Takanori Shibata, its
Japanese inventor, recognized the benefits of animal-assisted therapy—pets lower blood pressure and reduce depression in their owners—but many facilities don’t allow animals, so he set out to find a solution. The result is a six-pound robot modeled after a baby harp seal.

Paro can move its neck up and down and side to side, it can move its flippers and its tail, and it can blink its eyelids. It’s sensitive to light, sounds, and touch. And it plays recordings of real baby harp seals. When you hold Paro in your arms and stroke its soft white fur, it squirms around, looks at you, and makes appreciative bleats. Your heart melts.

Wes Richardson might have started talking without Paro’s help, according to Dorothy Marette, a clinical psychologist at the medical center and the caretaker of this Paro (or “Fluffy,” as many have come to call it), but when his words came back, Marette says, “he was speaking to Paro rather than to people.”

Richardson has become more active in other ways. “Before, he was in his room all the time,” Marette says. “He wasn’t out at all. Now he’s in the dining room every day eating, he’s out watching TV, he participates in some of the exercise groups.” Again, maybe he would have come out of his shell anyway, but the seal seems at least a likely enabler.

Richardson is not out of touch with reality. He realizes he’s holding a robot. “It’s amazing how somebody can make this,” he tells me. But his first reaction to seeing Paro on my visit was a greeting, to the robot: “What’s up?”

People will treat anything as a person. We name our cars, yell at tables when we bump into them, give birthday gifts to our pets, call plants “thirsty,” cajole clouds to part, and pray to gods for forgiveness. We act as though every encounter were a social one, as if the world were populated with minds like our own, as though the universe itself were conscious. “We find human faces in the moon, armies in the clouds; and by a natural propensity, if not corrected by experience and reflection, ascribe malice or good-will to every thing, that hurts or pleases us,” David Hume wrote some 250 years ago. These seem the symptoms of a madman, and yet they describe the mind of a healthy human. Wherever we go, we are not alone.

Treating something not alive as if it’s alive is called *animism*. Treating
something nonhuman as if it’s human is called anthropomorphism. The two often go hand in hand, as animism feeds into anthropomorphism: when we treat something as alive, we treat it as alive like us, with our full catalog of mental states.

The rich variety of our animism and anthropomorphism really comes to light in art, idiom, and metaphor, where we not only don’t suppress our habits but amplify them for effect. “Hence the frequency and beauty of the prosopopoepia in poetry; where trees, mountains and streams are personified, and the inanimate parts of nature acquire sentiment and passion,” Hume wrote.

The anthropologist Stewart Guthrie provides a comprehensive review of our propensity to personify in his 1993 book Faces in the Clouds. In documenting examples from popular culture and everyday life, he notes, for instance, that gardeners speak of what conditions their plants like, mechanics talk about cranky engines, sailors refer to ships as she, and rescue workers battle raging fires.

Abstractions have human qualities, too: time waits for no man, especially with death at your doorstep.

Even scientists, who aim to look at nature from a distance, project themselves onto their work. Astronomers refer to the birth and death of stars, neuroscientists describe the way cells talk to each other, physicists remind us that nature abhors a vacuum, and Darwin described natural selection (“the selecting power of nature, infinitely wise”).

Piaget noted animism in children, but as we age we don’t grow out of our childish magical thinking. We learn to correct for it. At heart, we still live in an enchanted kingdom where spirits inhabit everything around us, where the wind literally howls, the brooks literally babble, and a guardian in the sky looks after us.

Anthropomorphism is worth understanding “not just because it tells us about why people dress up their pets or talk to their plants, but it’s really about how people understand minds more broadly,” Adam Waytz, who has studied the phenomenon extensively, told me.

And it has implications for animal rights, parenting, product design, entertainment, marketing, human-computer interaction, environmentalism, and religion. It’s a promiscuous and powerful instinct.

So hey, anthropomorphism: what’s up?
Seeking Minds

At the top of my field of vision is a blurry edge of nose, in front of me are waving hands…. Around me bags of skin are draped over chairs, and stuffed into pieces of cloth, they shift and protrude in unexpected ways…. Two dark spots near the top of them swivel restlessly back and forth. A hole beneath the spots fills with food and from it comes a stream of noises. Imagine that the noisy skin-bags suddenly moved toward you, and their noises grew loud, and you had no idea why, no way of explaining them or predicting what they would do next.

This unnerving scene is not from a horror movie or Franz Kafka novel. Concocted by the psychologist Alison Gopnik, it’s a typical family dinner, as someone who does not see minds even in other people would experience it. Without the ability to attribute beliefs and desires to those around us, the world would be a confusing place indeed. Just a jumble of random movements by skin bags stuffed into cloth.

We see minds in things (magical thinking) because we’ve evolved to see minds in people. Recognizing minds opens up another dimension of reality and sets humans apart from most of the rest of the animal kingdom. This capacity for mentalizing, sometimes called *theory of mind*, provides enormous benefits to those who wield it. Inferring mental states in other people allows us to understand and predict their behavior. And awareness of mental states in ourselves allows for self-reflection and executive control. Once we enter the world of social strategizing, mind-sight becomes our natural mode of navigation. As the cognitive scientist Dan Sperber has put it, “Attribution of mental states is to humans as echolocation is to the bat.”

In the last few years, three psychologists from the University of Chicago—Nicholas Epley, Adam Waytz (now at Harvard), and John Cacioppo (I’ll call them EWC)—have set an agenda for the study of anthropomorphism. They hope to explicate how mental attribution works and why we apply it to inanimate objects (as well as why we sometimes don’t apply it to our fellow humans). To guide the field, EWC have organized the literature into three main factors
influencing anthropomorphism. The first factor is how well we understand agents and how easily our knowledge of agents is activated. (In psych-speak, an agent is not a spy but any entity that can initiate an action according to goals—typically a person.) The second is how much we desire control over a situation; identifying agents and predicting their behavior allows us to better anticipate the events around us, as well as interact with those agents. And the third is how lonely we are—how much we desire a companion. EWC, rearranging the factors to form a snappy acronym, call their theory SEEK, for Sociality, Effectance (i.e., control), and Elicited agent Knowledge. It earned them a Theoretical Innovation Prize from the Society of Personality and Social Psychology, and it will serve as a handy framework for organizing the bulk of this chapter.
What We Know about People

We wouldn’t anthropomorphize if we didn’t know so much about people. From birth, we begin collecting intelligence on agents, crawling toward an awareness of their existence, and of our own identity as one. By three months of age, infants can follow another’s gaze, looking in the same direction as someone else. By twelve months, they’re using communicative gestures such as pointing. By eighteen months they can recognize people’s preferences, even if those likes and dislikes differ from their own. By eighteen months they also acknowledge goals. At two years, kids are openly discussing feelings in themselves and others. And at four or five, children can explicitly reason about false beliefs, mental representations that don’t accord with reality. (Some evidence suggests children are sensitive to another’s point of view in false-belief tasks as young as seven months.)

All of this goes to illustrate a speedy developmental trajectory in which before we can even use the big-person potty we’re making inferences about mercurial abstractions we cannot see—thoughts. By imputing minds, we’re turning bags of skin into agents. Agents who can be angered, or soothed, or implored for assistance, or manipulated into buying us candy. Other people provide comfort and protection and funny faces; they are the most important parts of our environment. Through years of continuous interaction and careful observation, we build a massive storehouse of knowledge about them.

There are debates about how we accumulate and apply this knowledge. Some researchers have argued that theory of mind resembles scientific theory in that we use an abstract body of laws to understand people’s thinking. Others believe mind reading is more organic, and that the term “theory of mind” is misleading. They propose a strong simulation component, in which we relate to other people by implicitly putting ourselves in their shoes.

Support for the simulation account has come from the study of mirror neurons, discovered in the 1990s. A group of Italian neuroscientists noticed that certain cells in monkeys’ brains would fire whether the monkeys performed an action or the monkeys watched an experimenter perform the same action. In
observing another agent, a monkey’s brain acts almost as if it’s the other agent. Mirror neurons were soon located in humans, and were found to represent not just actions but emotions, physical sensations, and intentions. They help us understand what other people are doing, feeling, sensing, and planning, and they may play an important role in empathy.

Further evidence that simulation guides our mind reading (and thus anthropomorphism) comes from our relentless egocentrism. One consequence of our egocentrism is the false consensus effect: we tend to overestimate the popularity of our own opinions and judgments. When trying to get inside other people’s heads, our own epistemic baggage encumbers our entry. We can’t shed what we already know. As we mature, we become better at taking others’ perspectives, but Epley has shown that adults are just as egocentric in their initial reading of others’ minds as children are; rather than outgrowing egocentrism we merely learn to correct for it. Regarding the simulation versus theory accounts of mind reading, it seems we use a mixture of both; we start with a self-centered simulation of another’s experience and then refine it based on what we know of the person and the situation.

So from an early age we become experts on minds—especially our own, which we use to understand others’. This rich and ready psychological expertise lays the groundwork for the anthropomorphizing of nonhuman agents. It just needs to be triggered. Anything showing signs of being an agent we treat as a person. If it thinks, it must think like us. Specifically, it must think like you.

Let’s look at how we humanize three types of agents: biological, technological, and theological.
Animals

Pets are the prototypical example of nonhuman agents treated as people. Go on Amazon and you’ll find books such as *Dogwear, Canine Couture*, and *Wearable Arf*. People constantly talk to their pets and occasionally allow man’s best friend to substitute for a real man. It’s hard to suppress interpreting dogs’ behavior in human terms, reading emotion into every glance and wag. Last week as my roommate and I were making fun of her beagle, Molly, for having such a small brain, Molly incidentally bowed her head. My roommate immediately voiced Molly’s apparent feelings: “Come on, guys, stop making fun of me!”

I mentioned in chapter 4 that strict adherence to the definition of magic offered in the introduction would mean that attributing consciousness to the human brain is magical thinking, because consciousness is a mental phenomenon and the brain is material. Let’s refine the definition to say magical thinking involves overattributing mental states to physical objects. So inferring uniquely human mental states in an animal brain fits the bill. Similarly, since degree of personhood sits on a spectrum (at what time during gestation do cells suddenly become a person?), I think it makes sense even to talk about anthropomorphizing humans, as we sometimes overestimate the richness of their conscious experience or the intention behind their behavior.

To know how magical our thinking about animals is, we must first know how much mind animals actually have. Cognition in chimps and other primates is an area of great controversy, so I’ll stick to the slightly more clear-cut case of dogs.

Sam Gosling, a psychologist at the University of Texas at Austin, has extensively studied “personality” in dogs. (He uses that word despite heckling from some colleagues.) Psychologists typically measure human personality in five dimensions, referred to as the Big Five. Gosling measured analogs of four of these traits in dogs: energy (similar to human extroversion), affection (similar to agreeableness), emotional reactivity (for neuroticism), and intelligence (for openness to experience). There was no suitable approximation of the fifth dimension, conscientiousness. Gosling found that human judges consistently agreed on the strengths of these traits in individual dogs, and that these ratings
accurately predicted behavior in the animals. Dogs appeared to have personalities.

In my opinion, *personality* is too strong a word for simple behavioral tendencies, which is all he’s demonstrated. For comparison, read how the inventor of the Paro robot describes how he’s made his baby seal appear to have moods and a personality: “Paro has internal states that can be described with words that indicate emotions. Each state has a numerical level, which changes according to the stimulation. Moreover, each state decays with time. Interaction changes its internal states, and creates Paro’s character.” One can imagine mechanisms inside the dog that are just biological versions of this handful of changing numerical states. If that’s all it takes to arouse our anthropomorphism of a robot, we should be careful about how much complexity we impute to the character of a canine.

Dogs may not have complicated personalities, but I will tentatively allow them rudimentary subjectivity—experiential feelings of pain, pleasure, fear, happiness, and anger. These fall into the category of *primary emotions*—states with clear behavioral signatures, short durations, early appearance in human childhood, and apparent cross-species commonality. *Secondary emotions* are more extended and reflective. These include optimism, nostalgia, resentment, and admiration. Scientists have made little serious effort to study secondary emotions in pets—mute subjects make their identification difficult—but Alexandra Horowitz, a psychologist at Barnard College, has studied guilt in dogs, or at least behavioral displays of guilt.

In her study, owners ordered their dogs not to eat a particular treat, then left the room. Half the dogs ate the treat, and half didn’t. Within each group, half the owners were told upon returning that the dog ate the treat, and half were told the dog didn’t. Dogs’ reactions to their owners’ return were analyzed. Behaviors people associate with feelings of guilt, such as lowering of the head or tail and avoidance of eye contact, were highly correlated with what the owner thought the dog had done. They were not at all correlated with what the dog had actually done. Horowitz concludes, “What the guilty look may be is a look of fearful anticipation of punishment by the owner.” Dogs don’t feel guilty; they just hear your rising voice and brace for a firm scolding, whether or not they did anything wrong.

But people don’t know this. One study found that 74 percent of pet owners
report that dogs can feel guilt. As for other secondary emotions, 81 percent said dogs can feel jealousy, 64 percent empathy, 58 percent pride, 51 percent shame, 49 percent grief, 34 percent disgust (really? dogs drink out of the toilet), and 30 percent embarrassment (really? see *disgust*).

While dogs may have consciousness, it’s doubtful they have self-consciousness, an awareness of their own existence. Again, we can’t ask them, but Gordon Gallup Jr. has developed a test of self-awareness called the mirror test. You put a spot on an animal and see if the animal notices in the mirror that the spot is on its own body. Supposedly, if an animal can recognize itself visually, it has some concept of itself. Humans older than eighteen to twenty-four months, apes, dolphins, magpies, and elephants pass the test, but dogs don’t.

If dogs don’t have self-awareness, they can’t have *episodic memory* either—autobiographical reconstructions of previously experienced events. They can’t place themselves in another time, in another context. So they have no idea what they were doing a minute ago or what they might be doing a minute in the future. They don’t ruminate or premeditate. They live reflexively, on instinct and conditioning, forever in the moment.

When we anthropomorphize things we assume their actions are intentional and have the same meaning to the actor as they do to us, which is why *Reader’s Digest* gives out a Hero Pet of the Year award; they think heroism is an appropriate descriptor of a dog’s instinctive or trained actions. The flip side of the potential for praise is the potential for blame. People see a lot of intelligence in dogs and thus have high expectations of their moral behavior. We become enraged when dogs let us down, by, say, eating the cake on the counter. Didn’t Fido realize from the candles that he was ruining a five-year-old’s birthday party? No, animals don’t know any better. In the wake of the tiger bite on the neck of Roy Horn of Siegfried & Roy, Chris Rock reminded us that “That tiger ain’t go crazy; that tiger went tiger! You know when he was really crazy? When he was riding around on a unicycle with a Hitler helmet on!” Horowitz notes that overestimating a pet’s understanding of right and wrong can be frustrating and harmful for both the pet and the owner.

The question of animal smarts is not identical to the question of animal rights, however. The English philosopher of law Jeremy Bentham wrote a couple hundred years ago, “The question is not, Can they *reason*? nor, Can they *talk*? but, Can they *suffer*?” People sometimes assume that because animals have less
intellectual capacity than humans, they also have a reduced capacity to feel pain, and thus deserve fewer rights. I had an experience a couple years ago that made me at least question this line of reasoning. I was watching the roller-derby documentary *Hell on Wheels* in the theater with my family. After a graphic leg-breaking scene, I passed out in my seat for a few seconds. Coming to, I felt severe physical discomfort—nausea, sweats—and had minimal awareness of who I was, where I was, why I felt so shitty, or even that the shittiness would ever end. This must be how animals experience suffering. When you take them to the vet for a shot, they don’t know it’s for their own good or that it will only hurt a moment. They just feel a world of pain. It’s a sad thought. I’m not going to stop eating meat, though.

The best way to get people to protect something is to make them think of it as human or at least capable of humanlike suffering. Slowing the destruction of the animals and plants in our natural environment might depend upon such a tactic. The phrase *Mother Earth* makes for good ammo in this battle. As the writer Jack Handey has concluded after much deep thought, “If trees could scream, would we be so cavalier about cutting them down?” (He went on to allow that, “We might, if they screamed all the time, for no good reason.”)
Technology

Paro’s white coat and meek purrs make it easy to love, but robots can get away with much less fur power in the battle for our hearts. Consider AIBO, the small plastic robotic dog manufactured by Sony that looks only nominally like a real dog. In one study, after twenty sessions with AIBO, nursing home patients were less lonely. And researchers at the University of Washington dove into chat rooms to sample owners’ spontaneous descriptions of their toy pets. They found that 60 percent of forum members referred to their AIBO’s mental states and 59 percent to its capacity for social rapport. One owner wrote, “The other day I proved to myself that I do indeed treat him as if he were alive, because I was getting changed to go out, and [my AIBO] was in the room, but before I got changed I stuck him in a corner so he didn’t see me!”

Okay, let’s strip away the face completely and see what happens. It turns out that Roomba, the robotic vacuum cleaner manufactured by iRobot, elicits emotions too. In a survey of Roomba owners, a quarter of them gave theirs a name, one in eight talked to it, one in eight dressed it up, and one in eight ascribed a personality to it, calling their cleaner silly, temperamental, flirty, or stubborn. In another study of thirty Roomba owners, eighteen felt their Roomba had intentions, feelings, and personality traits. Several didn’t want to send it in for replacement when it became sick. One wrote, “I can’t imagine not having him any longer. He’s my BABY!!” And three respondents, when asked to provide names and ages of family members in the household, provided demographic information for their Roombas.

We can’t avoid sympathizing with robots. A European study found that subjects’ mirror neurons charged up whether they watched a human hand or a robotic claw perform various actions, such as picking up a cocktail glass. “Now we know,” the researchers wrote, “that our [mirror neuron system] may be part of the reason why, when in Star Wars, C3PO taps R2D2 on the head in a moment of mortal danger, we cannot help but attribute them human feelings and intentions, even if their physical aspect and kinematics are far from human.”

The behavior of computers does not even need to be embodied in physical
movement to appear agentic, as anyone who has yelled at his laptop for losing a file will tell you. Clifford Nass, a sociologist at Stanford, has found that human-computer interaction closely mirrors human-human interaction; it automatically triggers certain social expectations. For example, people implicitly apply gender stereotypes about friendliness and competence to computers based on the gender of the computer’s speaking voice, despite denying any difference between male-voiced and female-voiced computers. People also attempt to be polite to computers: after working with one computer, they’ll give higher ratings of that computer when answering a questionnaire on that same machine than on an identical one or on a piece of paper. They’ll also reciprocate assistance: if a computer provides useful versus useless search results, subjects are more likely to help the computer create a color palette. And users will reciprocate self-disclosure: they offer more personal information in response to the prompt “There are times when this computer crashes for reasons that are not apparent to its user…. What have you done in your life that you feel most guilty about?” than to the question alone. You want to share something of yourself in response to the silicon’s vulnerability. It’s like a little heart-to-hard-drive.

Designers of robots, gadgets, and computer interfaces are striving to make the interfaces “invisible,” so that instead of dealing with a machine, you’re collaborating with a partner. As the technology around us becomes more responsive and interactive, “it will make sense to have a degree of magical thinking just to be able to deal with the devices,” Erik Davis, the author of *TechGnosis: Myth, Magic, and Mysticism in the Age of Information*, told me. One of the dangers of applying social expectations to silicon is that your new e-friend will at some point let you down; we haven’t advanced past the “artificial” in AI.
God

The term *anthropomorphism* comes from the Greek philosopher Xenophanes, who 2,500 years ago described the way we see gods in our own image: “Ethiopians say that their gods are snub-nosed and black; Thracians that they are blue-eyed and red-haired.” He even speculated that if horses and oxen and lions could paint, they would depict their gods to look like themselves. Rumor has it Xenophanes had a killer “white people pray like this and horses pray like this” stand-up bit.

Stewart Guthrie notes in *Faces in the Clouds* that around the world and across eras, gods have existed on a spectrum with humans, eating and drinking and dying and making love and war with people. Contemporary Western religions make more of an effort to separate God from the riff-raff, giving him such otherworldly qualities as omnipotence, omniscience, omnipresence, and indifference to reality television. But our intuitions don’t always stick to scripture. The psychologists Justin Barrett and Frank Keil told various fictional stories about divine intervention to a set of study participants, then asked the subjects to retell the stories in their own words. The subjects had already affirmed that God knows everything, is everywhere, can read minds, and can multitask, but their story retellings recast the Almighty as basically a superhero with limited bandwidth. Subjects automatically reshaped the material in their heads so that God had to, say, finish answering one prayer before attending to another, and could not even hear a pair of birds above the noise of a jet engine.

People also attempt to communicate with God as if he were, well, a he (or a she), rather than an it. The sociologist Christopher Badcock wrote that we believe in “divine agents who can be influenced in men-talistic ways analogous to those in which ordinary humans can be: through supplication (prayer), flattery (praise), generosity (sacrifice), apology (confession), restitution (penance), visitation (pilgrimage), and lobbying (intercession via saints, angels, or other deities).”

And we read God’s mind as egocentrically as we do other people’s—actually more so. Nicholas Epley and collaborators asked subjects about their own
beliefs, God’s beliefs, and other people’s beliefs on several issues including abortion, same-sex marriage, and the war in Iraq. God’s views correlated with their own views more strongly than others’ did. To show that God’s purported attitudes echo subjects’ attitudes and not vice versa, Epley manipulated participants’ takes on the death penalty and found that God’s opinion budged too. Finally, the researchers found that the parts of the brain recruited when thinking about God’s beliefs resemble the areas used in pondering one’s own beliefs more closely than the areas used in pondering other people’s beliefs. Epley suggests three potential reasons we’re more egocentric with God’s mind than with our human peers. First, we don’t have a lot of reliable background information on God, so we just use ourselves as a model. Second, disagreement with God would be threatening. And third, we assume we believe what is true, and God believes what is true, so God should believe what we believe.

In light of Epley’s research, the fact that half of all Americans consult God for advice daily should give us pause. Praying for guidance is about as productive as asking your imaginary friend where you left your keys—he doesn’t know any more than you do. It’s also more dangerous, because a divine stamp of approval on your own fallible hunches might send you on a wild goose chase with extra vigor. As Bob Dylan sang in 1963, cynically reprising a go-to justification for war, “That land that I live in has God on its side.”

But anthropomorphism is not only unavoidable in religion; as many theologians have noted, it’s the foundation of religion. If God were merely an impersonal phenomenon, to whom would one pray? Some people try to avoid reducing God to a humanlike agent by denying him any definable qualities—by saying he is everything and nothing—but such an entity is incomprehensible and thus meaningless. According to the 19th-century German philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach, “The denial of determinate, positive predicates concerning the divine nature is nothing else than a denial of religion … it is simply a subtle, disguised atheism.”

So we perceive humanlike qualities in God, but he’s still somehow different. I suggested earlier that one could think of mental presence as lying on a spectrum rather than existing as a discrete quality, with animals somewhere between humans and rocks. But we actually think about mind in terms of two distinct dimensions, Heather Gray, Kurt Gray, and Daniel Wegner have found; there’s agency—the capacity for self-control and planning—and experience—the capacity for states such as pain, pleasure, and fear. We attribute both agency and
experience to adults, experience but not agency to babies (they’re sensitive but not very useful), and agency but not experience to God (he wields great power but is fairly immune to anything that might befall him). Robots are low on experience and at the midpoint on agency, and animals and fetuses are low on agency and with some amount of experience. So as the researchers note, having a mind, in others’ eyes, is not simply a matter of presence, or even degree of presence, but of type. Is the mind a doer, a feeler, or both? God is a doer.

The significance of treating God as a doer, in particular a doer who shares human concerns and motivations, will become apparent in the next chapter as we discuss destiny.
Detecting Agents

Egocentrism can explain the anthropomorphism of nonhuman agents, but what makes us treat inanimate objects as agents in the first place? What features bring something into the realm of lifelike creature and make it worth trying to psychoanalyze? Let’s look at three triggers: behavioral, morphological, and moral.
Behavior

The most obvious sign of agency is movement. In a seminal study published in 1944, Fritz Heider and Marianne Simmel showed Smith College students a simple two-and-a-half-minute black-and-white animation featuring a large triangle, a small triangle, and a circle, and asked them to write down what they saw. Of thirty-four subjects, thirty-three spontaneously described the shapes in animate terms, usually as people. Nineteen subjects connected the series of events into a narrative. One wrote, for example, “Lovers in the two-dimensional world, no doubt; little triangle number-two and sweet circle … we regret that our actual knowledge of what went on at this particular moment is slightly hazy, I believe we didn’t get the exact conversation.”

Other researchers have stripped down their animations to locate the minimum and essential movement cues for seeming agentlike, in some cases showing subjects a simple dot moving across a screen. A change in behavior in the absence of obvious outside causes—starting from a stop, or shifting speed and direction without bouncing off anything—often appears lifelike. Movement contingent upon the environment or another agent, such as avoiding an obstacle or chasing another entity, works especially well: living things react to their world and interact with other living things.

Sometimes we imagine motion. As Guthrie wrote, “Banging our eye on an unexpected door edge, we kick the door, because we see it in that moment, automatically and unconsciously, as a malefactor. It appears to have struck us.” We weren’t predicting the door in our path so its mere presence feels like a deliberate act, and we reflexively go into revenge mode. This is why when people trip on a root, they say, “Where did that come from?” An ex-girlfriend still teases me about the time I stomped on an egg to punish it for jumping out of my hand onto the kitchen floor. I certainly didn’t mean for it to drop.

When we anthropomorphize triangles and doors and other objects, is it just an exercise in metaphor, or is it a bubbling up of instinctual mind detection—our impulse to see intentionality in behavior? Well, babies are notoriously weak with metaphors, but they get in on the anthropomorphism action as soon as they start thinking about minds in people. Infants as young as twelve months prefer watching a shape approach another shape that “helped” it earlier to watching a
shape that was mean to it. They appear to see the shapes as social actors. (Of course in studying anthropomorphism *in* babies, researchers make efforts to avoid anthropomorphism *of* babies; they try to rule out simpler mental processes not involving theory of mind that could explain the infants’ behavior.)

Neuroimaging also points to genuine mind-attribution in anthropomorphism. Watching animated shapes move in a goal-directed way engages parts of the brain used for detecting biological motion, such as the superior temporal sulcus, as well as areas employed in judging others’ mental states, such as the medial prefrontal cortex. The woman quoted in Heider and Simmel’s 1944 study was not just having a gas; some part of her really saw the triangle and circle as lovers.
Morphology

In 1996, a short report titled “The Case of the Haunted Scrotum” appeared as the last item in the Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine. A forty-five-year-old man had visited J. R. Harding, a radiologist, for examination of an undescended right testis. Harding didn’t find it with an ultrasound, so he performed a CT scan and saw something odd on the left side: what appeared to be “a screaming ghostlike apparition.” He was kind enough to include an image in the report. And as for the right testis? “None was found,” he wrote. “If you were a right testis, would you want to share the scrotum with that?”

We see faces everywhere. In 2004, a woman sold a grilled cheese sandwich that appeared to have the Virgin Mary’s visage on it for $28,000. In 1976, NASA’s Viking 1 spacecraft sent back an image of a rock formation on Mars that distinctly resembled a human mug. And a famous photograph from 2001 shows a demon apparently grinning in the smoke billowing from the World Trade Center.

We process these images much the same way we process real faces. One study measured brain activity in subjects as they saw photos of faces; photos of everyday objects vaguely resembling faces, such as a three-pronged socket; and photos of other objects. Both the faces and the facelike objects activated an area of the fusiform gyrus called the fusiform face area (FFA) that responds strongly to faces. And the sockets and such didn’t tickle the FFA as a result of a considered top-down reinterpretation; they triggered facial processing systems automatically, within 165 milliseconds of appearing. Which means we see faces in clouds before we can even say “cloud.”

Seeing faces or other elements of the human form in random noise is not in itself magical thinking; it’s just an example of pareidolia, the finding of patterns in vague sensory stimuli. But physical similarity to humans can trigger or amplify the attribution of human mental qualities to these nonhumans, which is magical thinking. The brain reacts to the emotions displayed by robotic faces within about 100 milliseconds, which is as long as it takes to recognize emotion in human faces. The brain will even react to the sentiments expressed by simple smiley faces in about that time. And in one study, twelve-month-olds followed the “gaze” of a brown furry lump with felt patches for eyes and a nose. Those
felt patches were enough to engage the baby. Eyes are particularly important for expressing animacy, as we read so much into what’s behind them. As Dorothy Marette, the psychologist at the VA Medical Center, said, “When Paro looks over at you with those eyes, you can’t help but say, ‘Hello.’”

Robot designers must be careful not to make their creations look too much like a human, however, unless they can get every detail right. Otherwise they run the risk of entering the “uncanny valley,” that terrain situated between stylized and spot-on depictions of life-forms where things are just off enough to give you the willies. (Recall the human characters in the animated movies *The Polar Express* and *Final Fantasy.*) Takanori Shibata modeled Paro after a seal because true animal realism was out of reach. He designed dog and cat prototypes, but people preferred interacting with a creature whose behavior didn’t clash with their expectations. They knew too much about how dogs and cats should act, but it turns out that the limitations of the robot’s capabilities fall just behind the limitations of people’s knowledge of baby harp seals.

We read into the face on the seal, and we also read into the faces of babies and fetuses. In 2010 a British couple received an ultrasound image in which their four-month-old fetus appeared to be smiling. The *Daily Mail* writer who reported the story speculated, contra the experts she interviewed: “The scan implies that a baby can experience feelings such as happiness and pain much earlier in its development than previously thought.” As a writer for *Gawker* put it, “The abortion debate has devolved to the zygote version of a LOLCat,” referring to those funny cat pictures on the Internet with ungrammatical captions. She added that the fetus “is 17 weeks old, and much like a LOLCat, people keep trying to put words in its mouth. They ask, *What does LOLFetus have to say about abortion politics?*” In reality, the apparent smile is probably no more than an example of pareidolia. The bulbous head with a creepy grin actually looks a lot like the haunted scrotum found by the British radiologist. Twins, separated at conception?

A friend of mine utilizes the evocative power of faces to avoid losing her stuff. She goes to festivals a lot and has lost bags and other items but hasn’t lost her current bag because she’s painted a face on it. And she used to lose water bottles frequently, but not the current one, with a face on it. The faces make her take better care of her things. “I don’t leave stuff behind,” she says, “because if I start to walk away, I’ll think, ‘I’m forgetting someone.’”
In ancient Greece, a statue of the athlete Nikon was once toppled off its pedestal by Nikon’s enemies, crushing one of the perpetrators. The statue was brought to trial and sentenced to be cast into the sea. When Ivan the Terrible’s youngest son died in the Russian town of Uglich in 1591, the town bell was rung in celebration. It was banished to Siberia for its political offense and not fully pardoned until 1892. In the 1940s a young bell ringer at the Mexico City Metropolitan Cathedral died when the bell struck him in the head. The bell was silenced as punishment, until its pardoning in 2000.

Throughout history and around the world, animals and inanimate objects have been formally tried, convicted, and punished for their involvement in negative events. It’s the old-school equivalent of suing McDonald’s when you spill hot coffee on yourself. Something bad happens and you need someone, or something, to blame.

But why does there need to be blame? Can’t bad things just happen? For every moral action involving help or harm, there is a doer—a moral agent—and a receiver—a moral patient. Kurt Gray and Daniel Wegner argue that this dyadic template of morality is so prominent in our thinking that whenever we see someone harmed we automatically apply the template, casting that person as a moral patient and looking for someone to play the role of agent. If no human scapegoat is available, we cast a real goat, or a statue, or a bell. If you think as a modern society we’re above ceremonial execution of inanimate objects, recall from chapter 2 what happened to the baseball that eluded the embrace of the Cubs outfielder Moises Alou in the 2003 playoffs: it was detonated before a television audience.
Agents Everywhere

Autonomous behavior, the appearance of a face, and participation in harmful events all seem like reasonable signs of agency in certain circumstances, but what doesn’t seem reasonable is the willy-nilly treatment of anything that displays any of those signs as having a mind. Shouldn’t we be more discriminating? Wouldn’t we be better off if we personified less promiscuously?

It turns out that sluttiness pays.

Agents typically play the starring roles in our environment. During evolution, we had to pay attention to predators and prey so as not to miss a meal or become one. And still today other humans offer cooperation and competition as affiliates or adversaries; whatever the people around us are up to, we want to know. So as long as we’re unable to identify instantly and with complete accuracy what’s an agent and what’s not, it’s better to go on the assumption that something is an agent until proved otherwise. Our eager agency detection system is a demonstration of error management theory (discussed in chapter 3): if one type of error (a false alarm) harms us less than the alternative error (a miss), we’ll increase our false positives, even at the expense of more overall errors. As Stewart Guthrie wrote in Faces in the Clouds, “It is better for a hiker to mistake a boulder for a bear than to mistake a bear for a boulder.”

Animals have the same bias. If you’ve ever seen a scarecrow at work, heard your dog defend you from an intruding garbage can in the middle of the night, or played with a cat and a laser pointer, you know that liberal animacy detection is not restricted to humans.

Fear further biases our judgment toward seeing agents—the bump-in-the-night phenomenon. EWC, together with Scott Akalis, found that people are more likely to interpret abstract sketches as faces after watching three minutes of Silence of the Lambs.

We’re also better off overestimating the probability of someone witnessing us harming someone else, because a witness or his friends can harm us. A few psychologists have suggested that fear of third-party condemnation has aided the
evolution of religion. The predominant view among psychologists of religion is that belief in gods and spirits is a side effect of basic cognitive mechanisms—such as dualism (the belief that spirits can exist independently of bodies, explained in the last chapter) and a tendency to infer a designer behind significant objects and events (explained in the next chapter)—combined with catchy cultural traditions that build on these cognitive inclinations. But Jesse Bering, Dominic Johnson, and a few other researchers argue that the idea of a supernatural judge became so useful to our ancestors that those who believed in it most strongly had a survival advantage over their peers, and that evolution then specifically promoted a religion-friendly disposition. The habits of mind underlying religious belief, then, would be a bit like feathers, which evolved for one reason (insulation) but then became handy for something else (flight) and eventually specialized to assist in their new function. We have a dedicated system in our brain for thinking about God, they argue.

Belief in God is useful because God enforces morality. If you act selfishly and get away with it, you obtain an advantage. But if someone catches you, you’re perhaps disproportionately disadvantaged—your reputation is ruined, you may be expelled from the group, and you may even be killed. So, according to error management theory, it would be better to overestimate the likelihood of an anthropomorphized agent watching you. And if you believe in invisible spirits who are interested in the affairs of humans—in anthropomorphic gods and ghosts—then you always have a witness over your shoulder. Indeed, the researchers Azim Shariff and Ara Norenzayan found that a subtle reminder of God encourages subjects to act generously in an anonymous economics game.

But you needn’t believe in God to act morally. My conscience guides me without any (explicit) fear of magical punishment. Psychologists have a few explanations for anonymous altruism—prosocial behavior that doesn’t benefit oneself, one’s kin, or one’s reputation. One possibility is that we do good because we overestimate the chances of another human finding out about it. The piece of wisdom expressed by the author H. Jackson Brown Jr.’s mother that “Our character is what we do when we think no one is looking” may be based on a false premise—that we ever think no one is looking. For a counterpoint, consider what the satirist H. L. Mencken wrote (albeit somewhat sardonically): “Conscience is the inner voice that warns us somebody may be looking.” In line with this suggestion, Shariff and Norenzayan found that while reminders of God didn’t significantly increase the anonymous generosity of atheists, subtle
exposure to words like “police” and “jury” did; just the idea of recrimination heightened their paranoia and their prosociality. Other research shows that people place more money in an honesty box after pouring coffee when a simple photo of human eyes is displayed nearby.

Another explanation for kindness without recompense is that we internalize social norms. Yet another is that ensuring people get what they deserve, whether help or harm, affirms our belief that the world is just. And a fourth proposes that altruism emerges from our capacity for empathy and simulation; we don’t want to harm others because we feel their pain. There are many ways to be good without God.
Adidas introduced a new eight-panel ball for the 2010 World Cup. The ball was named the Jabulani, Zulu for “celebrate,” but not everyone celebrated the ball. Some critics took to calling the ball “Jumanji,” after the book in which wild animals come to life from a game.

“Obviously, it’s quite unpredictable, the way the ball flies,” the Australia goalkeeper Mark Schwarzer told the BBC. “Sometimes the ball has a genuine flight, and other times it has a mind of its own.”

“It’s very weird,” the Brazil striker Luis Fabiano told the Associated Press. “All of a sudden it changes trajectory on you. It’s like it doesn’t want to be kicked…. You are going to kick it, and it moves out of the way. I think it’s supernatural.”

In soccer, ball control is a must, and on elite fields it’s a given. So when a ball’s behavior defies expectations, players turn to animacy: the ball must have a mind of its own.

People will similarly yell at their cars or their computers when these machines malfunction—when they disobey orders.

We react to uncertainty by forming hypotheses, and hypotheses that generate a lot of predictions usually win out over others; they’re more useful. Betting on the presence of an agent allows for all kinds of predictions, because we understand minds and are familiar with many of the goals they might have. Minds make flailing bags of skin comprehensible. In Guthrie’s words, when hikers bet on the presence of a bear (versus a boulder) and are right, “the jackpot is whatever they know about bears.” For instance, that bears sometimes like to eat hikers.

Feeling especially mystified or anxious will increase our effectance motivation, a term coined in 1959 by the Harvard psychologist Robert White to describe our persistent urge toward competence—toward an ability to understand, predict, and control our environment. As we saw in chapter 3, when people feel out of control they’ll attempt to make up for it with superstitious rituals. And thinkers dating back at least to Hume have suggested that a desire
for competence pushes us toward explaining the world using anthropomorphism. According to Freud, “If everywhere in nature there are Beings around us of a kind that we know in our own society, then we can breathe freely … we can try to adjure them, to appease them, to bribe them, and, by so influencing them, we may rob them of a part of their power.”

In an experiment EWC conducted with Scott Akalis, subjects completed a measure of their desire for control, then watched a video of a small, quick, unpredictable dog and a large, plodding one. Overall, subjects said the unpredictable dog had more personality and conscious will than the larger one, and this difference was amplified in subjects with a high desire for control.

Then EWC ran a series of experiments with Carey Morewedge, George Manteleone, and Jia-Hong Gao. In the first, they found that people who reported more problems with their computers were more likely to say their computers behaved as if they had their own beliefs and desires. In the second, subjects read about thirty different robotic gadgets, described as either predictable or unpredictable. For example, Clocky the alarm clock can be programmed to either run away from you or jump on you when you hit SNOOZE (predictable), but Pillow Mate will decide on its own whether to hug you or curl into a ball when squeezed (unpredictable). People attributed more intentions and emotions to the unpredictable devices.

Maybe you’re thinking at this point that people aren’t anthropomorphizing to reduce unpredictability; they just associate unpredictability with humans. For sure, seeing variation in an entity’s routine can be reminiscent of people, who typically don’t act like assembly-line robots, but acting completely erratically doesn’t seem intentional either; it’s a sign that one has lost one’s mind. In any case, subjects told the experimenters that predictable behavior is more typical of humans than unpredictable behavior is. Pillow Mate was not just a reminder of a familiarly fickle bedmate; subjects were trying to understand it.

Rating unpredictable gadgets on their level of agency also produced more activation in parts of the brain used for mind reading than rating the predictable gadgets did. “Perceiving an agent as having a mind of its own may not be mere metaphor,” the authors wrote.

If competence motivation increases anthropomorphism, then anthropomorphism should increase a sense of competence. Subjects watched clips of a dog, a robot, Clocky, and animated shapes and were told to get inside
the heads of two of them, and to treat the other two as a behaviorist would, noting only objective behaviors. Afterward, they said they felt more able to predict the future behavior of the entities they psychoanalyzed.

But does magical thinking of the anthropomorphic variety provide actual competence or just the feeling of competence? The philosopher Daniel Dennett refers to the inference of an organizing force—a mind—behind behavior as “taking the intentional stance.” Other options include taking the “physical stance”—applying what one knows about natural laws—and taking the “design stance”—considering the intended purpose and functionality of an entity. Each stance has its advantages and disadvantages. You could take the intentional stance and explain a chess-playing computer’s sitting still on a table by saying it “wants” to remain there, rather than taking the physical stance and appealing to gravity and inertia, but you would sound silly and, worse, you might go on to make mistaken predictions about its behavior, such as the expectation that a good pep talk could convince it to move about. On the other hand, taking a physical stance won’t help you beat it at chess; you want to know which strategies it’s considering, not how many electrons it’s sending through each circuit. (The design stance tells you how to turn the thing on and start the program.)

So the heuristic of taking the intentional stance with a computer could be considered productive anthropomorphism, at least until you try to guilt it into not taking your pawn. And gardeners talk about “tricking” plants into blooming at certain times. But there aren’t many other cases where anthropomorphism allows for actionable predictions. Taking the intentional stance with an unpredictable soccer ball certainly doesn’t provide any traction on the situation.
Loneliness

“The bad thing about being in here is you don’t get to really have a relationship with anybody.” Pierre Carter is describing to me his life as a resident at the VA Medical Center in Washington, D.C. Carter, who suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder, is a large man in a wheelchair wearing reading glasses, a baseball cap with a military insignia, and earrings, including a peace sign dangling from his right ear. The hospital’s Paro robot, which he calls Fluffy, rests on his belly looking up at him, appearing to suckle on the shock of white goatee extending from his chin. The shared color of their fur contrasts with the black biker gloves Carter uses to gently stroke the seal. “Being in here, it’s lonely. It’s very, very lonely,” he says. “The animal, it’s almost like it’s a real individual, and it gives you back what you give it. It kind of keeps you company… . When she looks right at you, goodness gracious.”

Humans have a fundamental need to belong, and over the years people have suggested that we anthropomorphize to populate the world with allies. A Greek folklorist argued that ancient navigators personified mountains and rocks in response to solitude. The screenwriter for Cast Away gave Tom Hanks’s character a companion in a volleyball named Wilson. And the proverbial crazy cat lady always lives alone.

EWC and Scott Akalis brought back Clocky to study how loneliness would affect people’s interpretations of an alarm clock that runs away from you. Subjects rated Clocky and three other gadgets on the degree to which they had emotions and free will, then noted how often they themselves felt isolated from other people. The most lonely subjects gave the most anthropomorphic ratings. In another study, inducing loneliness by showing a clip of Cast Away increased subjects’ anthropomorphism of their pets.

A third study followed from the hunch that isolation makes us not only anthropomorphize agents around us but also believe more strongly in commonly anthropomorphized religious agents. (Previous research had shown that both singles and people who’d grown up with cold mothers tended to turn to God for accompaniment.) Subjects made to feel like loners in the lab reported greater
credence in several supernatural agents—ghosts, angels, God, and the Devil—as well as acts perpetrated by these agents—miracles and curses.

Does magical thinking provide the same benefits as real social connection? An inflatable doll does not a real girlfriend make, but pets increase survival rate, reduce blood pressure, and ameliorate depression in their caretakers. And Shibata and collaborators have conducted several studies on Paro’s therapeutic value over the past several years. The robot improves people’s moods and makes them more active and communicative. After leaving Paro in a public area in a nursing home for five weeks, researchers found that residents had stronger social ties to each other, and urine tests revealed biomarkers for reduced stress. And in a study of fourteen patients with dementia, an EEG revealed improved cortical functioning in half the subjects after a single twenty-minute interaction with our favorite robotic seal.

“A lot of veterans, particularly with PTSD, don’t trust very easily,” Dorothy Marette at the VA Medical Center says. “They don’t disclose very easily, they don’t connect very easily. And it’s a safe way to start. That unconditional love you get from an animal, you don’t worry about being judged and what they’re going to think about you.”

“It makes you bring out your deepest feelings, and they don’t discriminate,” Carter says of the robot. “Whatever you give it, it gives you back five hundred percent. It lets people know that you don’t really have to be special, but it makes you feel special.” He directed some half whispers at Fluffy. (“How you doin’, how you doin’, how you doin’, all right, all right, all right.”)

“It makes everybody feel like a king.”
Treating Humans as People

So we’re adept at seeing minds because seeing minds is a useful skill. It allows us to predict the behavior of predators, prey, and people, and to interact with them. We look for minds especially when we have a need for control or when we feel lonely. And our mind reading continually spills over to entities that don’t actually have minds.

The consequences of this spillover include the relationships we build with animals, the trust we accord technology, the blame we direct at gods, the protection we provide our environment, the desire we have for cute consumer products, and the metaphors we use to understand a range of phenomena in fields such as science, economics, and politics (selfish genes, bullish markets, the war on drugs). But anthropomorphism may have its greatest implications when directed at people.

Despite research showing people act largely on autopilot, the psychologist Evelyn Rosset has argued that by default we see everything anyone does as intentional. Seeing an unintentional act as intentional, I argue, constitutes momentary anthropomorphizing. You’re looking at a human, a biological creature, performing some act, perhaps inattentively, and imputing full awareness of the action and its repercussions. Say your son tracked mud inside the house. Was he doing it to piss you off? Maybe he was busy texting and didn’t even notice his shoes were dirty. Humans can’t be aware of everything they do at all moments.

In one study, Rosset gave subjects either 2.4 or 5 seconds to judge whether various acts were done on purpose. For actions always or typically done accidentally (“She kicked her dog”), time pressure increased ratings of intentionality. In another study, reducing participants’ inhibition by getting them drunk also increased their rate of finger-pointing, a finding that explains why harmless bumps at the bar so easily escalate to inebriated brawls. I often say that life would go a lot more smoothly if we just assumed people were idiots instead of assholes. (But even smoother if we gave people the benefit of the doubt all around.)
Beyond everyday misunderstandings, we endanger ourselves and those we should be looking after when we overestimate the level of moral and criminal responsibility in children and the mentally ill or disabled. As discussed in the section on free will in chapter 4, we shouldn’t jump to call these offenders—or anyone—evil.

Anthropomorphism of damaged or elderly brains also complicates the difficult issues of life support and euthanasia. Is the person we know still there inside that head, or are we projecting?

And encouraging the personification of fetuses has been a primary strategy in pro-life campaigns. In several states, women opting for an abortion are now legally required to undergo an ultrasound and be offered the chance to look at the image.

It’s worth remembering—whether you’re navigating rush-hour traffic or debating public policy—that even humans can be mindless sometimes.

In healthy, nonautistic adults, mind perception is easily triggered, but it still needs to be triggered. The opposite of anthropomorphism is another constant in human history: dehumanization. We often treat social outsiders, the elderly, enemies, children, and anyone we have no particular motivation to engage with as less than equal. Overattributing mind through magical thinking may bring to life otherwise inert elements of the world, but the danger of underattributing mind lies in robbing your fellow humans of their personhood. They become animals or objects, fit for disregard, mistreatment, even elimination. EWC note irony in the fact that “the same rights conferred to animals, plants, or rivers through anthropomorphism can be denied to people.”

It’s a denial of rights that sometimes occurs in settings like the VA hospital. Although anthropomorphism of robots (and animals) can aid in therapy, as demonstrated by the studies of pets and Paro, “a lot of people are afraid that Paro will serve as an inanimate object that goes between people and directs the patient’s response to a robot instead of to a real person,” Dorothy Marette says. According to this argument, by leaving the patient to anthropomorphize Paro, we’re dehumanizing the patient.

Marette uses Paro largely as an icebreaker, however. “I’ve found that maybe the patients wouldn’t have spoken to me too much, but they start off feeling freer
to interact with the robot,” she says, “and then they look up and start talking to me.”

That’s when the real magic happens.
When Cindy Bennett was thirty-five, she held a wake for a daughter who was never born. A daughter who was not only never born, but never conceived.

Bennett used to stick her stomach out in front of a mirror to see how she would look pregnant. She watched her two older sisters give birth and knew that she would do it better than they did. And she looked forward to raising a daughter, a girl who would look like a combination of her and her husband, Randy, and would be bright and funny and assertive and love her mother dearly.

But when she and Randy went into reproduction mode, they had problems. Whatever was supposed to happen with the birds and the bees just wasn’t happening. So they sought help.

The Bennetts started infertility treatments, but one of Cindy’s doctors felt something was particularly not right during one of her exams and decided to take an ultrasound. She found a large cyst on Cindy’s left ovary. Although the doctor had little reason to suspect cancer, she decided to remove the cyst whole and perform a biopsy rather than suction it out laparoscopically. Inside, she found a tumor. Cindy had stage 1, grade 3 ovarian cancer.

Cindy asked her surgeon to save as much of her reproductive system as he could, but he told her he couldn’t make any promises. The cancer was aggressive, “so they kind of had a fire sale,” Cindy told me. “They took
whatever they could. When I woke up they let me know. That’s kind of when it hits you. The prognosis is good, you know you’re going to live, but you’ve got a whole new set of issues to deal with, which is that you’re now infertile.”

A few years ago, Miriam Klevan, a researcher at Northwestern University, interviewed nineteen couples about their experiences with infertility. Most of them said it was the worst thing that had ever happened to them. “It brings them into real contact with mortality, just being stymied in one of the deepest ways possible, and feeling extremely inadequate,” she told me. “The word desolate came up over and over.” Klevan and her husband had dealt with infertility themselves. “I felt like I was dying. And I think this is how a lot of people feel,” she said. “From an evolution standpoint, of course it makes sense: I was facing the death of the line.” Many couples also feel a deep sense of failure. “This is something teenage girls do all the time, and we can’t.”

“I was angry. I was really angry,” Cindy says. “And I hated anybody who was pregnant.” Her oncologist worked out of an obstetrician’s office, so the waiting room was full of pregnant woman, and the checkup room was full of baby pictures. “So, yeah, that sucked, and I hated everybody. Any time something is taken away from you that just feels natural to everybody else, it’s difficult.”

Cindy also felt she had let Randy down. “One thing we worked on in couples therapy was my not being able to give something to my husband,” she told me as I sat with her and Randy at their dinner table in Fairfax, Virginia. “It took me a long time to feel really secure that I hadn’t disappointed him, the fact that I couldn’t get pregnant. That was a tough one. I didn’t believe him for a long time that he wasn’t sorry.”

The brush with death, the infertility, the marital strain: Cindy was dealing with challenges her sisters hadn’t had to face. She struggled to find a reason for it all. “You don’t know how you’re going to deal with it. And you can’t understand why it happened to you.”
In Ernest Hemingway’s short story “The Snows of Kilimanjaro,” a writer named Harry goes on safari with his lover, Helen. A thorn scratches his knee as he photographs a herd of waterbuck, and the wound becomes infected. The story opens with Harry dying on a cot in the shade of a tree as birds circle above.

“I don’t see why that had to happen to your leg,” Helen says. “What have we done to have that happen to us?”

Harry offers several reasons. “I suppose what I did was to forget to put iodine on it when I first scratched it…. If we would have hired a good mechanic instead of a half baked kikuyu driver …” After each explanation, Helen responds with “I didn’t mean that.”

There’s a miscommunication. Harry is explaining how they ended up in this situation. Helen wants to know why.

When asking why (or why me), we’re demanding some reason beyond “this happened and then this happened”—some answer that will give the event a higher meaning, that will put it into context and maybe even excuse it. We’re hoping that it’s all part of someone’s or something’s plan. Asking why taps into the same sort of magical thinking as saying that something was meant to happen, or that everything happens for a reason (an adage as aggravating to some as it is analgesic to others). We’re picturing a universe that cares about human affairs, particularly our own.

Magical reasoning doesn’t always replace mechanical reasoning. To many, supernaturalism doesn’t supercede naturalism but works through it. Divine intervention has both a why and a how.

The famed British anthropologist E. E. Evans-Pritchard lived with a Zande tribe in the southern Sudan in the late 1920s and found witchcraft to be part of their everyday lives. The Azande blame all kinds of misfortune on witchcraft, from poor crop yield to marital trouble to stubbing one’s toe. Blaming a witch comes as naturally to them as profanity does to us. But they don’t invoke magic to explain why crops fail in general—only why one’s own crops failed. (Why
me?) And even then, they acknowledge the natural causes. Evans-Pritchard noted that occasionally an old granary would suffer termite damage and collapse. And sometimes it would injure people sitting under it for shade. The Azande understand termites, and they understand the need for shade. “That it should collapse is easily intelligible,” Evans-Pritchard wrote, “but why should it have collapsed at the particular moment when these particular people were sitting beneath it? … Zande philosophy can supply the missing link.”

People see both witchcraft and God’s will as intervening through natural means. Research by the psychologist Michael Lupfer shows that for important life events, Midwestern college students tend to credit God in tandem with personal and environmental causes. The idea of a God of the gaps, often used pejoratively to describe the use of religion to explain only what science hasn’t covered yet (thus condemning one’s god to ever-decreasing utility), may not be a fair representation of religion for many people. Filling a gap with science still leaves room for God.

At least it does in the cosmologies of the faithful. It should be pointed out that if cold natural causes are sufficient to explain a phenomenon, there actually isn’t any place for divine intervention. If you can predict a termite’s path perfectly with unvarying physical laws, a little nudge from above would necessarily violate those laws. Which leaves God the freedom only to assign initial conditions to the universe, to invent the laws and get things moving in the first place. But a god sitting impotently on the bench for the last fourteen billion years or so isn’t what most people think of when they think of God. They see him as an active meddler.

So integrating God (or witchcraft) with physics doesn’t help us accurately predict the behavior of the world, and in fact it gets in the way of accurate predictions. But, as we’ll see, what magical thinking can offer is an increased sense of predictability and, perhaps more important, a sense of purpose.
In the last chapter we broached the topic of religion. We saw how our bias toward treating entities as people leads to the anthropomorphism of God. But what that chapter didn’t address is how we come to infer the existence of a god in the first place. The strongest triggers of anthropomorphism—how something looks and how it moves—don’t apply to entities you can’t see. We can deduce God’s existence only indirectly, by observing the purported effects of his will.

We see the effects of his—or someone’s—will everywhere. Nearly every culture has a creation myth describing the design and genesis of the world. Scholars have written for thousands of years about the uncanny amount of order and beauty in our environment. Cicero, the ancient Roman philosopher, offered the first recorded watchmaker analogy: “When we see some example of a mechanism, such as a globe or a clock or some such device, do we doubt that it is the creation of a conscious intelligence? So when we see the movement of the heavenly bodies … how can we doubt that these too are not only the works of reason but of a reason which is perfect and divine?”

Arguing that because something has a function it was intentionally created for the sake of that function is what’s called teleological reasoning. (*Telos* is Greek for “end” or “purpose.”) Teleological reasoning is an appropriate response when looking at a watch—it tells time and was indeed created for the purpose of telling time. But some things that look designed result from natural events. “We are entirely accustomed to the idea that complex elegance is an indicator of premeditated, crafted design,” Richard Dawkins wrote in *The Blind Watchmaker*. “This is probably the most powerful reason for the belief, held by the vast majority of people that have ever lived, in some kind of supernatural deity.”

Perhaps the most stunning piece of apparent craftsmanship, one that fools even some scientists, is the grandeur of organic life, with the human species as it crown jewel. In 2010, a century and a half after Charles Darwin published *On the Origin of Species*, 40 percent of American adults polled by Gallup said God created humans in their present form. Another 38 percent said we evolved, but with God guiding. Only 16 percent said we evolved with no magical
intervention. “It is almost as if the human brain were specifically designed to misunderstand Darwinism, and to find it hard to believe,” Dawkins wrote (with presumably intentional irony).

The psychologist Jean Piaget argued that all children are “artificialists”; he thought that for the first several years of life we can’t reason in terms of natural physical causes, and so we believe everything in the world is created by humans. It’s since been shown that even babies understand simple physics, but Deborah Kelemen at Boston University has confirmed in multiple studies that children are at least biased to think objects were created for a purpose. About three in four preschoolers she tested assigned functions to natural objects: clouds are “for rain”; mountains exist “to climb”; lions were made “to go in the zoo.” Even fourth graders prefer teleological explanations to physical ones: rocks are pointy so animals can scratch themselves on them, not because little bits of stuff pile up. Kelemen calls kids “intuitive theists.”

While adults may learn more accurate explanations for objects’ origins, we don’t outgrow our preference for teleology; we merely constrain it. One study gave grown-ups either three or five seconds to judge whether statements presented to them were correct. Those on the shorter clock supported teleological arguments (“the sun radiates heat because warmth nurtures life”; “molecules fuse in order to create matter”) more strongly than those with more time to think about their answers. We assume design by default.

Sometimes the surprisingly elegant way the pieces of our own lives fit together can suggest a watchful watchmaker.

After Cindy Bennett’s surgery, she immediately wanted to adopt. Her therapist said she needed to grieve the loss of her fertility first. After a year of painful soul-searching, she felt she was ready.

The process of adoption can take years, but Bennett’s brother, a lawyer in Jacksonville, knew of a pregnant woman in Florida who wanted to give up her baby. The Bennetts flew down to meet the birthmother, Cindy cried with her, and the woman selected the Bennetts to raise her son. A month later she gave birth. As soon as Cindy and Randy came home with Jackson, “it didn’t matter anymore that I didn’t actually give birth to him,” Cindy says. “He just felt like ours.”
“He healed my soul,” she said. “I mean it sounds so hokey. But when you’re a woman who can’t give birth and you start to doubt yourself on so many levels, then you get this child, everything just changes. It just heals you.” Among Cindy’s friends, Jackson became the poster child for adoption; the match seemed perfect. Eight years later, the Bennetts adopted another son, Carson. The boys, when I met them, were seventeen and nine. Jackson is self-assured and shares Randy’s sarcastic wit. Carson is carefree and all smiles. “I honestly just couldn’t imagine being a parent of any other children than my children,” Cindy says. “They were destined.”

Miriam Klevan heard similar remarks from the infertile couples she interviewed. They had all adopted, and in her analysis of the transcripts, “it immediately stuck out that people were talking about fate,” she says. More than half the thirty-eight parents expressed a sense of destiny. Klevan has two adopted children of her own, and she says for the first year of her son’s life she and her husband would lie in bed every night and say it’s like he’s meant to be theirs. “And when I started doing these interviews, I came home and I laughed and I laughed, and I said, ‘You and I thought we were so special.’ ” The adoption professionals I spoke with also told me that adoptive parents feel their children were destined to be theirs more often than not.

Some adoptive parents will forgive whatever brought them to where they are. One couple who talked to Klevan had a baby boy at home with them for ten days before the birthmother changed her mind and took the child back. “They were devastated,” Klevan says. “They closed the door to that child’s room and didn’t open it for six months.” But the father said it was supposed to happen so that they could adopt the son they adopted later. A number of adoptive parents say their painful infertility was meant to be. “Once we had the babies in our arms, we got to the other side,” Cindy told me. “To me, it made sense. It’s like, Oh okay, now I get it. That’s why I had to do this, this, and this.” One mother, a self-proclaimed atheist, quoted me a country song: “God bless the broken road that led me straight to you.”

Why do we so quickly jump to explaining a series of events as necessary steps leading to a preordained destination? It all begins with our mind-reading abilities. As we saw in the last chapter, within a few months of birth, babies start processing the world in terms of goals and intentions. We easily see purpose
behind not only the creation of objects but also the induction of events. Most of the time we dismiss such attributions, but unexpected and personally significant events are not so readily marked up to happenstance. They seem purposeful. By definition, significant events are occurrences that serve some important function in our lives, for better or for worse, and when something serves a function, we’re prone to wonder if the function was imparted intentionally.

A surprising and significant event also demands deep reasoning about its causes because we want to get to the bottom of what’s happened—we want to understand how to prevent it from happening again (if it’s bad) or reproduce it (if it’s good). In a study of people who had lost a spouse or child in a motor vehicle crash, 85 percent of surviving spouses and 91 percent of parents asked themselves, “Why me?” or “Why my [spouse/child]?” They understood that people die in crashes, but they wanted to know why their families were specifically targeted. An explanation of “these things happen” provides no satisfaction and no sense of control. But when a mind is behind an event—whether it’s the mind of a person or God—you just might be able to influence or at least predict the mind’s future behavior. Therefore, we’re better off with a bias that assumes and psychoanalyzes intentionality everywhere, just in case. When it comes to physics, we are all sometime psychologists.

There may be another reason crediting an event to a mind, rather than to chance or physics, provides explanatory satisfaction—why it scratches that deep itch. A popular anecdote has a scientist lecturing on the universe when an old woman calls hogwash. “The world is flat and rests on the back of a giant turtle,” she says. “But on what does the turtle stand?” the scientist replies with a smirk. “I see where you’re going with this,” she says. “It’s turtles all the way down.” Many atheists argue that belief in God doesn’t explain the origin of the universe or events therein, because what explains God? Is it gods all the way down? If anything can come from nothing, why not assume it’s the universe and cut out the middleman? Very logical! But not very satisfying. Divine will is not just any old explanation that needs another turtle under it. “God is a magical cause, and so you don’t need to explain further,” Jesse Preston, a psychologist at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, told me. I asked her why agents (such as God) don’t need causes. “Part of it, I think, is our understanding of action,” she said. “We see the action of agents as being caused by itself. We have this idea of free will, and I can’t find anyone who believes in free will who can explain that further. It’s free, right? That’s the whole meaning of it. There it is.”
So we have this very familiar and acceptable notion of uncaused causes, in the form of free will. If we can attribute an event to an agent’s free will, it shuts down that infinite regress of explanations and it scratches that itch—even without really explaining anything. Free will is the bottom turtle, and that’s that.

But here I’ve offered two seemingly incompatible accounts of why resting an explanation on an agent satisfies us. To the degree that we lean on the presumed predictability of an agent that we can psychoanalyze or placate, we can’t also lean on the inherent unpredictability of its freedom of will. And yet my hunch is that we do lean on both. How is that possible? I have no solution except to say that, perhaps in our everyday thoughts about causes, we don’t think deeply enough to notice the logical contradiction. Satisfaction isn’t always about logic, after all.

Even atheists, who tend to pride themselves on their powers of reason, often abandon logic when trying to make sense of their lives. Bethany Heywood, in collaboration with Jesse Bering at Queen’s University Belfast, used online instant messaging to interview thirty-four people who said they didn’t believe in souls, spiritual forces, or gods. She asked them to recall a learning experience and a low point in their lives, then asked follow-up questions about those experiences. Heywood found that the majority gave at least one teleological response or one conflicted response—an answer indicating previous or hesitant teleological reasoning. For example, when asked if he deserved to fail a course, one typed, “I don’t know, maybe it happened for a reason … so that I could see that even if I failed a course, my life wouldn’t actually end.” Another, when asked if getting a dream job was “supposed to happen,” typed, “Yes. Even though I don’t really believe in fate and such woolly nonsense.” (This response was coded as “conflicted.”)

When asked if thanking fate for one’s adoptive children is a matter of religious faith, Adam Pertman, the executive director of the Evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute, said, “I think this is irrespective of whether you’re devout or an atheist or agnostic. I think the sensibility arises from the magnetic attraction to your child.

“And thank God it does,” he went on to say, “because then we gotta put up with them as teenagers.”
The Hot Hand of God

Some things show evidence of design through the function they serve. Others, through their display of order—order that is often illusory.

In June 1944, Germany began launching its V-1 Buzz Bombs at England from the coast of France. Over the coming months, thousands of these bombs with wings and jet engines came raining down on England, killing about 6,000 people in London. Maps of the city showed clusters of impact points, leading people to wonder about the patterns. Were certain parts of town targeted more than others?

Finally, a British statistician took a careful look at the damage. He sliced the city into squares and counted how many Doodlebugs (as they were also known) had landed in each square, then compared the distribution to what one would expect if they fell randomly. He found almost no difference. People had given the Germans much more credit for their targeting ability than they deserved.

The English had fallen prey to the clustering illusion—the tendency to find significance in incidental clusters of random data points. They had also demonstrated the Texas sharpshooter fallacy, named for the apocryphal Texan who shot up the side of a barn and drew bull’s-eyes around the clusters of bullet holes: they’d drawn bull’s-eyes around the bomb clusters and inferred terrific aim. A real-life German smart-bomb fallacy.

Apophenia is the general term for seeing illusory patterns in information. (Michael Shermer, the founder of the Skeptics Society, coined the more self-explanatory synonym patternicity.) We notice faces in the clouds (see chapter 6), we connect lucky charms to successful outcomes (see chapter 3) or wishes to wishes-come-true (see chapter 4), we see conspiracies among our competitors, and we hear messages in records played backward. (In college my roommate discovered that if you record yourself singing, “Ooh you sniff turkey fat” and play it backward, it sounds just like, “Happy birthday to you.” Or maybe he discovered it the other way around …) Apple ran up against apophenia when it introduced the shuffle feature on its iPods. Listeners complained that it would play strings of songs by the same artist, that it wasn’t really random. (Some also saw something spooky in its occasional matching of a perfect track to the
situation or to the listener’s mood.)

People are notoriously bad at recognizing and producing randomness. Psychologists have repeatedly demonstrated what’s called the gambler’s fallacy: after a string of identical results, we expect a different result to follow. Flipping a fair coin, two or three or four heads in a row happens frequently, but to the untrained eye they look suspicious. Apple, in response to customer complaints about the apparent lack of randomness on their music players, introduced a feature called “smart shuffle” that allowed users to manually avoid repetition in their playlists. Steve Jobs announced, “We’re making it less random to make it feel more random.”

Our mistaken belief in the hot hand in basketball may result from our seeing streaks in mutually independent shots and assuming the runs couldn’t have happened by chance. The player must have some kind of momentum. (In regular gameplay, however, shooters actually have a decreased chance of making a shot after three or four successful baskets, either because they’re taking riskier shots or because they’ve drawn increased defensive pressure.)

The bias that leads to apophenia, the spotting of illusory patterns, is a feature, not a bug. There is a fair amount of order in the world, and it would behoove us not to miss it. The tides come in, the tides go out; eating an apple usually doesn’t kill you; and objects fall down rather than up when dropped. We learn and survive by finding patterns in the environment. Without the ability to note regularity in spatial arrangement or cause and effect, the world would dissolve into a terrifying sea of chaos. And, as with bears and boulders, we’re typically better off spotting patterns that aren’t there than missing ones that are.

In addition to our bias for pattern finding, we also have one for believing patterns were created by agents. George Newman and colleagues conclude in one paper that “by at least 12 months of age, infants appreciate that agents are capable of creating order, while inanimate objects are not.” These two biases together lead us to see the world as uncannily, and intentionally, ordered. Someone somewhere obviously has both a game plan and a hot hand.
A Magical Kingdom

A week before their wedding in 2002, Alex and Donna Voutsinas were paging through family photo albums when they came upon a Polaroid snapshot of Donna, age five, posing with a character at Disney World. A man in the background with dark hair caught Alex’s eye. Not the one wearing short shorts (this was 1980 after all), but the one with the stroller. It was Alex’s father. And there, in the stroller, was Alex.

The two children, each visiting the Magic Kingdom for the first time—Donna from Florida and Alex from Canada—would not meet for another fifteen years. When they saw the photo, “I got chills,” Alex told a reporter. “It was just too much of a coincidence. It was fate.”

Coincidences, as I noted in chapter 4, are the manna of magical thinking. They rain down on us daily and feed our ravenous appetite for meaning. But they’re not so special. Because of the sheer number of things that happen in life, some of them are bound to be extraordinary. Millions of people visit Disney World each year, and each person takes I-don’t-know-how-many photos. The fact that a future spouse was caught in friendly fire does not surprise me. (Even less spooky a coincidence is the appearance of “It’s a Small World” references in nearly every newspaper account of the Voutsinas photo.) Yet, coincidences grab our attention. And we crop, magnify, and enhance them in the stories we tell others and ourselves.

We often see coincidences as order orchestrated from above. Many suggest a designer because they present an improbable pattern in the world. Others link the outside world to our thoughts—an event holds special meaning for us. Referential thinking, the finding of self-relevant meaning in random events, is a natural part of our stream of consciousness, according to Laura King of the University of Missouri at Columbia. “We’ve all had that experience where it’s the one day you really needed to get up, and your alarm clock didn’t work, and it’s like, ‘of course,’” she says.

The Swiss psychoanalyst Carl Jung used the term synchronicity to describe meaningful coincidences. Many synchronicity enthusiasts keep coincidence
journals, noting the circumstances and meanings of odd occurrences in their lives. They hope that by tracking such phenomena, they can interpret them and also learn to better detect them and bring more synchronicity into their lives. Perhaps by decoding the universe’s subtle (or not-so-subtle) messages, one can find spiritual guidance. I see synchronicity’s usefulness in its manifestation not of a higher consciousness but of one’s own subconscious. Each remarkable moment is like a Rorschach test: how will you interpret it, and what does that say about you?

A man sees his shrink, who shows him inkblots. To the first, the man says, “It’s a couple having sex, missionary.” To the second, “Sex, doggy-style.” To the third, “Reverse cowgirl.” (Tailor the telling of this joke to your preferred level of filth, from what we have here up to The Aristocrats.) “It seems you’ve an obsession with sex,” the shrink says. “Me?” the man replies, “You’re the one showing me the dirty pictures.” As with reading fate into synchronicity, the man is projecting his private interpretations onto the designs of an external agent. But there’s no kink in the ink; it’s in him.

People tend to seek advice when they’re standing at crossroads in their lives, but reading coincidences as signposts can be dangerous. Mark David Chapman doubted himself every step of the way before shooting John Lennon, but he kept seeing signs that urged him on. In New York City, Lennon lived in an apartment building called the Dakota. Exterior shots of the building appeared in Rosemary’s Baby, the 1968 horror film in which a woman gives birth to a devil child. Rosemary’s Baby was directed by Roman Polanski, whose pregnant wife, Sharon Tate, was murdered in 1969 by followers of Charles Manson, whose mayhem was inspired in part by the music of the Beatles. (Manson’s followers would sometimes write “Helter Skelter,” after the Beatles song, on walls using their victims’ blood.) As Chapman stood outside the Dakota on December 8, 1980, pondering these associations, the actress Mia Farrow walked by. Farrow played Rosemary in Polanski’s film. Chapman decided he had to kill Lennon that day.

In select cases, attributing a coincidence to a cosmic consciousness can be justified. Not scientifically, but pragmatically; it’s the healthiest option. One of Klevan’s couples learned through their agency that two little girls had become available at an orphanage in India. They couldn’t decide between the two and asked to adopt both, but were not allowed. The decision tortured the wife—it was a Sophie’s choice: one child would be lost to her—and she finally selected
the younger child. Someone from the agency brought both girls over on the same plane, and waiting for the older girl at the airport was an Indian couple who’d lost a two-and-a-half-year-old daughter to leukemia. The Indian couple’s new daughter? Also two and a half. It wasn’t a remarkable coincidence, but to the woman who’d selected the younger girl it meant she’d made the right choice. The older girl was supposed to go to the other couple, and it alleviated her guilt. Klevan says adoptive parents use coincidences as signs “all the time.” What if the woman had selected the two-and-a-half-year-old? Would she have been racked with regret? Perhaps. Or she might have found some other coincidence—a similarity in names or birthdays—to justify her decision. And who could fault her?

Relying on coincidences to plan future efforts (rather than to justify past actions, as this woman did) can work out too. While relying on tea leaves will often lead you astray, at forks in the road where you can’t go wrong, coincidences can provide the conviction you need to overcome your indecision and pick a path, any path. But Donna Voutsinas, from the Disney photo, realizes the inherent dangers of relying too much on coincidence. Speaking of her husband, she told a reporter, “I was glad he proposed before [we found] the picture, because I know that it’s because he loves me and not because he thought it was meant to be.”
The Alchemy of Creativity

With his compulsive pattern finding, Mark David Chapman showed evidence of schizophrenia. A nurse who wrote about her own experience with paranoid schizophrenia illustrates pattern finding at its extreme. “Every single thing ‘means’ something,” she recounts. “I have a sense that everything is more vivid and important; the incoming stimuli are almost more than I can bear. There is a connection to everything that happens—no coincidences.”

If there’s one chemical most responsible for magical thinking, it’s the neurotransmitter dopamine. Levodopa, a drug used to treat Parkinson’s disease, is converted to dopamine in the body and can lead to psychosis. And drugs that block dopamine receptors reduce delusions and racing thoughts in schizophrenia patients.

Peter Brugger, the head of neuropsychology at University Hospital Zurich, has spent several years researching the neurological basis of magical thinking. In one study, he and collaborators briefly showed images and strings of letters to believers in the paranormal and to skeptics. Believers were more likely than skeptics to judge letter strings that were not words as words and to see jumbled facial features as regular faces. In another study, subjects saw two unrelated words and had to think of a third word that could connect them. Believers responded faster than skeptics. In general, magical thinkers appear to see meaningful patterns and associations where others don’t. But giving levodopa to skeptics makes them behave more like believers.

The nurse’s description continues, “I feel tremendously creative.” This sentiment—along with the lives of such luminaries as John Nash and Vincent van Gogh—hints at the similarities between schizophrenia, magical thinking, and creativity. Those who see connections that others miss sometimes hit upon valuable new ideas. A surprising punch line, a useful invention, an illuminating metaphor. The same pattern finding and association making that lead to belief in the paranormal also allow for innovation in physics, painting, and poetry. Magical thinking can aid in the process of creation. But then you’ve still got to sort the wit from the chaff, the good ideas from the bad—which requires turning
down the magical thinking to critically analyze what you’ve got. Write high, edit low.

Magical thinking is also important for letting loose and having a good time. Brugger finds a positive correlation between magical ideation and the ability to find pleasure in life. More magic, more fun. (As long as reality stays within arm’s reach.) “Those students who are not magical are not typically those who enjoy going to parties,” he says. “To be totally unmagic is very unhealthy.”
Love the One You’re With

Patterns suggest a pattern maker in part because of their improbability. Events that seem too good to be true also seem improbable and thus intentional.

Almost no adoptive couple ever turns down a child allocated to them, Signe Howell, a social anthropologist at the University of Oslo who studies international adoption, wrote in her book *The Kinning of Foreigners*. Instead, they feel an instant bond: “Again and again, adoptive parents have told me how they experienced an immediate sense of fate upon being told about a specific boy or girl who has been allocated them. They are overcome by a profound sense of destiny that has connected them and the unknown child.”

This love at first sight resembles the results of a set of experiments conducted in the 1940s at the University of Pennsylvania. Two objects are placed in front of a child. If the child is asked to say which one he would prefer as a gift, each object has an even chance of being picked. But if he records his preference *after* randomly receiving one of the items, the odds are great that he’ll prefer the gift he received. This finding has been repeated numerous times over the years and has been dubbed the *mere ownership effect*. Because of our desire to keep up a positive self-image, we automatically overvalue anything associated with ourselves, including things we merely own. I believe the endowment of a child, or of any life circumstance, also enhances our evaluation of him-her-it. We judge our own reality in the best possible light.

Another basic psychological process at play in the appreciation of one’s fate is the *existence bias*. We prefer existing states of affairs over alternate realities just because of the mere fact of their being. Whereas the mere ownership effect is motivational (we want to feel good), the existence bias is purely cognitive; we tend to judge extant entities to be “good” and “right” and “the way things ought to be” whether or not we have any stake in their existence. Of course, the bias has its limitations—we don’t cherish every ugly feature of the world (cancer, the Dodge Magnum)—but it gently steers us away from starting a revolution every time we feel antsy about the status quo. Things can’t always be that bad.

For the most part, these (and other) optimizing processes are invisible to us.
Someone hands you one of two similar gifts, and instead of thinking, I guess I’ll go ahead and prefer this one since I now own it, you think, how did she know to pick that one? (On my second birthday, my reaction to each gift was, “Just what I always wanted if I ever knew about it!” My family still teases me.) Daniel Gilbert and collaborators found that when people judge a selection of options after (versus before) being assigned a particular one, not only do they rate their assignment more favorably (that’s the mere ownership effect), but they also give kudos to the person who made the selection. What a knowledgeable, capable, and kind gift giver! Gilbert and team wrote, “Technically speaking, participants confused their own optimization of subjective reality with an external agent’s optimization of objective reality. Simply speaking, participants mistook ‘the magic in here’ for ‘the magic out there.’”

So we make lemonade out of lemons but without realizing it, and as a result we think life is miraculously handing us the lemonade, sweetened to taste. What are the chances that the universe would cater so well to us—that, say, the perfect baby would land in your lap? Pretty slim, unless someone’s pulling some strings.
Parallel Universes

In discussions of life’s unpredictability, the humble butterfly often plays an outsize role. In the 1960s the mathematician and meteorologist Edward Lorenz was running computerized weather simulations when he noticed that tiny differences in the initial state of a simulation led to dramatically different outcomes. A small change became amplified over time. His colleagues soon concocted the image that has stuck with us: a butterfly flapping its wings in Brazil can set off a tornado in Texas.

Life is an agglomeration of butterfly effects, contingency balancing on contingency. Your very existence depends on a single sperm cell veering right instead of left for a split second. And that sperm’s existence depends upon your parents happening upon each other, perhaps nearly missing. Maybe they met on a subway after the previous train escaped one of them by a hair. To think of all the ways you could be somewhere else, or someone else, in an unrecognizable universe—to grasp that human history owes its particular path to the wings of a fly on a Cro-Magnon’s ass—could make our current reality seem meaningless, just one of innumerable possibilities, a winner by blind chance. But does it?

Imagining alternate realities—picturing what might have been—is called counterfactual thinking, and it’s a ubiquitous element of cognition. Kids do it by the time they’re two, as soon as they can say “if only.” Playing out different scenarios in our heads helps us piece together causes and effects, and it allows us to learn from our mistakes so in the future we can narrow the gap between what is and what should be. “As long as we are human beings who strive toward goals, we’ll have counterfactual thoughts to tell us how we could have achieved those goals,” says Neal Roese, a psychologist at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. We also sometimes think about how things could have gone worse, in order to console ourselves after a loss or congratulate ourselves after a win.

Roese and several collaborators, led by Laura Kray of Berkeley, wanted to know the effect of mighta-been musings on attributions to fate. They asked a group of subjects to identify turning points in their lives, then asked a subset to
imagine life minus the defining incident. But considering how things could have turned out differently didn’t highlight the haphazardness of their lives; instead, it made them believe more strongly that the episode was a product of fate. They appeared to be reasoning that their current lives were actually somewhat improbable and so couldn’t have happened by chance alone.

Because counterfactual thinking is ubiquitous, the nagging feeling that what’s happening is improbable and thus artificially selected may be unavoidable.
Thank Your Lucky Stars

On the morning of August 9, 1944, a German Doodlebug exploded in London, disturbing a butterfly and causing it to flap its wings. No one seemed to notice the tiny breeze.

A year later, on the morning of August 9, 1945, Bockscar, a B-29 bomber loaded with a five-ton atomic bomb named “Fat Man,” took off from Tinian, an island 1,500 miles southeast of Japan. The United States had dropped “Little Boy” over Hiroshima on August 6, immediately killing tens of thousands of people, but Japan had not yet surrendered World War II. Around 9:30 A.M., the weather scout plane Up an’ Atom reported a few clouds but decent conditions over the next target. Clear for bombing.

Oh, but what’s that? The year-old turbulence of a butterfly halfway around the world? By the time Bockscar passed over its target at 10:44 A.M., the city was covered in haze. According to the pilot’s flight log, “Two additional runs were made, hoping that the target might be picked up after closer observation. However, at no time was the aiming point seen.” So the crew left the city of Kokura and made their way over to their second choice, Nagasaki.

Most people have never heard of Kokura. In this regard, it can be counted as one of the luckiest cities in the world.

We’re fascinated by near misses. In 1993, a German motorcyclist hit a truck, went flying into a tree, and was impaled on a branch. The headline in a Norwegian newspaper, next to a photograph of this unfortunate gentleman with a branch still going into his chest and out his back, read, “Verdens Heldigste,” or “World’s Luckiest.” Now, before you protest that perhaps I have made a spectacular error in translation, let me add the ending: the man survived. The branch had missed all his vital organs.

Luck is as tricky to define as it is to tame. As a first pass, you might calculate an outcome’s level of luck by multiplying its positivity by its improbability. Rare
good things are lucky. But what about Kokura? Nothing positive happened to it. In fact, it lost thousands of neighboring countrymen. And the German motorcyclist had surely seen better days. “Luck” is often yoked to terrible, terrible things.

Karl Teigen, a psychologist at the University of Tromsø in Norway, has spent years studying what we mean when we talk about luck. One conclusion he’s reached is that, on par, “lucky” events are not pleasant. In a search of newspaper stories, for example, he found that “with the exception of an occasional sports champion and a double lottery winner, the typical lucky person had survived a plane or car crash, had been stabbed or shot, fallen off a cliff or bridge, been shipwrecked, or surrounded by flames.” In a one-month period, he found one mention of “bad luck,” in a story about a soldier who had stepped on a mine—but the soldier had nevertheless commented on his own good fortune in losing just one leg.

Teigen concluded that luck derives not from the absolute value of an outcome but from its relative value—we assess luck by standing reality next to its most salient counterfactual neighbor. If you lose a leg but think of how you almost lost two, you’ll consider yourself lucky. If you win second prize in a lottery, but miss first prize only by changing a digit at the last minute, you’ll consider yourself unlucky. Why wouldn’t you compare losing a leg to not stepping on the mine at all? Mentally altering an effect or a recent cause in a chain of events comes more naturally than mentally undoing an earlier cause. Once you’ve skewered yourself on a tree, you’ll tend to think of the untouched organs right next to the branch hole, not about how this never would have happened if you hadn’t taken the extra five minutes to floss this morning.

Luck isn’t a direct product of improbability, either. In one study, Teigen divided a roulette wheel into three wedges of equal size: one red, one yellow, and one blue. He divided another into eighteen sections of equal size: six red, six yellow, and six blue, interspersed. Landing on red wins. Eighty-five percent of subjects felt it was luckier to land on red on the wheel with eighteen divisions than the one with six, even though the probability was the same on both wheels. On this wheel, whenever you land on red, the slice is so narrow you’re almost landing on blue or yellow. It’s a close call every time. Similarly, of two boys standing near a large icicle that falls and lands between them, people judge the closer boy to be luckier, not despite the fact that he was closer to death but because of it.
Teigen concluded that the two factors defining luck aren’t positivity and improbability but rather the difference in value between reality and its most salient counterfactual, and the closeness of that counterfactual. How much better or worse things could have been, and how nearly they were. The chance of a cloud layer over Kokura wasn’t remarkably slim, and the city looked pretty much the same on August 10 as on August 9. Kokura’s luck comes from how easily we can imagine the clouds not being there and from how big a difference those clouds made.

And luck is not an impersonal impetus. Teigen has found that feeling lucky correlates with feelings of gratitude, a distinctly social sentiment. And the thanks are often of an existential kind, directed not toward a person but toward God or the universe or fate.

A few years ago, Eugene Subbotsky, a psychologist at Lancaster University who studies magical thinking, was strolling through Moscow with his young son, with no one around. They walked past an empty, parked car. “Just when we were passing by, the engine started,” Subbotsky told me soon after the event. “My son said ‘beebee’—he calls cars beebees, he’s only three years old—‘Papa, beebee.’ And then I look at his eyes, and I see his eyes widening.” The car starts moving. It swerves toward them. Finally, it turns a little more and hits an iron gate a few inches away. “We escaped death very narrowly,” he says. “I could have been smashed to pieces with my little son. I am a rational man, I am a scientist, I’m studying this phenomenon, but there are some events in your life that you cannot explain rationally. Of course you can always write it down to chance and say, ‘Okay, it’s a coincidence,’ but it’s such a rare coincidence that you start thinking mystically and magically about things.”

Subbotsky felt lucky and he felt grateful. “Under certain circumstances I really feel like someone or something is guiding my life and helping me,” he says. Well, that’s one interpretation. Personally, I might have supposed that whoever was guiding my life was trying to kill me and needed to work on his aim.

But I’m not going to stop Subbotsky, or anyone else, from feeling thankful. Taking time to give thanks each day has been shown to increase happiness, optimism, sleep quality, and generosity toward others. Whether you’re prone to say “Thank God” or “Thank goodness” in response to good fortune, gratitude is a natural response, and it’s an emotion worth cultivating.
On a Mission from God

Telling stories of fate requires connecting two or more events together. *This happened so that that could happen.* The second event makes the first event seem purposeful.

People can also feel a more general purpose to their entire lives by stringing many episodes together.

We define ourselves using narratives, according to Dan McAdams, a psychologist at Northwestern University and a leading researcher in “narrative psychology.” “To be an adult means, among other things, that you’ve figured out how you got to where you are and where you’re going,” he told me. “And the only way I know of to convey that to another person is through a story.” The kind of story I told about myself in the introduction of this book, for instance. People also explain their pasts and futures to *themselves* in terms of narratives. “These stories function to give life a certain level of coherence,” McAdams says. Lives comprise many unrelated events, but our pattern-finding minds draw connections. We revise our histories to make better stories, omitting certain details and changing others so they conform to a cohesive, compelling, and often complimentary tale.

The series of events in your story comes to define your identity, and you wouldn’t want to change any one of them because to be someone else would feel inauthentic. How lucky you are that college A rejected you, because you owe your career, your best friend, and many life lessons to your attendance at college B. Would you trade all those in?

We compose our life stories using the data given—the somewhat random happenings of our pasts—but then we get the roles of the data and the interpretation confused: we stare in wonder at how well the events seem to fit the theme, forgetting that we custom-fit the theme to the events. It’s another example of the Texas sharpshooter fallacy, but instead of drawing a target around a cluster of bullet holes and gawking at the aim of a marksman, you’re constructing a story around a series of occurrences and marveling at the insight and wisdom of providence. One stray bullet and you wouldn’t be who you are
For many people, a dramatic change in one’s life, perhaps taking on a new role—such as parenthood—provides a moral or a theme to one’s story that suddenly contextualizes everything that came before. One parent wrote on an adoption board, “I’ve been filled with amazement at how my life seems to be falling together since hearing about [the girl we ended up adopting]. For the first time in my life, everything seems to make sense. It’s like there were a few hundred curvy rows of dominoes, and they all seem to be merging into a single line.” In retrospect, all those dominoes were leading up to something.

One can certainly tell a good story of one’s life without resorting to unnatural intervention. Event B just logically followed event A. You decided X because you wanted Y. But it’s those crucial turning points where things could so easily have gone a different direction—the ones that invoke counterfactual thoughts—that arouse a sense of guidance. Some people would prefer to attribute these defining incidents to rolls of the cosmic dice, but perceiving fate can inject one’s narrative with greater meaning. Laura Kray and colleagues found in their research on counterfactual thinking and fate perception that those who considered alternative outcomes to their lives not only saw the real outcomes as fated but also more strongly agreed that “It made me who I am today” and “It gave meaning to my life.” Further, the data revealed that the sense of meaning was brought about by the perception of fate. “When people believe their lives are as they were meant to be,” the authors wrote, “they experience the gratification of being on the ‘right’ course and fulfilling their life’s mission.”

Laura King has found that, when combined with positive affect, referential thinking (seeing events such as traffic light changes as having a significance meant specifically for oneself) is correlated with finding one’s existence purposeful and meaningful. “It makes events that are random and chaotic feel like they belong in a coherent narrative about who you are and what your life is,” she says. “You become a character in a much more interesting narrative when the whole world is conspiring to take part in your personal drama.”

You want to believe that all those flukes of luck leading to where you are were somehow meant for you. Customized kismet means someone’s got your back. It also means that those events that happened for a reason may be building up to some future purpose. It gives the entire story of your life both continuity and a destination, something to strive for. You were put here for a reason, you matter,
and you’re on a mission. Everything before now was to prepare you for your calling. The universe is counting on you. Now hop to it!

Sometimes it’s fun to pretend.
The Holy Scapeghost

The existence of suffering in the world has made people question their faith for millennia. And yet many believers, rather than reject their faith, attempt to understand the purpose of the suffering. They see it as part of God’s plan.

A disastrous event may even enhance one’s belief in a master planner. In the last chapter, I mentioned the dyadic template of morality: for a recipient of help or harm, there is someone doing the helping or harming. Kurt Gray and Daniel Wegner argued that we make liberal use of the template: if there’s no obvious responsible party, we find a scapegoat. But what happens if no acceptable scapegoats are in sight? We credit a supernatural one.

Gray and Wegner presented subjects who believed in a higher power with one of four stories. In all four versions, a family is picnicking in a valley when the water level rises. In half the stories, lunch is ruined by the flood, and in the other half lunch is really ruined because everyone drowns. Also, in half the stories a dam worker is said to have caused the flood, and in half of them the cause of the flood is unknown. Subjects then rated how much the story’s outcome was part of God’s plan. God drew much more blame when people died and no one was clearly responsible than in the other three scenarios. The tragedy needed an explanation, and human intervention wasn’t an option.

We’ve seen similar stories in the news. Both Christian and Muslim leaders claimed the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami that killed a quarter of a million people in Indonesia was punishment from God. After Hurricane Katrina flooded New Orleans in 2005, Mayor Ray Nagin said God was “mad at America” for the Iraq war, while a Christian group noted a resemblance between a satellite image of the storm and an ultrasound image of a fetus, suggesting that Katrina came to avenge the “ten child-murder-by-abortion centers” in Louisiana. Glenn Beck called the earthquake and tsunami that hit Japan in early 2011 a “message” to humanity. And of course Noah would have something to say on the matter of floods. It’s no coincidence the legal term for an unpreventable natural disaster is an “act of God.”

We might even give more credit to a higher power for bad stuff than for good
stuff. Carey Morewedge has found a negative agency bias—a tendency to attribute negative events more than positive events to agents. In one of his studies, subjects played a game of chance where an impartial other player could secretly intervene on some rounds of the game. Subjects were most likely to suspect the other player had stepped in when they lost money, particularly when they lost big.

If you’re one to see the good in people, and assume others are too, you might look askance at this negative agency bias waltzing in here and telling you that looking askance is actually something you do quite often. But wait—it can explain! Recall how our favorite types of explanations are those involving intentional agents, rather than chance or impersonal causality? Well, we tend to think more about what causes negative experiences than positive experiences, in part because they’re more unexpected and in part because they mean something’s wrong and needs fixing. And more explanation means more attribution to an agency. So it makes logical sense that good fortune goes unquestioned but disruptions become whodunits. In research by Ronnie Janoff-Bulman and collaborators, everyone in a sample of paralysis victims asked “Why me?” and all but one settled on an answer, but only half of a sample of lottery winners asked and answered the question. (Among the twenty-nine victims, ten blamed God, seven credited predetermination—a more implicit version of a divine plan—six cited benefits to the ordeal—involving teleology—and two noted moral deservedness—and thus karma.)

The negative agency bias also results from the fact that we like to take credit for positive outcomes and blame failures on someone else.

Gray and Wegner suspected that if acts of consequence, particularly unfavorable consequence, arouse feelings of divine authorship, then those who suffer the most should have the most reason to believe in God. They propose that people believe in a “God of the moral gaps” who fills in when mortal scapegoats are unavailable. So they plotted fifty points on a chart, each representing one U.S. state. One dimension represented “misery index” scores accounting for such factors as rates of infectious disease and infant mortality, and the other dimension represented the strength of citizens’ religious beliefs. The pattern was clear; they found a strong positive correlation between misery and the Almighty, even controlling for income and education. The more “acts of God,” the more God. (If you ask people explicitly whether a bad event or a good event is more likely to be caused by God, those who believe in a loving God will probably
upon reflection say the good event, but the bad event is still more likely to arouse spontaneous blame.)

Gray and Wegner offer an alternative account for their misery-index findings: suffering leads people to seek comfort in a higher power. They suggest the needs for comfort and blame likely work in tandem: “God may be both the cause and cure of hardship,” they write. Homer Simpson demonstrated his understanding of this funky logic when he gave his most famous toast: “To alcohol! The cause of, and solution to, all of life’s problems.”
Good Grief!

With God’s rap sheet full of floods, infertility, and that life-ruining prom-night pimple, one could be forgiven for wondering why we still see him as a nice guy—why, when Hollywood needs a fill-in, they look to Morgan Freeman over Al Pacino. (See: Bruce Almighty; Devil’s Advocate.)

Most people are pretty resilient. Studies find that the majority of trauma survivors find good things that came out of accidents, bereavement, cancer, combat, disasters, genocide, heart attacks, HIV infection, house fires, and incest (just to pick on the first third of the alphabet). Sometimes the benefits are measurable, in insurance money or spare time or career paths or friendships you wouldn’t have formed otherwise. Benefits can also take the form of an improved self. After examining the silver-lining literature and surveying people who’d recently encountered suffering, Richard Tedeschi and Lawrence Calhoun enumerated five distinct forms of post-traumatic growth: a deepened appreciation for life, enhanced ability to relate to others, a sense of new possibilities, intensified spirituality, and greater personal strength (whatever doesn’t kill you …).

Sometimes the benefits even outweigh the losses; the silver lining somehow shines brighter than the sun that was obscured in the first place. Cindy Bennett describes her cancer as a net plus. It brought her Jackson and Carson, it led to her current business (she started an infertility site, sold it, and founded an online marketing company—named after the willow tree planted for her when she had cancer), it increased her empathy and appreciation for life, and in the end it even strengthened her marriage. Her experience with cancer and infertility was “a gift to make me who I am,” she said.

In the research with paralysis victims by Janoff-Bulman, subjects made comments such as, “I was moving too fast at the time, and I think this was the best way to slow me down,” “I was leading a sheltered life, I suppose, compared to what it is now. Now I’m just in a situation which I enjoy,” and, “I see the accident as the best thing that could have happened ’cause I was forced to decide my faith.” And when asked by Miriam Klevan to mentally rewind their
infertility and adoption and to picture having as many biological children as they’d like, parents always said they’d be worse off. “One refused to answer and said, ‘I can’t even imagine that,’” Klevan says. Our motivation and ability to find benefits in our present circumstances, combined with teleological reasoning, may explain why most people think so positively of the higher powers operating in their lives: if everything was meant to happen, and if in the long run most things are good, then God must be great.

That doesn’t mean he can’t also be infuriating. Pointing fingers after a tragedy makes sense, according to Omar Sultan Haque, a researcher at Harvard. The immediate need after any offense is to hold someone responsible and prevent further injury. “You wouldn’t expect someone upon first seeing an accident to say, ‘I wonder what the larger purpose or meaning of the accident is,’” he says. “They’re going to say, ‘Well, who was driving?’” Only after ample reconsideration and careful soul-searching do we, sometimes, retract the middle finger and graciously give a thumbs-up. The accident was for the best.

So post-traumatic growth can add a rosy tint to our God goggles, and the influence is bidirectional: seeing a benevolent deity behind hardship can aid post-traumatic recovery. Even if you don’t know what God’s up to, you trust he’s not up to no good. Let’s say you receive a questionable present from someone who’s otherwise known for her insightful gift-giving. You’ll probably give the gift a chance and attempt to find something to like about it. Perhaps the plushy chandelier will finally bring out the fuchsia in your drapes. (Your friend’s got an eye, you know.) Kenneth Pargament of Bowling Green State University has found that interpreting a recent negative event as part of a loving god’s plan enables healthy coping. The subjects in his research sought and managed to extract benefits from their adverse experiences; they expected them to be in there somewhere.

People of faith (or even suspicion) realize that God works in mysterious ways, but that after a little legwork they’re sure to solve the mystery and find the hidden treasure. The booty, rife with life lessons, new appreciations, and other valuable goodies, will in fact be self-manufactured, but to call it fool’s gold would be missing the point.
Karma Suits Ya

One of the subjects in the paralysis study said he injured his spinal cord in a car accident because he deserved it. After acquiring Cadillacs and jewelry, he said, he should have moved out of the ghetto so as not to arouse jealousy. “And then for number two,” he went on, “I shouldn’t have had [redacted] in my car. Then, I had a good woman at home, and I was dogging her, you know, pimping was involved ... you just can’t have your cake and eat it too. And if you do wrong, you reap what you sow.”

One way we make sense of accidents is by finding a reason the accident deserved to happen. Piaget called such karma immanent justice and noted that young children reason in terms of “automatic punishments which emanate from things themselves.” When told a story about a boy who steals an apple and then falls through a rotten bridge, the majority of six- to ten-year-olds say the bridge collapsed because the boy stole the apple. To the child, Piaget hypothesized, “nature is a harmonious whole, obeying laws that are as much moral as physical.”

In middle school, one of my classmates particularly adept at schoolyard psychological torture made a sport of teasing me about everything from the way I combed my hair to the way I laced my shoes. I wanted more than anything to kick him where it counted. But I never had to. On field day a wayward bicycle handlebar ripped open his scrotum. With his manhood maimed, I couldn’t help but feel a sense of justice in the universe. He was asking for it. (Note that I do not actually advocate hitting below the belt. And don’t worry—the boy was back at school the next day with stitches.)

We don’t grow out of immanent-justice reasoning. One study found greater endorsement of karmic causality among college students than among sixth graders. Another study found immanent-justice reasoning to be highly intuitive; we make more use of it when the cognitive resources normally used to suppress it are being taxed. And another study found that we also attribute good fortune to the deeds and character of the fortunate. Which explains the story of Gabriel Vivas:
In 2005, a Boeing 737 went down in the Peruvian jungle, killing thirty-seven people but sparing “Gabby” Vivas and the five family members with him. Vivas, a father of five living in Brooklyn, was known for acting as a neighborhood peacekeeper, organizing youth baseball, and feeding neighbors who came over to use his pool. “When you talk about miracles, here is a family that deserved one,” a fellow parishioner told a reporter. One of his coworkers said, “Gabby had so much good karma built up, it was enough to get his whole family out safe.” (Not enough, however, to keep him off the plane in the first place—or to keep it aloft and prevent him from witnessing the death of thirty-seven fellow passengers, all of whom presumably had “bad karma.” But enough to “miraculously” make him one of the, well, majority on the flight who survived.)

Immanent-justice reasoning can perhaps be explained by just world theory, pioneered by Melvin Lerner in the 1960s. Lerner argued that we have a desire to believe that the world is just, that people get what they deserve. Without a belief in fairness, you wouldn’t bother with hard work, sacrifices, or good deeds—you’d never expect a payoff. You’d also live in a state of anxiety, continuously bracing for unwarranted catastrophe. Lerner proposed nine main strategies for maintaining one’s belief in a just world, all of which have now been demonstrated through research. The most studied are reinterpretation of the character and behavior of a fate’s recipient, together typically known as the blame-the-victim effect. (Kristina Olson has proposed a simpler mechanism than just-world reasoning for the blame-the-victim effect. It may simply be that the goodness or badness of an event “rubs off” on anyone involved—she has found that kids as young as three prefer fortunate people over unfortunate people.) Other tactics for maintaining justice beliefs include reinterpreting an outcome as more positive (or negative) to fit what we think someone deserves, working toward actual restitution or retribution, and holding faith that fate will balance things out in the end.

A recent study demonstrated the justice motive’s relevance to everyday behavior. Subjects who recalled three recent good breaks (finding a perfect parking spot, say) interpreted a self-relevant but ambiguous piece of information as bad news. They apparently had already surpassed their quota of good luck and expected something to come along and compensate for it. I see reactions like this all the time. A friend recently found $20 in a taxi. The driver first claimed it, then backtracked and said he didn’t want it because something bad always happens to him when he finds money. Another friend recently found $60 at a
party and immediately offered me a drink; apparently, he felt the windfall wasn’t fully his to keep because he hadn’t earned it. And when I saunter down to the subway and a train comes immediately I sometimes feel upset that my luck’s been wasted; the next time, when I’ll probably be in a rush, I’ll have to wait forever.

While our mental tricks can lead to blaming victims or supporting the status quo (the poor and powerless deserve their places in life), they can also help us cope with calamity. In August 2002, Germany suffered the worst flood disaster in its history, a river overflow that destroyed 25,000 houses, hospitals, and schools in the state of Saxony. Psychologists surveyed 112 of the victims, many of whom said their lives had been in danger, and found that those with stronger just-world beliefs suffered less depression, anxiety, and paranoia in the flood’s wake. And just-world beliefs enable coping with spinal-cord injuries, Janoff-Bulman found. It’s unknown which justifying tactics any of these victims deployed—maybe they accepted their troubles as deserved and unavoidable, or they looked forward to a compensatory karmic payout—but presumably they found ways to make the world seem a little less wanton.

Although to believe in karma (in this loose, Western sense, not the original reincarnation sense) is not necessarily to infer a gavel-wielding god meting out punishments and rewards, it does require at least an expansive notion of Newton’s third law of motion (every action has an equal and opposite reaction) in which moral force is registered alongside physical force. However, there is a nonmagical analog of karma with very real dominion. In the world of human relations, what goes around typically does come around. People reciprocate kindness in kind. And word and deed travel far, manifesting in mysterious ways. So, as I like to picture myself as an old man telling my grandkids, don’t put shit on a boomerang.
Grasping at Straw Men

Magical thinking can serve as a sense-making strategy, and we rely on it more when we can’t control or predict our environment. In chapter 3 we saw that fishermen on the open sea stick to superstitious rituals. In chapter 6 we saw that people read minds into cars and pets to explain erratic behavior.

We’re also more likely to see the hand of fate in times of uncertainty.

When we feel out of control we search for patterns in the world. Finding regularities allows us to plan our behavior in a manageable environment. And in our search for order we often see order that isn’t there. Jennifer Whitson and Adam Galinsky have shown that when people feel out of control, they’re more likely to see shapes in random noise, false correlations in financial reports, or conspiracies in strings of events. So the need for control can lead us to spot patterns (which may or may not exist), and, as explained earlier, pattern perception leads to agency detection; spooky coincidences and semblant conspiracies suggest creators. Such conspicuous alignments don’t just happen on their own, right?

Our search for patterns can also lead us to link events to previous events as part of a transcendent moral order, leading to a belief in karma. And we connect events to later events, explaining them in terms of their consequences (this happened because it allowed that to happen), which is teleological reasoning.

Pointing to a karmic or teleological cause for an accident provides a comforting sense of understanding, but it’s not a real understanding in that it offers no guidance in predicting similar events. A doctor would be laughed out of his profession if he published a medical paper arguing that infertility is caused by the opportunity it gives couples to find their destiny in adoption. (Our disgraced doctor might go on, however, to find his own true calling in theology, a field attuned to a different sort of sense making.)

So far we’ve considered three ways uncertainty might lead to belief in fate: we seek order in terms of karmic forces, teleological intervention, and meaningful patterns in general, each of which suggests an ordering agent. (These
mechanisms may overlap.) But lack of personal control can also motivate us to directly hypothesize an external source of control, as opposed to drawing conclusions from evidence of order. Aaron Kay of Duke University has found that when people recall a recent incident over which they had no control, or when they unscramble sentences including words such as chaotic, mayhem, and nonsense, they become anxious. To allay their anxiety, they increase their estimates of the extent to which God or some other nonhuman entity controls events in the universe.

Believing someone else is in charge can reduce anxiety in several ways. First, it can increase a sense of personal control vicariously if we identify with the source of external control (the my daddy could beat up your daddy phenomenon). Second, trusting in an organized overlord also lets us believe that the world itself must be organized and thus predictable and navigable. This, too, increases a sense of personal control. A third way we gain a sense of personal control is by believing we can actively appeal to this overlord to act on our behalf, by saying the right prayers or obeying the right moral codes or making the right sacrifices. But Aaron Kay argues that it’s not all about personal control. In fact, sometimes we eschew authority (as when the adoptive mother recoiled from the responsibility of deciding which little Indian girl to take home). Believing in external control can reduce anxiety in itself, he says. We just want the comfort of trusting that someone has his sober hands on the wheel.
Lead Foot

Of course there’s danger in ceding too much control to your designated driver, particularly when he’s imaginary. You could find yourself barreling through a guardrail, thinking, *Gee, I would have taken the next exit instead of this cliff right here, but, hey, what am I gonna do?* Keeping your hands off the wheel, even when you don’t like the direction life is taking, is called fatalism. You don’t think your efforts will have any impact, so you sit on your palms. And sometimes wind up in a ravine.

It’s unclear how easily one can change one’s global beliefs about destiny, or how specifically one can tailor them to specific situations. But to the degree that one can nudge them around, it’s worth looking at the consequences of fatalistic beliefs, both the magical and nonmagical kind.

In chapter 5 we saw that a reduced sense of free will can make you dishonest, selfish, and lazy—a “useless jerk,” as I put it. Similarly, decades of data have revealed that people with an external locus of control—those who believe events are caused by other people, chance, fate, or the nebulous powers that be—are less healthy, motivated, optimistic, and successful than people who believe themselves to be in control of their fates. And people who believe their intelligence or abilities to be relatively fixed—a kind of personal destiny—give up in the face of setbacks instead of working to improve. These threads reveal that when we believe the internal and external factors influencing our fates to be out of our control, we suffer.

Health researchers have defined fatalism in several ways, tapping variously into popular notions of chance, God’s will, and genetic determinism, but the pattern seems to be that fatalistic patients don’t do so well; they take illness as a death sentence. Several studies show that fatalism is correlated with reduced cancer screening, even after controlling for socioeconomic status. Also, people who believe in predestination don’t see the benefits in a healthy diet or exercise. And believing God is helping you recover from a heart attack actually does help you recover, but believing he caused the heart attack slows you down.

Fatalism also encourages the flouting of safety precautions. Belief in destiny
is positively correlated with dangerous driving, reduced seatbelt use, and frequent unprotected sex. If it’s your time to go, people figure, it’s your time to go. They treat destiny as an agent with a goal. A secret agent with a mark on your head. Dodge one bullet and it will just take aim and try again. Some fishermen don’t bother learning to swim, seeing a dip in the drink as a sign that your time is up. Until the 1980s, at some American ports you could even buy fishing boots with lead in them to hasten your demise when you go overboard. *Oh, you’re driving me off a cliff? Let me help you with that accelerator*. Why fight fate?

The omission bias can produce effects similar to fatalism. According to this bias, we prefer erring through inaction to erring through action, as it produces less blame and regret. Therefore, we often have a tendency to not act, making us shy about trying new things and altering the status quo. One study of blackjack players in Las Vegas—these are not people afraid of risk—found that 80 percent of their mistakes consisted of playing too passively rather than too aggressively, even though errors of omission were costlier than errors of commission. The bias can also prevent us from taking widely recommended action. People prefer not to vaccinate children if the vaccine has a small chance of killing the child, even if the chance of death without the vaccine is twice as high. Sometimes letting life take its course can be deadly.

People can learn to cope with pretty much anything, but that doesn’t mean they have to. Those who give in to every outside force are buffeted about like a leaf on the wind. They take every challenge as a signal to give up or change direction. In 1998, a man named Mark Biancaniello broke the Guinness World Record in the noble sport of bee beard ing by wearing no less than 87.5 pounds of bees on his person. I’m sure he was stung numerous times in the course of his training; I would have called it a day, but just think: would Biancaniello still be a household name if he were better at taking a hint?
Make Shit Happen

To say something was “meant” to happen implies that its meaning is transcendent, its purpose a matter of fact. A superior being willed it to occur with an end in mind, and our job is to recognize and accept that end—to understand God’s plan and submit to it, if not aid in its actualization.

What happens if you reject this notion? If you say that nothing, anywhere, was ever “meant” to happen? You become an existentialist (specifically an atheistic existentialist, which is almost redundant). Existentialism is the ultimate “shit happens” philosophy. Maybe your house burned down and something good came of it. But nothing good had to come of it, the house could easily have not burned down at all, and you could easily not have even been born in the first place. No one put you here and torched your house as a gift. Further, because nothing was ever “meant” to happen, the biological organism you call your self was never “meant” to behave any special way, so universal moral law goes right out the window. You’re free to do what you want, as long as you’re willing to experience the repercussions (including feelings of guilt).

Many find this freedom terrifying. The freedom to define right and wrong for yourself, the freedom to interpret life however you wish. Sartre wrote that “man is condemned to be free: condemned, because he did not create himself, yet nonetheless free, because once cast into the world, he is responsible for everything he does.” Renouncing externally imposed goals and taboos increases our responsibility by widening our options. We have to think harder about what to want and do.

Research on the choice overload effect shows that in many situations increasing options can lead to worse well-being. Compared to people presented with six flavors of jam, those presented with twenty-four flavors find the decision-making process more difficult and frustrating, they’re more dissatisfied with the jam they choose, and they’re more likely to give up and not choose any jam at all. Anyone who’s ever been single in a large city understands this predicament. Just as Sartre argues that we are “condemned to be free,” the psychologist Barry Schwartz has written about the “tyranny of freedom.” He
links the increased rate of depression over the last century in the United States to our unparalleled autonomy in choosing consumer products, careers, and mates. “A good life may require constraints,” he writes.

Even with only two alternatives—should I stay or should I go?—there can be trouble. Faced with a difficult decision and the potential for regret, or the requirement to justify our choice to others, we may procrastinate, or we may try to hand the responsibility to someone else. One place to pass the buck is upward, to the heavens. We might look for signs that tell us what we’re meant to do. Or, if one of the options is to do nothing, we might just sit by and do that—obeying the omission bias and implicitly (or even explicitly) accepting that whatever happens was meant to happen. We punt and put it in the hands of fate.

Existentialism makes decisions harder in at least two ways. First, it erases any divine signs that might highlight or eliminate certain options. And second, it increases the possibility for regret, because you alone hold responsibility. But while existentialism can make life harder, it does not necessarily make life more empty. Denying any inherent meaning in the universe is not to deny meaning full stop. Each person creates his own meaning, decides his own values, defines his own destiny. Because existentialism is the ultimate “shit happens” philosophy, it’s also the ultimate “do it yourself” philosophy. (Nihilism actually parallels existentialism on the “shit happens” scale, but in its denial of even personally created meaning, it replaces “do it yourself” with “what’s the point?”) As the Irish playwright George Bernard Shaw said, “Life isn’t about finding yourself; life is about creating yourself.” An obstacle in your path doesn’t necessarily mean you’re supposed to find yourself in a different direction. No, you’re charged with deciding then and there whether to pick a new destination or hitch your britches and march over the obstacle. Freedom can feel imprisoning but ultimately it’s empowering.

About a decade ago, when my amateur philosophy was even more amateurish, I told the woman I was dating that I was an existentialist because I was depressed and saw no inherent meaning in life. She told me I was too depressed to be an existentialist; I was fatalistic. She was right.

Growing up, one of my favorite books was Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day. Finally, a book that told it how it was. Alexander wakes up with gum in his hair, trips on a skateboard as he steps out of bed, and drops his sweater in the sink, all in the first sentence. And it doesn’t let
up. By the time I became acquainted with Holden Caulfield, Caulfield’s thunder had been stolen; I’d found my sympathetic antihero.

Around first grade I decided Tuesday was my unlucky day. (My THNGVBD day.) Each week I woke up expecting a series of personal affronts, and I wasn’t disappointed. It helps when you’re looking for them, inviting them, twisting situations into them to confirm your hypothesis. I then added Thursdays to my shit list. Two unlucky days a week is a lot to bear, at any age. But still I added another day, and another. Eventually the whole week, every week, was my unlucky week. I just knew life was against me.

As a senior, I gave a talk to my high school about my battle with depression. Toward the end, I talked about one of the most important tactics I’d discovered in my fight for control over my life. I had come to realize that nothing that happens around us—no piece of news, no event—is inherently bad or good. It just is. In theory, we can interpret events however we wish. I was used to judging nearly everything as bad, and it was going to take a lot of work to change thinking habits that I’d been using my entire life. But instead of indulging in victimhood, I was beginning to fight these habits, allowing myself to believe that things could go my way.

Taking control of your interpretations is a very existential (and perhaps Zen) approach—one I was obviously still struggling with when my ex called me a fatalist, and one I will never perfect. I still have trouble finding a way to interpret burning my toast as an opportunity and not just a crisis, and I can’t imagine what I would do if I ever lost a child. But the existential attitude that meaning is what you make it serves as the core of cognitive therapy, and it’s a tactic worth practicing in your everyday life.

If you find it difficult to put a positive spin on your situation, you can at least imagine how you could be worse off. Maybe it seems that this trick shouldn’t improve your mood—now reality bites and alternate reality does too—but research on counterfactual thinking shows that it does make your actual reality seem better. Bronze medal winners are happier than silver medal winners, because instead of thinking about how they’re one step down from a Wheaties box, they’re thinking about how they’re one step up from shining shoes. Okay, so you burned your toast. At least it’s not your last piece of bread, and, when all’s said and done, at least you’re not impaled on a tree branch.
Negotiating with Fate

Even if you accept that all meaning is relative and subjective, it sure doesn’t feel that way. Every time we create meaning, we project it back onto the world; we still attach value to the event. So if one counts the perception of absolute, objective meaning inherent in the world as a subtle form of magical thinking, then we can’t escape magical thinking. But we can make it do our bidding, by bending those meanings to our own ends. You miss the bus; is that a Bad event? Have you no choice but to feel upset? No, quickly rewrite the script so that it’s a Good event—maybe even a Purposefully Good event—because you get to enjoy the weather a bit longer or have an interesting conversation on the next bus. Then watch the clouds and have that conversation. With enough practice, cognitive restructuring becomes an iterative, almost fluid, give-and-take process where the best of all possible worlds seems to take shape around you as you move through it.

The adoptive mothers Klevan spoke with were good at controlling their interpretations: they ignored “signs” they didn’t like and acknowledged ones they did. “One woman told me the most painful thing people said to her while she was going through infertility treatments was, ‘Maybe it’s not meant to be,’ ” Klevan says. “It’s interesting because it almost seems like the logical thing to say. What could be a greater sign from God that you’re not supposed to be a parent than you can’t make a baby?” But all the women explicitly rejected this notion.

Another woman had a “shockingly strong” sense of self-determination, Klevan recalls. “This was someone who made things happen.” The woman started having miscarriages and decided to adopt, but her husband was reluctant. “She said, ‘Look, if you don’t adopt with me, I’m leaving you because I want to be a mother NOW,’ and she went out and she made it happen.” But in telling her story, the woman noted a series of fortunate coincidences that paved the way for the adoption. “The fact that she had worked really hard to make this happen did not mean that it wasn’t also supposed to happen,” Klevan says. “It was like she was in perfect concert with the universe.”
“It seems to me that a lot of people have a sense of their own culpability woven into their ideas of fate,” Michael Steger, a psychologist at Colorado State University, says. “I think of a football player thanking God after scoring or winning. I don’t get the sense that they think they just need to show up and bumble around to succeed. Rather, they need to meet the challenge that fate is laying before them. Kind of complex when you think about it, really.”

And successful people are often laying that fate out themselves and calling it a calling. When you feel like the universe is expecting your arrival at success, you’re more prone to push through any difficulties and to see any suffering along the way as necessary and worthwhile. In negotiating the adoption process, “you do have to believe that you’re just fated to have a child,” Cindy Bennett told me. “Otherwise, you’ll give up. Because it’s not easy. It really isn’t.”

A challenge to thinking in terms of fate is knowing when to recalibrate—when to let go of a lost cause and find a new fate to fulfill. If you try to define your own destiny with no regard for reality, you’ll head off into la-la land where you’re challenging LeBron James to a game of one-on-one, assured that the laws of gravity don’t apply to you because it’s your calling to show him who’s king of the court. And when he wraps the basket around your head, you’ll deludedly call it a crown. On the other hand, if you think that because you’re five foot seven and have a funny name, like, say, Spud Webb, a career in basketball is not in the cards, you’ll never win the 1986 Slam Dunk Contest with a 180-degree reverse two-handed strawberry jam (from a lob bounce off the floor). Finding the balance between steadfast and supple engagement comes from experience and is called wisdom. According to the gerontologist James Birren and the psychologist Laurel Fisher, “Wisdom is tested by circumstances in which we have to decide what is changeable and what is not.” Then, once you’ve decided something isn’t changeable, make peace with your decision. Don’t give up before you need to, but once you do, commit to a new course and don’t look back.

I like to employ a poi metaphor when thinking about when to go with the flow and when to fight the current. Poi is a form of dance in which one swings two small weights around at the ends of tethers, forming weaves and other dynamic patterns. Rule number one: respect the momentum of the poi. If you decide to abruptly yank your hand in a new direction while a poi is swinging around, you just might get a ball of fire in your face. (The poi are often soaked in fuel and lit up.) But you can bend their paths through the air, and with practice and finesse
you can even decelerate them to a standstill and accelerate them on new paths in an instant. It’s a constant negotiation between you and the poi. Similarly, many aspects of life have a kind of momentum—careers, relationships, conversations. If you inexpertly impose control and yank them on a new trajectory, you might have some fires to put out.

The poi, by the way, will inevitably go where you don’t want them to at some point, perhaps ricocheting off your back or wrapping around your leg. If you react quickly, you just might make it look intentional and go on with the show. You may even have discovered a new trick. But the best trick of all is when you convince yourself that it was meant to happen.
At the outset of this book, I promised to convince even the most hard-core skeptics among you that you believe in magic. If I failed, I don’t think the sword is ever coming out of that rock.

I also promised to demonstrate that magical thinking ain’t so bad. It’s a set of illusions, sure, but in many cases they’re positive illusions. They primarily emerge from functions that have evolved for other reasons, but they have functionality of their own. First, magical thinking provides a sense of control. The value of an illusory sense of control is that it reduces anxiety and increases a feeling of agency, which can spur you to seize real control. Second, magical thinking provides meaning. There’s meaning as in comprehension—understanding how things happen or how to do things—which allows for control. But there’s also meaning as in a sense of purpose—grasping why things happen or why anything is worth doing. This is the stuff that gets you out of bed in the morning and lets you sleep at night.

While science should be your go-to guy for control and comprehension, you wouldn’t bother trying to control or comprehend anything without a sense of something more.
Sacred Meaning

For a certain type of person, the question “Is this all there is?” has a poignant, even urgent resonance. He goes about his day aware that nothing he does will ever save him from his ultimate fate of mental dissolution and physical decomposition. He’s just an assortment of soulless atoms made to traverse a lifelong obstacle course toward a dead end. During his slog, tragedy strikes indiscriminately, joy is only temporary, and every little thing just seems like such a hassle. Seriously, what’s the point?

This person is tied to his own insular individuality. He doesn’t see anything beyond his downward spiral. But there’s a way to break free of the cycle, at least for a moment: by experiencing the sacred.

A sense of sacredness dances in and out of the boundaries of magical thinking and touches on many of the same themes: essences, hidden forces, higher meanings. Scholars have had as difficult a time defining sacredness as they’ve had defining religion or magic, but they tend to agree that the sacred makes you feel connected to something larger than yourself. Sacredness gives religion its power, but it lives outside of religion, too. You might consider an object, a place, a time, a person, a value, or a role to be sacred. The presidency, an heirloom, honesty, an anniversary, the human body, the Mona Lisa, a favorite sports stadium, freedom of speech, Oprah Winfrey. We cherish these things and see them as sources of communion and power that demand supreme respect. Sacred entities can’t be reduced to their utilitarian functionality.

In Oscar Wilde’s play Lady Windermere’s Fan, Lord Darlington describes a cynic as someone “who knows the price of everything and the value of nothing.” While cynics play an invaluable role in our society (they make great economists, it is said), you couldn’t pay me enough to marry a full-time cynic. She’d be a robot, calculating the utility of everything and everyone around her. She’d lack both integrity and warmth. If, for her, objects and people and acts could not encapsulate broader abstractions—sentiments or identities or ideals—if she had no sense of a beyond, no capacity for awe or love or faith, then she would not be fully human. A person for whom nothing is sacred cannot be called one of us.
Certainly, holding things to be sacred can reduce flexibility and sharpen conflict. But it provides certain benefits. Kenneth Pargament, Annette Mahoney, and colleagues have found that sanctification of marriage is correlated with less marital strife and better collaborative problem solving. Sanctification of parenting is linked to less verbal aggression toward one’s kids. Sanctification of the environment is tied to greater preservation of the natural world. Sanctification of one’s body is associated with more exercise, better diet, reduced drug and alcohol use, and improved body image. And sanctification of sex is linked to greater pleasure and satisfaction in the bedroom.

When one engages with the sacred, reality feels a little less flat. You get the vague sense that we’re not just soulless atoms, that the world is imbued with a deep significance that can’t be explained away. The answer to “Is this all there is?” becomes a ringing “No.” The ability to elicit the perception of sacredness on command would seem a valuable skill, and in fact you can train yourself in the art, according to one study. The psychologist Elisha Goldstein asked participants to practice mindful meditation for five minutes a day, five days a week, for three weeks. After each session, they turned their attention to what was special about a sacred or cherished object. For some it was a physical item such as a book, a plant, or a wedding ring. For others, it was a personal mantra or memory. Subjects reported feeling interconnection, gratitude, and peacefulness during their sacred moments. One man who saw the light explained, “I never noticed any spiritual moments before this … [the words] unique, holy, and worthy of reverence [were] not within the scope of my intellectual reaction [to] things.” Goldstein found that at the end of the three weeks, and even six weeks after that, the subjects felt more satisfaction with life, felt greater purpose, and had more frequent spiritual experiences.

As I wrote in chapter 4, I’m a nonpeaker, so I decided to give the technique a try. Blip, my little red dragon, was gone, so as my sacred object I picked my silver jacket. It’s a heavy aluminum-coated fire-retardant jacket I bought at a flea market fifteen years ago. It catalyzed and emblemized my emerging self-confidence as a teenager, and I still use silverjacket.com as my domain name.

After trying the mindfulness technique every day for several weeks, I didn’t have a single sacred moment. I think the problem is that I’m not yet adept at meditation. During this exercise, I was never able to keep my thoughts at bay for more than five consecutive seconds. But I didn’t have high hopes that I would. My first year at Burning Man—the annual music and arts festival in Nevada—I
entered the “Talk to God” art installation—a telephone booth standing in the middle of the desert with a sign that says TALK TO GOD—and asked the voice at the other end how I could live more in the moment. Its response: “Breathe.” Good idea, I thought. I took a couple of slow breaths before wondering who was speaking at the other end of the line, whether anyone behind me was waiting to use the phone, and why I was no longer focused on breathing. But your mileage may vary—and presumably will depend on your motivation to practice.

I related my meditation struggles to Pelin Kesebir, a psychologist researching the perception of sacredness. “Meditation might indeed not be everyone’s cup of tea,” she said. “For such people it might work better to just be more mindful of opportunities to perceive sacredness in the world that pop up during the course of the day. Like when you’re in nature, see a baby, or hear beautiful music.”

Kesebir has found that we often find sacredness in everyday life and, further, that finding sacredness in life acts as a buffer against existential threat. In one study, subjects more likely to consider various things sacred (the list included the American flag, animals, children, doctors, George Washington, heirlooms, human life, motherhood, music, nature, and works of art) did not react to reminders of their mortality as strongly as their more cynical counterparts. They felt less threatened.

Great for those people, but what about the rest of us who don’t reflexively see heaven in a wildflower? Kesebir found an easy exercise that can help. One group of subjects listed reasons water could be considered sacred (many noted its essential role in life). Another group simply listed practical uses for water. The first group showed reduced reactivity to reminders of death, compared to the second. Appreciating an everyday miracle reduced their existential angst. “Perceptions of sacredness,” she and her authors wrote, “can instill a belief in the supreme value of life and the possibility of living meaningfully even in the face of ultimate annihilation.”
Sacred Motives

In Man’s Search for Meaning, the psychiatrist Viktor Frankl describes his time as a death camp prisoner during the Holocaust. He emphasizes that to survive, prisoners needed a goal to live for. “Being human always points, and is directed, to something, or someone, other than oneself—be it a meaning to fulfill or another human being to encounter,” he wrote. “Self-actualization is possible only as a side-effect of self-transcendence.”

The opposite of sacred is profane, but it could also be banal. “Events that lack any relation to the higher, deeper, broader, or more integrative meanings of life can be called banal,” the psychologist Roy Baumeister wrote in Meanings of Life. “There is ample banality even in the most meaningful lives,” he continued. “Waiting in line, breathing, and urinating are good examples of acts that resist transcendental interpretations and are rarely a featured part of someone’s life story.” But they don’t have to be banal. If one imbues these everyday activities with purpose, they in a sense become sacred in that they make you feel as though you’re contributing to a meaningful narrative, something larger than your in-the-moment flesh-and-blood self. I like to call this metaphysical upgrade the wax on, wax off approach.

In The Karate Kid, Mr. Miyagi teaches karate to Daniel in exchange for manual labor. Daniel must wax Mr. Miyagi’s car, sand his deck, and paint his fence. The repetitive motions (wax on, wax off) are about as banal as breathing, until Daniel realizes he’s been practicing the proper mechanics of karate moves and uses the training to defeat his bullies in a local tournament. Suddenly, the monotonous chores go from menial to meaningful. If you could just treat all those unrewarding parts of your life—visiting the DMV, working a soul-crushing job, tying your shoelaces—as somehow edifying your character or enriching your life story, they’d gain just a hint of the sacred. Maybe you’re not prepping to battle the Cobra Kai dojo at the All Valley Karate Tournament, but you can still find reward in perfecting a simple task, or noticing new details in the world, or thinking about the lives you’re incrementally improving. Or maybe you simply transform the experience into a respectable exercise in endurance or self-discipline. Frankl argues that even a prisoner in pain facing certain death—about
as meaningless a circumstance as one can imagine—has the opportunity to enrich his dwindling breaths: “In accepting [the] challenge to suffer bravely, life has meaning up to the last moment.”

I believe the most meaningful lives include a balanced combination of long- and short-term goals. If you live for only the future and not the present, you’ll never be happy, because at some point the future will be the present and you’ll then be living for another future. But if you live for only the present, you’ll severely impede your ability to enjoy the future because you’ll be dealing with the fallout from today’s decisions.

In the best of all worlds, the tasks you enjoy performing in the present will also align with more long-term pursuits. Tackling a series of short-term goals—on the order of minutes or seconds or fractions of a second—can lead to a state called flow where you feel fully engaged with an activity, neither bored nor anxious, and you lose your sense of self. But, coming out of that state, you want to feel it has advanced you as part of a larger mission. Playing video games or masturbating may feel engrossing and satisfying in the moment but, on their own, would not make for a compelling autobiography.

On the importance of attaching present circumstances to future goals, Friedrich Nietzsche said, “He who has a why to live can bear with almost any how.” I can attest to the power of meaningful destinations in giving life purpose. After signing a contract to write this book, I was able to go off antidepressants for the longest period in fifteen years. And research shows that people busy with even relatively rote activities are happier than people sitting idle. It’s worth noting, however, that positive mood does not only follow meaning; you can’t find meaning without being in the right mood. For instance, Laura King has shown that positive affect increases both magical thinking and a sense of purpose. And anyone who has taken antidepressants or stimulants can attest to the miraculous life-changing properties of these chemicals: the dopamine starts working, goals become desirable, and existence seems worth the hassle. Meaning “automagically” springs from whatever you’re doing.

Assuming you’re in the right frame of mind (and chemistry of brain) to experience meaning, the meaning is there for you to create, whenever you want it. The historian of religion Mircea Eliade wrote in his classic book *The Sacred
and the Profane, “every human experience is capable of being transfigured, lived on a different plane, a transhuman plane.” With a focus on living meaningfully even in minor tasks, your prosaic path becomes poetic; your mission gains a metaphysical significance. Every moment becomes sacred.

Breathe in, breathe out, wax on, wax off.
Sacred Miracles

Insane Clown Posse (ICP) is a rap duo from Detroit known for such albums as *Carnival of Carnage* and *Hell’s Pit*. In April 2010, Violent J and Shaggy 2 Dope released a music video that caught many people off guard. The song, “Miracles,” is an earnest ode to all the wondrous, and some of the more mundane, elements in the world, from the Milky Way, childbirth, and rainbows down to water, air, fire, and dirt. The video is an uncanny and awe-inspiring sight to behold in itself: you have two guys with clown makeup and tattoos flying through space rapping about giraffes. Predictably, it inspired instant ridicule. *Saturday Night Live* produced a parody video called “Magical Mysteries.” In response to the ICP lyric “Fucking magnets, how do they work?” the SNL rappers asked inane questions like “What the fuck is a clock?”

But the Posse was onto something. The rappers’ mission wasn’t to proclaim their ignorance about how the world works; it was to celebrate their wonder at its very existence. And the song wasn’t necessarily about God, Violent J explained to an interviewer: “A giraffe may not actually be a miracle according to the books, but I took my daughter and my son to the zoo last fall and we fed a giraffe. Let me tell you something—a giraffe is a fucking miracle. If you’ve never stood next to a fucking yellow-ass giraffe with a long neck, looking like a fucking dinosaur, it’s just an amazing sight.” Even as unsentimental a character as the geek survivalist Dwight Schrute from the TV show *The Office* is on the same page as ICP; in one episode he is seen peeling magnets off the fridge and throwing them in the trash one by one. “Garbage magnet. Garbage magnet,” he says. “God! Magnets are interesting enough; you don’t need to tart ’em up with some design.” Einstein, too, had ICP’s back when he said, “There are two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as though everything is a miracle.”

One might think an existentialist would live his life the first way (no miracles), based on the premise that nothing was created for a purpose and everything is temporary; can anything incidental and ultimately inconsequential be called a miracle?

In a word, yes. Recall from chapter 5 that people reminded of their mortality
found more meaning in life. (Perceived scarcity increases value, as any salesman who’s ever said “Available for a limited time only!” will tell you.) And while seeing fate working in your life can increase a sense of meaning (see chapter 7), feeling an extreme lack of fate can urge you to create your own meaning. Ronnie Janoff-Bulman wrote that trauma survivors, whose faith in a comprehensible and nonrandom world has been shaken, eventually shift “from a concern with the meaning of life to a focus on meaning in life.... They become committed to living.” Since there’s no ultimate point in your being here, there’s no point in asking why you’re here either. You just accept it and move on with the task of enjoying your stay.

The philosopher Irving Singer wrote of the positive side of existential anxiety:

Once our hopeless questioning has reverberated in us, we may also intuit the mystery and wonder in everything being what it is. The source of our anxiety will not have changed but our attention will now be focused on the mere fact of existence rather than the obscure possibility of non-existence. We may also experience, at least occasionally, what Wittgenstein called “astonishment that anything exists.” Instead of asking why there is something rather than nothing, we attend to the amazing—what may seem miraculous—presentation of any thing and every thing.... All reality will then appear to be what Santayana calls “free entertainment.”

A clump of dirt, say, may not at first seem very amazing or entertaining, but it’s free ... and available for a limited time only.

Shaggy 2 Dope of ICP makes one false move when he raps, “I don’t wanna talk to a scientist / Y’all motherfuckers lyin’, and gettin’ me pissed.” But understanding the chemistry of water, or the physics of magnets, does not necessarily discount them as marvels. The physicist and Nobel laureate Richard Feynman once wrote, “Poets say science takes away from the beauty of the stars—mere globs of gas atoms. Nothing is ‘mere.’ I too can see the stars on a desert night, and feel them. But do I see less or more? ... What men are poets who can speak of Jupiter if he were a man, but if he is an immense spinning sphere of methane and ammonia must be silent.”

So if nothing is “mere,” and yet (as I believe) nothing is a miracle in the
supernatural sense, what else is there to say about reality but this: it is, pardon me, a *meracle*. 
The Cosmological Constant

So things can be sacred because of their special histories (my silver jacket), or their symbolic significance (the act of coupling), or the simple fact of their existence (fucking magnets!). One could call attributions of sacredness a form of magical thinking, or not. In the end, I’m less interested in drawing definite boundaries around magical thinking than I am in what it does to us and for us.

The study of magical thinking is about more than silly sports superstitions or tribal voodoo hexes. It’s much broader. It’s about how we use symbols. It’s about how we treat mysteries. It’s about how we value things and people. It’s about how we construct systems of ethics and justice. It’s about how we think about life and death. It’s about how we find reasons to go on.

Magical thinking guides how we define the very nature of the world, visible and invisible. Souls and luck and destiny and essences and mojo and free will and karma are more real, more alive in our daily thoughts and endeavors than quarks or quasars or quantum mechanics. They are intimate, ever present, and consequential parts of our cosmologies.

Magical thinking connects us simultaneously to the familiar, the unknown, and the unknowable. It allows us to see depth in the here and now, to form meaningful stories of our lives, to connect people and events in romantic and resonant ways. It also engages our imaginations about what forces swarm around us and what potentials lie within us. (Stories of wizards and superpowers are, at heart, not far-off fantasies but aspirational tales.) It presents a world full of untapped wonder, waiting for exploration and exploitation. Magical thinking both grounds us and keeps us buoyant.

Whether magic exists or not, magical thinking got us to where we are, and, for better or for worse, it will take us to where we’re going. We could no sooner escape it than we could escape consciousness. We think, therefore we think magically.

In struggling to unite my allegiance to critical thinking with my celebration of
enchantment, I’ve no doubt spurned the loyalties of readers on both sides of the aisle. But whatever shaky synthesis I put forth will necessarily differ from anyone else’s idea of a perfect balance. No amount of magical thinking is right for everyone.

And while writing this book I can’t say that I’ve discovered the meaning of life—for myself, let alone for anyone else. But I have refined my thinking a bit about how to go about creating meaning. How to get out of my head, see the big picture, delight in the ineffable.

Without sacrificing skepticism, I’ve tempered my cynicism, and my world is a little more magical as a result.

Blip would be proud.
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